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FOREWORD

1. This military handbook is approved for usc by all Activities and Agcncics of the Dcpatiment oft he Army and is
available for use by all Depaflments and Agencies of the Department of Defense.

2. Beneficial comments (recommendations, additions, deletions) and any pertinent data that may be of use in
improving this document should be addressed to: Commander, US Army Armament Research, Development, and
Enginccnng Center, Al’TN: SMCAR-BAC-S, Picatinny Arsenal, NJ 07806-5000, by using the self-addressed
Standardization Document Improvement Proposal (DD Form 1426) appearing at the end of this document or %Y
letter.

3. This handbook was developed under the auspices of the US Army Materiel Command’s Engineering Design
Handbook Program, which is under the direction of the US Army Industrial Engineering Activity.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

A limited discussion of continuous fibrous reinforcement is presented; the fibers are frbergiass, carbon- .

graphite, aramid organic, and boron. Advantages in applications are discussed, and ‘“pros and cons” are
consiakred.

1-1 GENERAL

The properties of all basic plastics can be cnhsttecd by
the addition of fibers, whiskers and particulate. Plastics
so modified are referred to as organic or plastic matrix
composites. Composites may consist of a variety of
reinforcements in a number of matrix materials. For
exarnpk, wood is a naturally occurring composite consist-
ing of cellulose fibers in a Iignin matrix. Man-made
composites include straw-reinforced mud bricks and,
more recently, concrete and asphalt. As the plastics
industry and polymer chemistry developed, plastics were
filkd with various particulate or fWers to extend and
strengthen thcae materials. Subsequently, fibesx and
weaves were used with the glass-reinforced plastics being
developed in the 1940s. Today reinforccmcnta include
materials such as graphite fibers, boron, glass, organic
polymer fibers, silicon earbide, and a number of new
inorganic fibers. Matrix materials now beii reinforced
include mctaIs such as aluruimuq titanium, and copper,
asweuas ceramic materials. There is even a prooess to
make carbotilbcr-minfomed carbon matrix (carbon/
carbon) composites for high-temperature applications.

Foratrueturstl composites plastics are still the principal
matrix materials and include both thermoplastics and
thermoses including new types such as the Iiquid c~stal
polymers. Plaaties will remain the most Iikely matrix
mrtdidat.cs for composites because of the substantial
weight savings they offer and of the wide range of
proprtk and the sbtity to tailor therm

The plaatie matrix composites discuaad in this hahd-
book are reatrkted to those employing continuous fiber
reinfomxxrtents.

1-2 STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT OF
FIBER REINFORCEMENTS

The plastic matrix composites discussed in thk hand-
book contain continuous fibers, in either a nonwoven or
woven form, embedded in a common plastic matrix. Such
fibers may be used as monofilasnents, bundles, rovings,
fabrics, or related textile constructions. With nonwoven
composites the long filaments can be aligned in a parallel
direction which is generally along one axis. This one-axis
orientation gives a structure called anisotropic, i.e.,
ilaving properties (hat are much different in the dircc[ion

I

l-l

of the fiber from those in the direction nominally 90 deg to
the fiber. Discussion of anisotropic structure is given in
several wel!-known comprehensive monographs (Refs. 1
and 2) and many other sources.

The orientation of the fibrous layers may be angle
plied, cross plied, or plied in several directions. These
orientations result in a structure called quasi-isotropic,
i.e., having properties that tend to approach some level of
uniformity when determined in various, yet specific,
directions of the reinforced plastic composite. Fibers in
nonwoven structures are the commonly used E-, S-,* and
S-2* glasses (Refs. 3 and 4), the high-modulus fdarnents
of carbost-graphh.e, boron (Refs. S through 8), or the
aromatic nylons termed aramidst (Refs. 9 and 10). The
woven fabrics most gcncmlly used arc made of E-glass.
Fabrics of Sq#aas, carbon-graphite, or aramid are used
leas. Fabric reinforcements CM yield composites that are
orthotropic, having properties that tend to be uniform in
many directions or that arc aniaotropic in one or mom
directions. The orthotropy or anisotropy is determined
mainly by the number of yarns in the warp and fill
dimotion of the fabric

An advantage of composite materials is that by using
two or mom discrete emn.ponents in combination for a
cOmpletc structure, properties not available from either
individual eompcmertt can be attained. Rcinfonxd con-
cretes have had early acceptance for atntaural appli-
cations, and glass-fiber-mirtforeed plastics have had three
or more decades of fairly wide USC.Compositra that use
carbon-graphite, boro~ or ammid fibers am currently
termed advanced compositca; use of these composites is
increasing for very spee~lc end-items that require
properties and aeMee superior to those available from
conventional fiberglass-reinforced plastics. These non-
giass fibem have undergone signifkant development and
some definitive use of more than 20 yr for earbon-
graphite (Ref. 11), 15-20 yr for boron (Refs. 12 and 13),
and more than 10 yr for aramid (Rcfs. 14 and 15).

! 1

“S-glass is a highquality, pcrformsn~ grade; S-2 glass is a
modcrateast, high-performance type...— . .. . .- —

1Such aramids, i.e., aromatic polyamide fibers, have been
iivailiible from one source. DuPont, since 1971.These have the
trade name Kevlar@.

-. . ..—.—.- —--
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1-3 ROLE OF THE FIBER

The fiber of the composite contributes principally to
the strength and stiffness characteristics, formability, and
machinability of the completed composite. The organic
resin malrix primarily determines the transverse mechani-
cal propmtics, intertamitmr shear characteristics, service
operating temperature, and process conditions.

The type, orientation, and volume ratio of the fibers
determine the strength and stiffness of a product, e.g., in
the laminate form. In the unidirectional pkeme Ill of
continuous fiber, maximum properties are obtained in
the direction of the fiber. Conversely, minimum properties
are found in the transverse direction. The tottd strength
availabie is given by the weaker plastic matrix material.
At interpolated orientations for resisting shear loads, e.g.,
*45 dcg to fiber direction, the fibers give some rein-
forcement to the matrix (Ref. 16).

1-4 ROLE OF THE POLYMER MATRIX
The poiymeric matrix distributes applied loads through-

out the laminate to prevent premature failure. SUCltearly
failure occurs when individual fibers become overloaded.
Generally, the matrix deiiocastes the shear properties,
maximum operating temperatures, and the cnvironrnentaf
or chemical rcaktanec of the composite. As the tempera-
ture incrcaaes, the bonds of the organic plastic weaken,
and sti!bas is Iost. This loss of stiffness, in turn, causes
the fibers to deflect more under loading. When the strain-
to-faikure value of tkfibcrs is reached, the composite fails
at a load that is lowcrthan its room temperature strength.
Moisture ●bsorbed by certain plastic matriom can have
the same Cffccq particdarly m devatui tunpcrattm.
Matrix voids and contasninaats abo reduce the
mechanical properties of ● htxttinatc. The beat properties
arc obtained whtm tic volume ratio of tk fibers is
controlled to a definite range for the type of fiber and
matrix being used (Refs. 17 and 18):”

1-5 ADVANTAGES OF COMPOSITES

Advantages that fibrous+einforced plastic composites
have over eottvcntiontd materials, particuhstiy rnetads,
inciude

1. Lower Weight. 50 to 55% of the density of
aluminum and 40 to 709$ of the density of titanium

2. Possible Reduction in (lw. Fewer parts and
fasteners required

3. Increased Fatigue Resistance. Little structural
degradation upon load cycling because of design to
distribute stress

4. Irrcreased Capability to Fail Safely. No crack
propagation due to integrated design

5. Increased Protection Against
Damage. Duc to multiple load paths.

Catastrophic

Engineering composites can be fabricated from wide
choices of matrix and continuous fibrous reinforcement
materials. This range of choices is advantageous because
such composites can be tailor-made to meet high-per-
formance requirements and they offer a considerable
range of properties. Composites also can possess a
number of ad vantages when compamd with conventional
materials (Refs. 19 and 20). For example, composites

1. Can be made with high strength and a high
spczific strcngtb-to-weight ratio relative to more common
engineering materials, including metals

2. Can be made with high stiffness and high specific
stiffness that are unattainable with other materials

3. Generally exhibit low density
4. Can exhibit high strength at elevated ternpcraturM
5. Have good impact and thermal shock resistance
6. Have good fatigue strcngthj which often surpasses

that of metals
7, Have good creep strength, which is often better

than that of metals
8. Generally have very good oxidation and corrosion

resistance
9. Have Iow, controllable thermal expansion

10. Can have controllable thermal and electrkd
conductivity

11. Have a stress-rupture life higher than that of
many metals

12 Can have predetermined properties designed in
to meet particular engineering needs

13. Are at times amenable to the fabrication of huge
components at cosq equal to or lower than those for
metals (Rd. 21).

The noted properties or advan~ tend to delineate
applications of actual or potential interest. For example,
Tabk 1-1 gives some actual or potential end-ii app)i-
cationa of fk composites related to broad cngkucrkg
charwmeriatics of the continuous fibrous reinforcement
(Ref. 22).

The named applications in Table 1-1 benefh from one
or more characteristics in addition to the primary pro-
perties of high modtd% high tensile strcng& and low
density. Other “secondary” properties of imporfancc can
include high fatigue or creep res”hance, high damping,
and relative ease of fabrication. The wide spectrum of
available polymer matrices allows a broad choice in
creating a composite system that meets environmental
service (Ref. 23), impact loading resistance, and other
special requirements.

1-2 . .
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TABLE 1-1. SOME APPLICATIONS OF FIBER COMPOSITES

a.

b.

c.

a.

b.

a

b.

a.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS

Resistance

Resistance

Resistance

Resistance
foras

Resistance

High Young’s Modulus:

to bending

to stretching

to torsion

High Tensile Strength:

to breakage by externally imposed

to centrifugal and other intrinsic forces

Low Density:

Weight saving dimetly

Reduction in momentum change

Other Chmmcmaistiw

High electrical conductivity

b. High resistance to oorrosion

c. Low neutron capture cross section

d. Low eocfikient of friction and wear rates

e. Very low thermal expansion

ACTUAL OR POTENTIAL APPL1CATIONS

Radar dishes, masts, pylons, ladders, stressed
aerodynamic surfaces, vehicle chasses, gear teeth,
turbine and compressor blades, connecting rods,
puahrods, rocker arms, window frames, hydrofoil and
aquaplaning surfaces

Tke cords, drive belts, hydraulic equipment and
piping, tanks, vessels, cables, pressure vessels, tie-rods

Drive ShdtS, VdVCSjXitlgS,W shafts

Vehicle bumpers, golf clubs, camping gear, packaging,
bows, suitcases, preatressing of ceramies, vehicle
bodies or panel structures, e.g., ribs to glass-reinforced
plastic sheeting

Fans, alternator components, centrifuges, beam
choppers, airscmws, long vertical cables, vehicle
whecla, helicopter rotors, turbine and compressor
blades

Aerospaee vehicles, submarines, cranes, splints and
artiftial limbs, high-speed boats and hydrofoik,
hovercraft, helicopters

Reciprocating cxmponcnts (linear, angular) for loom
palt$, equipment driven by pristttd+iring -O
motors, computer tape spocds, traction pantographs,
high-speed velicle suspensions and wheels

Furnace heating elements, commutator and slipring
brushes

Propellers, chemical plants and cquipmcn~ surgical
fabrications and implants.

Babbitts and similar irradhtion containers

Bearings, sliding and rubbing components, skis, gear
tooth surfaces, slow and heavy bearings

Gages, templates

!,

----- .. .
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TABLE 1-2. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF FIBER REINFORCEMENTS

FIBER ADVANTAGE

Fiberglass Resistance to mildew and rot, resistance to
chemie.ds, high tensiie strength, perfect
elasticity, good electrical insulation, low
COSLgood procesaibility

Carbon-Graphite High modulus, low thermal expansion,
high electrical anductivit y, low density,
low coefficient of friction, resistance to
chemicals, resistance to creep, good
vibration damping, high temperature
resia-, zero or very iow thermal linear
expansion

Aramid Lightweight, high flcxural and compressive
modulus, good electrical and thermal
insuhtion properties, radar and sonar
transparency; good proecssibility, low
creep, low notch sensitivity, chemical
resistana, good impact resistance

Boron High strength, very high modulus, very
high comprcasive strength, high hardness,
low thermal conductivity and expansion,
high-temperature rcAstanw

DISADVANTAGE

Glass friable and brittle, surface treatment
and lubrication required, subject to static
fatigue, lowest modulus of elasticity

High cost, poor impact resistance

Lower interhtminar shear strength, lower
flexural and compressive strength, attacked
by UV light, lower high-temperature
service, poor citability, requires surface
treatment

Very high cost, limited number of
suppliers, limited materials forms
(epoxy/boron tape)

1-6 SUMMARY

Most plastic rdns are not suitable for structural
applieatiosm. Although many resins are extremely tough,
most lack ~ stiff=, and deform under load with
time. By mixing strong, stiff, fibrous materials into the
plastic matr& a variety of structural composite materials
can be formed. The properties of these composites can be
tailored by fiber selection, orientation, and other factors
to suit spc@c applications.

Table 1-2 briefly summarizes the advantages and
disadvantages of fiberglass, carbon-graphite, aramid
(Kevla# 49), and boron fibers.

1.

2.
1
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CHAPTER 2
CONTINUOUS FIBERGLASS REINFORCEMENT

Information ispresentedon the properties and variousJorms ofjlberglass. Yarn nomenclature is given, and
variour weaves are discussed. Some characteristics of surface treatments, sizings, andjinishes are given.

2-1 BACKGROUND

Continuous fiberglass is used in a number of forms,
such as strand bundles, filaments, yam, mats, woven
fabrics, and unwoven broad goods or roving. Much of the
fabrication technology for fiberglass-main composites
forms the basis of the subsequent methods used for
graphite, organic atamid, or boron fiber reinforcement
technology for advanecd composites. Domestic fiberglass
production of all grades is produecd at a rate of well over
450 million kilograms (one billion pounds) per year.
High-performanee fiberglass reinforcements are only a
small percentage of this level of production.

2-2 FIBERGLASS TYPES

The principal glass compositions for structural reinforce-
lSMOtS(Ref. 1) arc E-@as, S-glass, and S-2 glass. Other

~*~m-~A~,w dfot non-
atmdurd appliutiotts. The letter designations assigned
refer to usage, e.g., E for electrical C for chemical, and S
for high strength. E-glass, based on lime-alumina-
borosilicate, remains the workhorse of the composites
industry and is widely used with phatie matrioes. Most
woven fabrics art made from this glass. $glaaa, a silica-
alumina-magnesia compositio~ was developed for im-
proved tensile propetiies, and is used as roving or other
nonwovcn forms. To a ksser extent S-glass is used as a
woven fabric. It is used in critical military and aerospaee
composites because of its high atre~ uniformity, and
atmctural integrity. S-2 glass is a siiiea-alumina-magnesia
glaaa formulation *to S-glass that offem somewhat
similar performance. at about one third the oost. Beoause
of this cost differential S-2 glass has been a serious
eontcnder for mplaecment of S-glass in engineering
strtscturca. An R-glass has been introduced, which is
equivalent to the S-2 glass produced domeatieal!y, i.e., it
has almost twice the tensile strength of E-glass and a
slightly higher tenaiAcmodulus. It is being used in military
applications in Europe.

The cost of E-glass roving is approximately $1.65 per
kdogram ($0.’75 per pound). GrtifIed S-glass roving,
which can meet critical performance requirements, ean
sell for more than $17.65 per kilogram (S8.00 per pound).
Resin-impregnated tapes of S-glass ears sell for S26.45 to
$110.25 or more per kilogram (.$12.00 to $50.00 or more
pe~ pound). Costs for similar E-glass prepreg products
may be $8.80 to $11.00 or more per kilogram ($4.00 to

$5.00 or more per pound). These prepreg prices vary
widely due to the variety and qualh y of products available
and to produet demand.

2-2.1 BASIC CHARACTERISTICS
The properties of glass fibers will vary with the

chemieal composition and fabrication process, but the
following inherent characteriatk make them idcd for
composite reinforcements (Refs. 1 and 2)

1. High Tensile Strength. Glaas fibers have ● high
tensile strength-to-weight ratio. Monofilament strengths,
which arc considerably higher than roving strengths, are
useful for comparisons and certain teat purposes. Such
strengths, however, are not attained in mmposites.
Tensile tests on strands or multiple+nd roving, normally
performed on cured reskmated fibers, are closer to the
fiber strengths auained in composites. The effect of
rovingatcl count on average tensile Wength is not known
with any degree of preeiaion. Itcan be assumed, however,
that test results on rovings of up to 60 ends do not differ
signifkantly from single-nd swing. Ftit diameter,
however, does influcnee the tensile strength of fiberglass.
Most of the values reported in the literature are on the
“G” diameter fdament of 9.7 pm (0.00038 ire).

2. Modulus ojEasticity. The modtshss of elasticity
may be determined indirectly by measuring theveloeity of
sound throughthefiberordirectlyfrom Ioadddormation
curves. Generally accepted values for the modulus are
given as 7Z395 MPa (10.5XIOSpsi) for E-glass and 85,495
MPa (12.4X1W psi) for S-glass. Values maybe higher for
highly annealed glasses due to “heat compaction”. Load-
deformation curves for single filaments show a linearity
up to break. Ultimate strains are approximately4.8w for
E-glass and 5.4% for S-glass. Loaddeformation cumes
for strands or roving show a departure from linearity that
begins at tensile strengths of approximately 1379 MPa
(200X 103psi) for E-glass and 2068 MPa (300XIOJ psi) for
s-glass.

3. High Heat Resistance. Glass fibers gain in strength
as the temperature rises from room temperature to 200°C
(400° F). Beyond 2004C (400° F’) strength and flexibility
decrease. However, approximately 50% of the strength is
still retained at 370° C (700° F) and 25% at 540°C
(lOOO°F).

4. Fire Resistance. Glass is inorganic; therefore.
fabrics made from glass fiber yarns are incombustible

.. —.-.—-. .. 2-1
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5. Good Thermal Conductivity. Glass rovings have a
high thermal conductivityy and a low coeflicicn( of linear
thermal expansion.

6. Good Moislure Resistance. Glass fibers do not
absorb moisture. They do not swell, stretch, rot, or
mildew in contact with water.*

7. Good Corrosion and Chemical Resimmce. Glass
fibers am =iatant to attack by moat chetnieal solutions.
They resist all organic solvents and most acids and alkalis.

8. Relatively Superior Durability. Glass fibers have
excellent weatherability. They are not aikcted by sunlight,
fungus, or other forms of biodegradation.

9. Excellent Efectritxd Properties. E-glass fibers have
a high dieketnc strength and a low dielectric constant.

10. Low Space Factor. Glass fibers have a specific
gMVitY of 2.54 ad thus take littk apac=.

11. fionomy. (%mpared to other high-performance
fibrous reinforeernents, glass fibers have a low cost.

E-glass was developed for production of continuous
fibers and is wmsidered the standard textile glass. Most
continuous fiberghm produced is of this variety. It does

●Glassfibersdo haveadefmitc Ievelofecmosion or deterioration
inmen as milda liquidas plain water. The reason isgeornet~. A
pane of gkas attacked at a rate of 15.5 mg/m~/day (0.01
~/ka/day)wtil~0.18%d~~tka year, wharaasa
glassfibcrofO.OIOmm(O.tM040in.) diameter withasurfacearea
of 1422aun~/g(10’ in.Z/Ib)attacked at the same rate would lose
O.= of its =igbt aaeh day.

!

I

I

not have a single composition. S-glass composition,
however, is well defined but does contain traces of
impurities. Table 2-1 gives the general composition of
E-glass and S-glass in percent by weight.

TABLE 2-1. COMPOSITION OF
E AND S-GLASS

COMPONENT E-GLASS, % S-GLASS 96

Si02 52-56 65
AIzOj 12-16 25
Cao 16-25 —

MgO o-5 10
BzOJ 5-1o —

NaZO and K20 o-2 —

TI02 0-1.5 —

FezOJ 0-0.8 —

F, 0-1.0 —

S-glass has a tensile strength 33% ~~r ad a
modulus of elasticity 20% greater than those of E@ss.
Important properties of S-glass are its high strength-to-
weight ratio, its retention of strength at incrcad tempera-
tures, and its high fatigue limit. S+ss has been used in
rocket motor eases, high-performance aircraft par@ and
other produets for which enhanced mechanical per-
formance is needed. Tabk 2-2 gives typical properties for
E-gkss and S-glass, respectively.

~.~. . . —.—.-_._——_ ..___
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TABLE 2-2. PROPERTIES OF E-GLASS AND S-GLASS (Refs. 2-6)

PROPERTIES

Physicat Property:
Specific gravity, dimensionless

Mechanical Properties
a. Virgin tensile strength at 22° C (72° F),

MPa (psi)
b. Yield strength at 538°C (lMM”F),

MPa (psi)
c. Ultimate strength at 53&C (1OOWF),

MPa (psi)
d. Modulus of elasticity, MPa (psi)

At 22°C (72 1=)
After heat compaction at 22°C (7P F)
After heat compaction at 538°C (IOOO°F)

c. EIastic elongation at 22° C (7% F), 90

Thermal Propertie.K”*
a. Coefficient of thermal expansion, cm/ (cm” C)

(in./(in.-°F))
b. Spcciflc heat at 24aC (75° F), J/(@K)

(Btu/(ltr”F))
c. softening point, 0c (Olq
d. Strain point, “C (“J?)
e. Anneal@ point, ‘C (“F)

EieaAwl PPqtertilrx-
a.Dielectric constant at 2%’C (72” F),

dimensionless
At 10’ Hz
At 10’0 Hz

b. Loss tangent at WC (W F), dimensionless
At 10’ Hz
At 10’0 Hz

Acourticol hO~17J@
Velocity of sound, m/s (ft/s)

C&dated
Meaaurcd

Optical Property*
Index of refractio~ dimcnaionkss

(

●Properties meuused on glass fibersI
1 ●*propetiiH measurtct on bulk d~s

E-GLASS

2.54

3447 (500,000)

827 ( 120,000)

1724 (250,000)

72,395 (10,500,000)
85,495 (12,400,000)
81,358(1 1,800,000)

4.8

5.04 x 10-”
(2.8 X 10+)

804 (0.192)
846 (1,555)
616 (1,140)
657 (1245)

5.80
6.13

0.001
0.0039

5334 (17*)
5486 (18,000)

1.547

S-GLASS

2.49

4585 (665,000)

18% (275,000)

2413 (350,000)

85,495 (12,400,000)
93,079 (13,500,000)
88,942 (12,900,000)

4.8

2.88 X 10+
(1.6 X 10+)

737 (0.176)
970 (1,778)
760 (1,4(K))
810 (1,490)

4.53
5.21

0-002
0.W68

1.523

. . —...______ ___ ______ ____ 2-3
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2-2.2 FIBERGLASS FORMS
The various forms thatfind use in continuous frberglaSs-

reinforced phsties are presented in Tabic 2-3.

2-3 FIBERGI.ASS STRANDS AND

ROV1NGS–FABRICATION

It was common practice to attenuate glass through
bushings having either 204 or 408 holes in order to
produce strands containing those numbers of filaments
and then to supply 1-, 12-, 15-, 20-, 30-, and Mknd
rovings made from such strands. Although many suppliers
still use this practice, others are attenuating fiberglass
through bushings containing up to severai thousand holes
so that they can make heavy roving containing oniy a
single strand. Because the strands are not twisted, rovings
made with the larger single strands are equivalen~ for
most purposes, to those made with the smalier muitiplc
strands. Fdaments that make up the strand ean be
producxxi in diameters ranging from 2.54 to 25.4 pm
(0.00010 to 0.0010 in.). Table 2-4 lists the fiber diameters
of the most widely used E-glass rovings in continuous
reinforced plastics.

Through the years the predominant fibers were “G”
and “K? however, in recent years the trend has been
toward using larger diameter fibem-up to ‘T-for
ftint winding and puitrusions. Miiitary spccifkation
ML-R-tXM6, Roving, Gla.sr, Fibrous for Prepreg T~e
and Roving, Fdament Winding, and Pultrusiorr Applica-
tions, lists filament diameters “G” through “T” for
fibergiaas roving.

2-3.1 TYPES OF ROVINGS

Tbcre are two types of rovings +xmtinuous strand and
spun strand. Continuous strand rovings consist of pamflel-
wound strands avaiiabie in a number of stmnds or ends
from 6 or 8 to 120. Continuously spun roving is a bulkier
singie strand looped back and forth upon itself and held
together by a slight twist and by the use of a resinous
sizing. Spun roving is iower in cost than continuous
strand roving and produces only low- to rncdium+trength
iaminates.

2-3.2 ROVING DESIGNATIONS

With the development of large, high-throughput bush-
ings, glass suppliers are designating roving by yield (yards
per pound) and a filament diameter code in addition to
the abbreviation for the type and ciass of glass, as shown
in Table 2-5. Previously, rovings were based on end
count, e.g., 12, 20, 30, 60, and 120. The yieid for a given
yarn number may be obtained by

yield z
bare-giass yardage per pound , yd/lbm(2-1)

end count

A application of Eq. 2-1 is illustrated by - yam
ECG 135-60 from Table 2-5. The yarn numberdcsignation
indieatcs that ‘135” is 1/ 10W of the bare-glass yardage
per pound and “60” is the end count. Thus by Eq. 2-1

135X1OOyield = GO = 225 yd/lbm or 454 m/kg.

TABLE 2-3. FIBERGLASS FORMS (Refs. 6 and 7)

TYPE

Strand or end

Roving or tow

Fbent

Yarn

Reinforcing mats

Woven roving

Woven fabric

—

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

A primary bundle of continuous fdarnents combined in a single compact unit without
twist

A ioose assemblage of parailel continuous fibrous strands with vcty We twist that am
used for Circumferential or unidirectional rcinforuments. Typicai strand counts are 12,
20,30, and 60.

A fiber characterized by extreme length

Strands of fiber, or fdament, in a form suitabie for weaving. Yams are obtained by
combining single strands through twisting and plying operations.

A web of randomiy oriented fiber strands chemically or physically bonded to provide
rapid and thorough resin wetting. It is availabie in area/mass densities ranging from
0.23 to 1.37 kg/m2 (0.75 to 4.5 ozm/ft2).

A heavy, drapable m“aterial made by using rovings as both the warp and fill in a ioom.

Consists of twisted and plied strands of fibrous giass fabricated on textile iooms or
weaving equipment. It is made in variable area/ mass densities from 0.08 to i.36 kg/ml
(2.5 to 40 ozm/yd2) and in th~ckness from 0.89 to 1.22 mm (0.035 to 0.048 in.).

————
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TABLE 2-4. FJLAMENT DIAMETERS USED IN E-GLASS FIBER ROVING PRODUCTS

LEITER
t3ESK3NAT10N

B

:
E
F
G
H
J
K

;
N
P

;

NOh
FILAMENT
pm

3.3
4.6
5.8
7.1
8.4
9.6

10.9
122
13.5
14.7
16.0
17.3
18.5
22.4
23.6

u I %.9

4At.
lAMFtTR*

in.

0.00013
0LWI18
0.LUJ023
0.00028
0.00033
0.00038
0.00043
0.00048
0.00053
0.fM058
o.tm63
0.00068
0.00073
0.00088
0.0(W3
0.00098

NOMINAL
YIELD

FOR
FtLAMENl

●ln fiber glasstechnology, filament diameters are determined byactual rnussurement on a catibmted screen of Droiactionsnkmscooc

●*Yd/ lbm divid~ by 100is aiso &ed 10express strand count for each letter designation; yd/ lbm naturally varies inverselywith both
the fkrtent diame~r and the number of fets mr strand.

mfkg

274,919
13%092
78,016
S1,587
W90
27,447
21,681
17,387
13,890
I 1371
9,787
8,392
7,273
4,989
4,459
4,012

204-
;TRANtY*

ydflbm

136,375
65J25
38,700
25,590
lsao
13.61S
10,?s5
8,625
6,S90
5,740
4,855
4,163
3,60s
2,475
%212
1,990

CORR~PONDING
TEX VALUE
FOR A204-

‘tLAMENT !mtAND
TEX VALUE

3.4
7.6

12.8
19.3
27.2
34.3
46.0
57.3
71.7
86.1

10i.8
tls.lt
137.1
199.8
233.5
248.5

at 2000Xor by microrn-etereye~iecc.
. . .

tl%e tcx value generated toward the establishment o~a universal yarn-measuring system, is defined as the mass, in grams, per 1000
metres.

TABLE 2-5. YIELD AND BREAKING STRENGTH OF
SOME CONTINUOUS FIBERGLASS ROVING

DESIGNATION YIELD MINIMUM BREAKING STRENGTH

mlkg yd/lbm N lb

ECG 135-60 4s4 2s5 890 200
ECG 13S-30 917 455 445 100
ECG 135-20 1387 688 298 67
ECG 13S-12 2351 1166 178 40
ECK 75-34 536 266 907 204
ECK 75-24 645 320 641 144
ECK 7S-18 859 426 480 108
ECK 7S-17 911 452 4s4
ECK 75-14

102
1113 552 374

ECK 75-12
84

1306 648 320 72
ECK 7S-1I 1431 710 294 66

i 2-33 ROVING CHARACTERISTICS 5. Ribboniaafiort. The degree to which the strands

Rovings that arc primarily used in fdament winding arc
judged by the foUowing characteristics:

1. Tensile Smngth. Attributable to the glass asm-
position although influenced by the performance of the
sizing material

2. Strand Integrily. The degree of bonding between
fhents in the individual strands (ends)

3. Yield. Metres per kilogram (yards per pound
mass)

4. Fiiument Diumeter. Millimctres (inches)

.—. —

are held together in the roving bundle
6. Grtenary. lltede~ of sag between the”individual

StlWtdS within the b bundle
7. Wet Out. The speed and degree to which the roving

is wettti by the resin
8. Hardness or Softness. The degra to which the

individual moving strands either retain their integrity
(hardriess) or open readily, i.e., attain a high degree of
filamentation (softness). The hardness or softness of
roving is determined by changes in the binder composition
and winding conditions.

2-5
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2-4 YARNS

Yarns arc formed by twisting two or more strands of
204 filaments each into a single, continuous length for
weaving. (See Fig. 2-1.) The strands are either “Z”- or
“S’’-twisted for plying into the final yarn. The yarn has an
“S”’ twist if the strands assume an aswmding right to left
configuration when hanging vertically and a “Z” twist
when presenting an ascending left to right configuration.
Twisting prevents the strands from kinking or cork-
screwing. When plying strand, the twistof one strand
should be countered, e.g., a “Z” twist is an opposite twist
to an 5“ twist used to obtain a balanced yarn, which does
not kink or unravel.

2-4.1 YARN NOMENCLATURE

A system for identifying fiberglass textile yarns, as
described in Fig. 2-2, is required because a wide variety of
~ arc produced. The identifying nomenclature consists
of two basic parts: ●n atphabetiad ●nd a numerical
description. Fig. 2-2 contains the meaning of the letters
and numerals.

n

As illustrated, the letters indicate the basii strand by
glass composition, filament type, and filament diameter,
whereas the numbers identify strand weight and yarn
construction. The strand weight is the first series of
numbers following the Iettem and indicates approximate
bare-glass yardage per pound in hundreds, i.e., to compute
the number of yards in a pound of strand, multiply the
strand we@t by KM. The second series of numbers
designates the number of basic strands in continuous
filament yarns. The first digit indicates the number of
singfe strands twisted together. (Twisted single strands
are commonly referred to as “singles” yarn and arc
designated as 1/0.) The second digit+cparatcd from the
first digit by a virgule-designates the number of strands
plied together. To find the total number of strands,
multiply the two numbers together. For “singles” O is
multiplkd as a 1.

For the yarn illustrated in Fig. 2-1, ECG 1S0 2/3, the
nomenclature is as follows:

1. “E” for electrical glass

Yam Containimj Three

lilt’ Strands With S-Twist

._ ...——— ——.— -----

VI Ill

$K7rYam COnSMing of
Two Strands With Z Twist

k 4.
Two Strands of 204
contimJOus Filamants

—...——_ .—.——— —. . .. .. —.. — —— --— ...—- -—.. .— . .
This yam is composed of 1224 sir@e fikmmk. If it were
made of ekbioal grade glass and of the W“ filament
diameter, it woufd be designated EW 150 2/(3.—.— .--. —- .— —___ _____ .— —__ ._. ._

Figure 2-1. Basic ‘Yarn Construction
-—.

I

I
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“E- for Electrical, %“ for continuous or
“C”for Chemical, or “S” for Staple Filament

“S” for Hg~ Strength
/

I I

F +
Letter Designation Basic Strand Weight,
Listed in Table 2-4 yd/lb, in hundreds

EXAMPLE: ECG 150 2/3 from Fig. 2-1

Figure 2-2. Yarn Nomenclature

2. “C” for continuous fila~nt
3. “G” for filament diameter of 9.7 ~m (0.00038 in.)

from Table 24.
4. “150- for 15,000 yd/ lb or 30,239 m/kg (nominal

bare glass of basic strand)
5. “2/ 3“ for three strands of yarn plied from two

strands of fdaments for a total of 6 strands.

2-4.2 YARN APPLICATIONS

Yarns arc primarily used in woven fabric form, whereas
continuous strands or rovings are used for fdament
winding and pultrusion. MIIX-9084, Ckth, Glass,
Finished, for Resin timinates, contains listings of yarn
conatruetions typically used for cloth that is used in the
manufacture of resin-impregnated laminates.

Number of Single
Strands Twisted
Together

‘+

mStrands

Pfies

4
Number of Twisted
strands Ptied

2-5 WEAVING YARNS

Glass yarns commonly used for weaving are described
in Table 2-6. Certain plied yams are similar with respect
to yield and theomtiesdly can be interchanged. For
example, simihu yields arc obtained with ECD 450 3/2,
ECE 225 1/3, ECDE 150 1/2, ECG 150 1/2 and ECG 75
1/0 yarns. As can be seen, the finer the basic atrand, the
greater the number of singles required in the plied yam.

The ECG 75 1/0 yarn does not rquire plying because
the yield of the basic strand ia stilcicnt for its uae in the
singles state. These yarns are used, for example, inter-
changeably in satin weave fabrics. The smalAer the
filament diameter, the greater the flexibility and cost of
the fabric.

!

, 1

ii

!.

;:

,,
I I

I
,.. . ..- .—. —.—. — .——— -— .—. -— ---- ..- . . . . . .- —.-——
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TABLE 2-6. CONTINUOUS FILAMENT GLASS YARN AND ROVINGS

YARN NO

ECD 1800 1/0
ECD 1800 1/2
ECD 900 1/0
ECD900 1/2
ECD 450 1/0
ECD450 1/2
ECD450 1/3
ECD 450 2/2
ECD 450 3/2
ECD 225 1/0
ECD 225 1/2
ECD 225 1/3
ECD 225 2/2
ECD 2253]2
ECD 225 4/3
ECDE 150 1/0
ECDE 150 1/2
ECDE 150 2/2
ECG !50 1/0
ECG 150 1/2
ECG 150 1/3
ECG 150 2/2
ECG 150 3/2
ECG 1504/2
ECG 1503;3
ECG 150 4/3
ECG 150 4/4
ECG 75 1/0
ECG 75 1/2
ECG 75 1/3
ECG 75 2/2
ECG 75 3/2

2-5.1 WOVEN FABRICS

YIE

m/kg I
{

355,600 i
177,800
177,800
88,900
88,900
44,450
29,600
22,225
14,820
44,450
22,225
14,820
11,110
7,408
3,705

29,600
14,820
7,408

29,600
14,820
9,878
7,408
4,939
3,703
3292
2#69
1,853

14,820
7,408
4,939
3,703
2,469

.D

yd{lbm

176,400
88,200
88,200
44,100
44,100
22,050
14,700
11,025
7,350

22,050
11,025
7,350
5,512
3,675
1,838

14,700
7,350
3,675

14,700
7,350
4,900
3,675
2,450
1,837
1,633
1,225

919
7,350
3,675
2,450
1,837
1225

Typical glass fiber fabrka are made by interlacing warp
(@@@u) Y- ~d ffl (mOSSW@ Y- on con-
ventional textile looms (Ref. 7). There are seven basic
design variables to be considered in selecting woven fabric
rtinforament:

1. Z7sickness.Glass fabrics are availabk in thicknesses
ranging from 0.025 to 1.27 mm (0.0010 to 0.0500 in.).

2. Mass. The areal ‘massdensities range extends from
less than 0.03 kg/m2 (1 ozm/ yd2) to over 1.08 kg/ mZ (2
lbm/ydl).

3. Weave Pauem. Almost any construction that can
be made from any natural or synthetic yarn can be woven
from glass yams. However, for industrial purposes, there
arc six principal weave patterns. These patterns, shown in
Fig. 2-3, are described as follows:

MINIMUM BREAI lNG STRENGTH

N I

I.1
2.2
2.2
4.9
4.9
9.8

14.7
19.6
29.4

9.8

19.6
29.4
39. I
58.7

117.4
13.3
26.7
53.4
13.3
26.7
40.0
53.4
80.1

106.8
120.1
160.1
213.5

26.7
53.4
80. I

106.8
160.1

7
lb

0.25
0.50
0.50
1.1
1.1
2.2
3.3
4.4 ~
6.6
2.2
4.4
6.6
8.8

13.2
26.4

3.0
6.0

12.0
3.0
6.0
9.0

12.0
18.0
24.0
27.0
360
48.0

6.0
12.0
18.0
24.0
36.0

a. Plain or Square. This ia the most common basic
textile weave. One warp end (lengthwise thread) passes
over and then under one filling pick (crosswiac thread),
and vice versa This construction is the fmcst and most
stable of the industrial weaves. It allows fair porosity with
minimum yam slippage, it provides a uniform strength
pattern in all surface directions, and it allows easy air
removal in hand lay-up or molding. It does not, however,
drape as well as some other weaves.

b. Basket. Two or more parallel warp threads pass
over two or more fiUin8 yams in a square or plain weave
pattern. This weave is less stable than a plain weave. It is,
however, more pliable than a plain weave and is flatter
and stronger than an equivalent weight and count of plain
weavc.

c. Twill. This pattern is constructed with fdhng
yarns passing over one and under the next several warp

2-8
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m/,i
.~’=i

I.1, l–k . ...!

-7-mwi-
(A) Plaln

(01 Lore-shaft satin I

(B) Basket

(E) Lerto

II

(C) Twill

(F) Unidirectional
. .

I Figure 2-3. Representation of Weaves

warp yarn harne& passing over seven fti and under oneyarns. -llds construction gives’either a straight or broken
diagonal line in the fabric. The weave has a greater
number of yarns per unit area than a plain weave but does
not aacrifsce a great deal of fabric stability. It is more
pliable than either a plain or a basket weavq it has better
drapabfity than a plain weave, and it has better sewing
chmacteriatics than satin roves.

d. LwrgW@t &tin. This is a warp yarn that
passes ovcrfour or more yarns ●nd undcronef~g yarn.
It is the most pliabk of weaves. Accordingly, it drapes
easiiy over compound cunws. It also can be closely woven

nimizcd y~and hWC high strength because of mi
distortion. One example is 4-harness satin. Thii fabric is
also identifki as crowfoot satin because when laid out on
cloth design paper, the weaving pattern resembles the
imprint of a crow’s foot. With this type of weave there is a
3 by 1interlacing, i.e., a ftiingthrcad passes ovcrthe three
warp threads and then under one. This type of fabric has a
different appearance on one side from the other. These
fabrics also provide higher counts than plain or bisket
weaves. Another example is 8-harness satin, with one

in a staggered array. L*e the crowfoot weave, it also is
different on one side from the other. This weave is more
pliable than any of thcothers and is especially conformabk
to compound ourvcs, such as on radomes.

c. Leno. In kno weave two or more paraliel yarns
alternately pass over and under one fhg yarn and
thereby lock it in place. Weavea can thus hc made fikly
Op with minimal Slippage of yarns. This ~c
kads to stability rather than pliability. Generally, fabrics
am fairly thick and bind well to the resin matrix in a
laminate. A mock ieno is an open-type weave that
resembles a leno and is constructed with a system of
intcrlacings that draws a group of threads together and
kaves a space between the two groups. The warp threads
do not actually cross each other as in a real kno.
Generally, thii type of weave is used when (1) a high
thread count is squired for strength and (2) the fabric
must remain porous.

f. Unidirectional. Most of the yams run in the
machine direction, there are just enough filling yarns to

2-9
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hold the fabric together. This const ructlon yields maximum
strength in onc direction with minimum distortion of the
yams when they pass over and under each other. &cawsc
the fibm are essentially straighL i.e., not kinked, the
impact resistance of a laminate is usually high, especially
when it is cross-laminated with additional layers. Rein-
forcing materials can be woven and knit into 3di-
mensional and continuous shapes for reinlbrcing
structural parts. Special techniques are required to ac-
compiiih thii construction.

4. Corwrucrwn of Fiber Count. This is the number
of warp rovings and filling rovings per inch of fabric.

5. Yarn Size. A wide variety of yam sizes is available,
and the yam size determines the weight and thickness of
the fabric. For specific purposes, one yam may be selected
over aootber to yield fabric with certain performance
characteristics.

6. 7Jvi.st.Twist involves the number of turns per unit
length of the yam and is introduced to make the yarn
weavable.

7. Finish. Most industrial applications require glass
fabric to be used in conjunction with a matrix material.
To improve compatibiiky with the other materiais, a
ftih or after treatment is frequently applied to the
fabric.

By using these variables, fabrics arc designed for
specific applications and with S-IC properties. Table
2-7 iiata severai fabric styles that are frequently used in
structural application. A more compictc Ming is given in
MILC4fJ84.

2-5.2 WOVEN TAPES

For those applications that require a narrow width
fabric, a series of tapes arc avaiiabk. These tapes have a
nominai average thickness of 0.254 mm (0.010 k) in a
plain weave construction of 18X i8. Wkiths of 38.1,50.8,
76.2, iO1.6, and 152.4 mm (1.5, 2, 3, 4, and 6 in.) are
available with a woven edge, either untreated or surface
treated. Widths of 203.2 and 304-8 mm (8 and 12 in.) are
availabie with a feathered edge and either untreated or
surface treated. The mechanical properties of tapes are
sindar to those of the same styie fabric.

24 WOVEN ROVING

Woven rovings are similar to woven fabrics except that
they arc heavier and thicker than fabrics because rovings
are heavier than yarna. Woven rovings have an areai mass
density of 0.08 kg/mz (2.5 ozm/ yd~) to i .36 kg/m’ (40
ozm/ yd2) and have thicknesses of 0.5 I 10 i.3 mm (0.02 to
0.0s in.).

A piain weave styie is usuaiiy employed. However,
speciai weaves have been dcveioped to permit specific
alignment of fibers and to ciixninate the undulating
configuration of the warp. Tabie 2-8 iists some woven
roving styles of S-giass using finer, untwisted rovings.
Most speeiai weaves include tbe unidkectionai styies.
Woven rovings are normaiiy uacd in hand iay-up fabric-
ationtechniques.

Table 2-9 gives the breahng strength of some woven
rovings. The greater bulk of woven roving compared to

TABLE 2-7. TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION OF WOVEN FABRICS
FOR STRUCTURAL APPLICATIONS

MASS PER UNIT LENGTH

STYLE COUNT WARP YARN FILL YARN WEAVE kg/m 0~/ yd
\

104
120
143

1543
7743

i81
1581
778 i
i582

60X52
60X58
49x 30
49X30

120 x 20
57x 54
57x54
57x54
60X56

ECD 900 1/0
ECD450 1/2
ECE 225 3/2
ECG 150 2/2
ECDE 75 1/0
ECE225 1/3
ECG !50 1/2
ECDE 75 i/0
ECG i50 1/3

&f3LAss

ECD 1800 i/O plain 0.019
ECD450 i/2 Crowfoot 0.098
ECD 450 1/2 4 HS* 0.276
ECD450 1/2 4 HS 0.291
ECG i50 1/0 8 HS* 0.316
lEcE~ I/3 8 HS 0.276
tECG 150 1/2 8 HS 0.295
ECDE 7? 1/0 8 HS 0.279
‘ECG 150 1/3 8 HS 0.422

1
0.60
3.16
8.9
9.4

10.2
8.9
9.5

--l9.0
13.6

i581 57 x 54 SCG 150 i/2 SCG 150 i/2
1543 49 X 29 SCG 150 2/2 SCG 150 1/0

Isi 48X44 SCG 1S0 1/2 SCG 150 1/2
i201 60X58 SCD 450 1{2 SCD450 i(2 ~

*4 HS = 4 Harness Satin
●*lj HS = 8 Harness Satin

2-1o
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TABLE 2-$. ZERO TWIST WOVEN ROVING FABRICS – S-TYPE G~f=

NOMINAL AREAL
STYLE COUNT MASS DENSITY YARNS WEAVE

kg/ mz ozm/ ydz WARP FILL

S-3409G 10 x 10.2 0.29 8.5 12SCG 150 1/0 10SCG 150 1/0 4 Shaft Twill

S-4409G 11X 4.8 0.32 9.3 20SCG 150 1/0 4SCG 150 1/0 4 Shaft Crowfoot
Satin

S-5412G 10X 7.6 0.41 12.2 16SCG 1s0 1/0 20SCG 150 1/0 4 Shaft Twill

S-54 15G 10X 7.6 0.51 !5.0 20SCG 150 1/0 26SCG 150 1/0 4 Shaft Twill

S-8018G 6 X 5.3 0.60 17.7 40SCG 150 1/0 40SCG 150 1/0 Plain

TABLE 2-9. WOVEN ROVINGS STRENGTH*

AREAL MASS
COUNT YARN DENSITY THICKNESS

WARP PILL kg/m2 ozm/ydl mm in.

7x9 75s Roving 0.61 18.0 0.762 0.030
5X8 75s Roving 0.61 18.0 0.787 0.031
4X8 75s Roving 0.61 18.0 0.813 0.032
5X8 75s Roving 0.81 24.0 0.%5 0.038
5X8 135s Roving 0.81 24.0 0.965 0.038
5X6 75s Roving 1.02 30.0 1.244 0.049
5X8 75s Roving 1.22 36.0 1.321 0.052

I ●AH~ -=lx2Wk@Wa% tithtwpkb~m-. ~ma5X8~utwoul
weave wown ro*

woven fabric permits faster laminate buildup. &
p~ce of pretreatment on the woven roving provides
cxcclient wet ouq good mechanical properties, high wet-
stmngth rctcntioq and exceiknt resin bonding. Thus
woven rovings lduoc lay-up times d mst.sand cQn!ri-
butc high strength.

Bcoauae woven-roving strengths arc directionally
oriented with warp and fti directions of the wcavq they
are often aoas plied at 45 deg to dmhtatc thiswcakncs
andtoprovidc akminatc with43to%glasa.

2-7 NONWOVEN REINFORCEMENTS

Nonwovtm mmcrids are made by swirl-, snadosn-, or

P~ atranda orrovinga.lheg laasmhfime-
menta arc held togctbcr by snochanioal %cdissg” or
bound by B-staged adhesive resinous bindcm into tapes
and mats.

These two types of reinforcements have somewhat
different handling and molding characteristics. Needled
mats are softer and more drapable than nonncedkd mats
because some fibers arc vertically oriented. They am also
superior where reinforcement conformabihty is required.
Mats are available in widths from 0.1524 to 2.13 m (6 to 84
in.).

Nonwoven reinforcements are characterized by their
1 ,

BREAKING
STRENGTH

kN/ In lb{in.

123 x 103 700X S90
175 x 53 100ox 300
140X 88 800X m
175 x 140 1000X 8(N)
175 x 140 100ox 800
175 x 210 1000 x 1200
175 x 280 1000 x 1600

WX@tia5X4mt* .

type, style, and weight, and by the volubility of their
binder. Tbe bkdcr may be either a high- or low-solubfity
typ Volubility designates the rate at which the bticr
dissolves in the liquid resin matrix. Reinforming mats
having a high sohtbiiity are uaod for wet hand lay-up
applications in which rapid vwt out and matdingcontours
are t’equkt. Mats haviw )OW $dIbfity am used in ptUS
molding or wherever the flow of liquid matrix main may
wash away or disrupt the stranda and thus kave main-rich
areas.

I 2-S CONTINUOUS STRAND SWIRL
MAT

Thimuatiauauauyprodtsccdfrosnbfhnentdimmter—
13.97 to IS.M pm (0.0W55 to 0.00060 in.)--
strands. The strand is drawn directly from a bushing and
impinged on an oscillating baffle that directs the mat to a
moving mesh-metal belt on which sizing and resinous
treatments are added. Areal mass densities of 0.23 to 1.37
kg/ m’ (0.75 to 4.5 ozm/ ft2) are normaUy available.
Standard widths usually range from 0.91 to 1.37 m (36 to
54 in.). Swirl mat normally is used in matchecklic
molding where drape is required but is not suffkiently
complex to require preforming.

I—-. - .-—
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2-8.1 PARALLEL STRAND MATS

“f_hereare several styles of parallel strand flat mats.
These reinforcements are designed to furnish exceptionally
high directional strength when stressed in a direction
parallel to the fibers. Directional weaknesses cm be
overcome by orienting multiple layers of reinforcements.

Nonwoven unidirectional mats arc manufactured from
sized continuous parallel strands (usually G-filaments) or
rovings, which are held together by n fuse rcsin-itn-
p~ated woven cross strand. The unidircdonal mat is
satisfactory for flat and single+mvaturc laminate struc-
tures as well as for large-span compound curvatures.

2-8.2 DRUM-WOUND PARALLEL STRAND
MATS

This type of mat is fabricated from glasses drawn
directly from thefurnace onto a 1.22-m (4-ft) diameter
drum. Usually T- or Udiarrseter filaments are wound
around the drum as the furnace reciprocates along the
Iongitttdiztaf axis of the drum. Resin-compatible sizes are
appiied directly to the newly formed strands, and when
the appropriate thicknesses have been buik up (3.2 to 6.4
mm (0.125 to 0.25 in.)), the mat is cut. laid on a horizontal
panel, and further proccssd.

Variationsin the dcsmibcd mat design are accomplished
when the ftunacc is reciprocating at a 5- to Io-dcg angic
bctwccnlayczs oftiiaments and thus isproducing diamond-
like patterns. Two furnaces can also be used to provide
difhmnccs in the angles between layers of fdaments.

ThCSCthin mats txcated with low-volubility binder have
exmdlent drawability, good uniformity, and sufficient
btdktoprcvcnt rcain-rich areas. However, hccausc T- and
U-fibers are used, they have poorer strengths than G-
filamcnt E-glass reinforcements.

2-S3 SURFACING AND OVERLAY MATS
The purpose of these mats is to produce superior

. surface properties and appearance. To obtain such proper-
ties, very thinmats arc used to produce resin-rich areas.
The surface mat has ● high resin-binder content and
thcrcfotx is aM and limited to simple shapes. An overlay
mat has a low binder content, has good dmping qua!ities,
and is uaod primarily in matcheddie molding. Neither
type of mat provides any significant minforoing or
strength properties (Rcfs. 5 and 6).

2-9 SURFACE TREATMENTS

Continuous fdament fiberglass requires surface treat-
ment to provide case of handling and good ad hcsion
between the glass and plastic matrix. Surface treatments
!

arc categorized into two groups: stitngs and finishes; each
of which is described in the paragraphs thai follow.

2-9.1 SIZINGS
A size is a surface treatment or coating applied to the

glass filaments during the forming operation, and there
are two types of sizes. The first is a complex temporary
stamh-oil formulation that is applied to protect the fibers
and to hold the strands together during handling and
weaving. These sizes usually contain chemicals, such as
dcxtrinizcd-starch gum, hydrogenated vegetable oil,
nonionic emulsifying agent, cationic lubricant, gelatin,
and polyvinyl alcohol. This type of sizing is used only on
stands for roving and yam that will be subjected to
twisting, plying, or weaving. This sizing is ususdly not
compatible with resin systems and must lx removed prior
to composite fabrication. Removal is accomplished by
heat cleaning at about 343° C (650° F) or Klghcr. Once
removed, the size must be replaced by a permanent finish
to improve interracial bonding of the resin to the glass
surface and to protect the filament from moisture.

The second type of size is a chemical mixturc—
compatible with the resin system-composed of an
organic film former, a coupling agent, and a lubricant.
This type of sizing is intended for direct reinforced
plastics applications. The coupling agen~ generally a
silane or chrome eompkx, provides good glaaa+o+wh
adhesion. The lubricant protects the fibers from glass-to-
glass abrasio~ and the film former protects the glass
fibers and bonds them in a strand.

2-9.2 FINISHES

Finishes are surface treatments applied to ghss fiber
after heat cleaning. The chemical treatment usualty
consists of a water- or solvcnt~ilutcd coupling qt of
the chrome or silane types. In some i~, the heat
cleaning and f-g am performed in one step.

A variety of ftihcs, as shown in Table 2-10, arc
available. They are designed to provide good interfaciaf
adhesion of glass to the resin system and to protect the
fibers and enhance fabric wet out.

Some of the finiahca described in Tabk 2-10 arc
proprietary. In time some types may be dropped from
production usc or modifkd and then introduced under
different designations.

One disadvantage to using fabric over other glass
reinforcements is that up to 5M of the original glass
strength can be lost by the heat cleaning process required
prior to finishing.

. 2-12
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TABLE 2-10. GLASS FABRIC FINISHES

I

I

I

I

,

I
,

FINISH USE

Ill This finish constitutes part removal of yarn size at a relatively low temperature at
which some of the oils and starch volatilize and the remaining starch is caramelized,
i.e., partially converted to a dark, tacky form. The fabric has a distinct tan color
and a residual organic sizing in the range of O.I to 0.5%.

112 Almost all the organic sizing is burned off the fabric. The fabric is white and
virtually pure glass. It is the intermediate finishing stage in the production of fabrics
with chcmieal finishes that provides protection, resin compatibility, and high
performana of laminates. Finish 112 is used, as is, in the production of silicone
laminates for improved electrical properties.

112 Neutrat pH Thii finish is similar to 112 except that after heat cleaning, the fabric is washed in
demineralized water to remove residual alkalL Such treatment improves the
electrical performance of silicone laminates.

114 or Volan@ After heat cleaning (Finish 112), the fabric is saturated with a chrome complex or
Vohme. Fabric with 114 finish is compatible with polyester resin.

Volan@ A Volan@ is the most widely used finish with polyester, epoxy, and phenolic laminates
in which good dry- and wet-strength properties are rquired. Methacrylate
chromium chloride bonds to the cleaned glass surface through the oxygen group
and gives a Cr-O-Si bond. In the reaction to the glass surface, chloride salts are
formed, which are removed by washing during the treating process. The fabric is
white and results in a light green Iaminate.

550 550 is designed to overcome the poor wet strength retention of Volan finishes. 550-
ftihed fabrics am made into light green laminates and offer improved physical
properties with both polyester and epoxy main systems. Laminates made with 550
are characteristically transparent, which indicates more complete wet out.

514 Neutral pH This finish is recommended for silicone laminates. it will not catalyze the prcpreg
(~) rcsin -d thus gives it stable shelf life. The kbric has been treated to
remove any trace of alkali that could affect the cure of silicone resin.

516 This modikation of the 111 finish has been particularly sucadul in mehunine
1“ammatea in which minimum water absorption by the laminate is desired. This
finish is also compatible with phenoIic resins and gives high-strength laminates.

518 Thii clear finish designed for polyester larnina tcs has good wetabiiity and high-wct-
strength retention. The finish contribucs no u)lor to the laminate.

545 545 prOdUCUCk4M @yester htninates and is @od for UhMViOkt curing. Fabric
wets out well and has high mechanical properties with good wet-strength retention.

565 565 is a high~rcngth siiane ftih used with polyester and epoxy systems. It “
produeea clear laminate-s with exeeknt mechanical properties and excellent wet-
strength retention.

566 566 is a modified silane finish designed for the particular requirements of polyester
surfboards. It has exeellent clarity and impact resistance.

558 This silane (2-6040) produces laminates with flexural and compressive strength and
excellent resistance to measiing and blistering in solder dip or etching solutions.
Laminates have good clarity, high-wet-strength retention, and excellent clatneal
properties.

(cent’d on next page)
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TABLE 2-10. (Cent’d)

r.. !.c-,. I Ilccrll~ian Uac

585 585 is a thermally stable silane finish for both electrical and structural laminates
subjected to elevated temperatures in epoxy systems. Relatively void-free laminates
have good clarity and good mechanical strength after long exposure to moisture
and elevated temperatu~e. 585 also has excellent resistance to measling, blistering,
and chemical attack. Fabric with 585 wets out very fast and has adequate shelf life.

589 This clear finish produces high-performance laminates with excellent protxmies and
exaptional resistance to measling and blistering in solder dip or in etching
solutions. Very low moisture absorption, very rapid and thorough wetOULand
excelknt wet-strength retention are characteristics of this finish. It is also used with
high-temperature epoxies, melamine, phenolic, and polyisnidc systems.

A-llOf) The fabric is heat cleaned (Finish 112) and saturated with an amine-typ vinyl
silane. It is used with epoxy, melamine, and phenolic resins and as a ftih provides
good high-tempemturc properties. A-1 100 can be provided as a hard finish with a
stiff hand or as a soft finish that is pliable and drapabk. Ltunhtates take on the
color of the resin system.

Garan Garan is a vinyl sihne applied to 112-finished fabric. It is compatible with polyester
resins and can be supplied as a hard or soft finish. Laminates take on the color of
the resin systems.

901 (HTS) and 904 llwse epoxy+mnpatibk treatments are applied to S-glass fdaments at the bushing.
They provide superior high+trength performanm and improved Iamina@ wet-strength
ret.cntiom Ftih 901 requires cold storage, Ftih 904 is not temperature sensitive.

LHTS LHTS is a series of epoxy-compatible treatments applied at the bushing to E-glass
or S-glass f~ents- They are similar to 901 and 904 in that they provide high-
strength performance and improved ret-strength retmtion.

2-10 FIBERGLASS PREPREGS room temperature in the scakd bag. This practice prevents

F&rglass prepregs are ready-to-use combinations of
reinforcement and resin.The reinforcement in the form to
be used is prehnpregnated with the resin matrix under
closely Controlkd conditions. The reain4Qm@@od
mistfomentent is advamxd to the partly polymerimd
state, normally referred to as B+tage. The partially cured
material is stored under controlled conditions for
subsequent use astd final cure.

All the wailabk forms of fiberglass, Le., roving ttqma,
and fabric, are available in pmprcg form. Prepmg
suppliers provide a listing of the standard materials
available, although all forms can be preimpregnatcd
baaed on the specific requirement. The mott commonly
used resins are the epoxies, polyesters, and polyirnidcs.
Phcnolic and silicones have also been used for speciilc
applications, e.g., high-temperature and electrical applica-
tions, and generally have been limited to secondary
structures.

Prepregs are usually packaged in clean polyethylene or
polyester bags. These bags are purged with a dry gas and
sealed before storage. Prior to use they are warmed to

fiber breakt@ and moisture co~ton.
In the packaged form preprcgs have a limited shelf life

of approximatclysix months at temperatures not excccd -
ing-18° C(&’F). Working Lifeat 18” to 2T’C(65” to 8tPF)
at 7096 relative humidity is approximately 14 days.

Prepmgs have smwal advantages (Ref. 8) over the
conventional process of applying the liquid resin matrix
to the reinforument at time of use. These advantages
center on facilitating the production process in the
following waysx

1. Prepregs can be produced on a production basis
that leads to uniform impregnation and reliability of the
reinforcement and resin combination.

2. ControUed resin to reinforcement yields more
uniform products.

3. Production is simp~led because prepregs are
ready-to-use materials that permit ease of fabrication.

4. More rapid manufacture with the use of preformed
shapes and tack properties to meet the need for handling
in the production process by minimizing strand or fabric
movement

..——. —..-—— ______ ——— —..-... ....-. —
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I

5. Adaptability to ~utomated mass production tcch- 7. Better control of resin flow and gel time and with

niques by ability 10 preassemble ii complete lay-up in preestablished resin-reinforcement ratios.

advance of molding
6, Waste material is virtually eliminated by use of 2-11 FIBER CLASS SPECIFICATIONS

precut forms. Table 2-11 lists the major specifications for fiberglass
and related derived producLs.

TABLE >11. SPECIFICATIONS FOR GLASS FIBER AND DERIVED PRODUCTS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

MLF46885(MI)
MILF-47078(MI)
ML-F-47079(MI)
MIL-G46887(MI)
MIbG-U70M(Ml-)
MIL-G47296(MI)
MWG-55636B

MILM46861(2)(MI)
MIL-P-17549C(SHIPS)
MILP-23943(AS)
MXLP-25395A(ASG)

MIL-P-25421 B
MILP-255MC
MIbP-25518A(AsG)
MILP43038B(MR)

MILP42M0(OS)
MIL-R40346B

AMS 3821,

AMs 3822
AMS 3823B
AMS3824
AMS 3825
AMS 3826
AMS 3827

AMS 3828
AMS 3832
AMS 3837
AMS 3845
AMS 3845/1

.—

MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS

Fabric, Giass, Pheno!ic-Resin- Impregnated
Fabric, Glass, @oxpResin-Impregnated
Fabric, Glass, Si[icone-Phenolic-(Phenylsilane) Impre~ated
Glass Roving, Resin*-Impregnated
@sss Roving. PhenoLic-Iqpregnaied
Glass Roving, Resin”-impregnated
G&ss Cloth Resin **- Preimpregnated (lI-Stage) (For Multilayer Printed Wiring
Boar&)
Molding Material, Giass Mat, Epoxy- tited
Plasti~ Laminates, Fibrous @ass-Reinforced Marine Structural

Plastic Molding Compound, Giass Fiber-Reinforced Phenolic Resin, i%ermosetting
PAastic Material, Heat Resistant, hw-Pressure Laminated Glass Fiber Base,
Polyester Resin
Piitstic Materials, Glass Fiber Base-@oxy Resim Low-Pressure Lumiruued
Plastic Materiais, Phanolic Re.wh Glass R&r Base, laminated
Plastic Materialr, SiJicone ~ Glass Fiber h, La+Prasure Laminated
Plastic Molding Material, Polyester, Low- Ressure Laminate, High- T~rature
Resistant
Htastic Materials. Polyester Resin, Glass F&r Bme. FVansent- Wound ~be
Roving, Glass, Fibrous (For Fitizment Winding Applicatwns)

AEROSPACE MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS

Cloth, ~pe E-Glass, B-Stt?ge lJmcy-Resin-Impregnated 181 Style Fabric, Se~-
ExtinguMling
Gibthi Type E-Glass, B-Singe @oxy-Resin-Impregnated, Styie 181-75DE
Fdric, G&ss Cloth Styb 7781. C’hrome-SWane Hrdsh
Cloth I)pe &Glass. Finished for Resin Laminates
Fabric, Glass (181) (Chrome- lhated)

C.Joth ope J%Glass, B-Stage Polyester-Resin-impregnated
Cloth, ~pe J%Glass, lktilage Polyester-RtMn-Impregnated 181 Style F&ric, Se~-
Rtingddng
Glass Roving, i.@oxy-Resin-Preinpregnated-l)pe &Glass
G&rss Roving, @oxyResin-Impregnated- 7)pe MXzrs
Cloth, T@ S-Gksss, 181 Style F&ric, FWsh No. HX!G904
Cloth, TJpe E-Glass. lLStage Addition-Cure Polyimi&-Resin-Impreganted
Cloth, 7)pe E-Glass, B-Stage Polyimide-Resin-Impegnated 181 Style Fabric. Lmv-
Flow Addition Cure Resin for Press Cure 40-100 psi (276-690 kPa) or
Vacuum/Autoclave Processing

“Epoxy
“;~~: polyimide

I

I

(con[’d on next page)
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TABLE 2-11. (Cent’d)

13. AMS 3845{2

14. AMS 3906

15. AMS 3906/1

16. AMS 3906/2

17. AMS 3906/3

18. AMS 3906/4

19. AMS 3906/5

20. AMS 3906/6

21. AMS 3906/7

Cloth, TyP E- Ghass, BStw Poiyimid*Resin- lrnpregnoted 181 Style Fabric,
High-Flow Aokiitim Cure Resin for Press Cure 40-KM psi (2?6-690 kh)for
Vacuum f Autoc[ave Pro&ssing
Glass Norzwoven Fiber and FloI Sheet, Epox.v- Resin -ImpregnoIed, for Hond and
Mochine by-Up
@iassNonwvwm Fiber Twwrd %tJiheui, &@exYResiJQ-JmP?qI=T=LJ& H&d.
and Machine l+ Up G&i-36-2JO(..2l)
GkzssJVonwoven Fiber T@e and Flat ,Sheet, @oxy Resin-Impregnated, for Hand
and Machine Lay- Up, GLIII-36-250(121)
Glass Nonwoven Fiber Tip and ITat Sheet, @oxy-Resin-Impregnated, for Hand
and Machine Lay-Up GLF26-3@(M9)

Glass Nonwoven Fiber T- and Flat Sheet, @oxy-Resin-Impregnated for Hand
and Machine Luy- Up GLIII-26-300(149)
Glas Nonwoven Fiber Tqpe and Flu Sheet. @oxy-Resin-Impregnatetl for Hand
and Machine LtYU’ GLI-36-300(149)
G&assNonwoven F&r Tbpe and Flirt Sheet, &oxy-Resin-impregnated, for Hand
and Machine tip Up GLI-36-2tMiY3)
Gloss Nonwoven Fiber Tape and F&u Sheet, E@oxy-Resin-Impregnated, for Hand
and Machine Lay-Up GL-111-33-200(93)

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING AND MATERIALS SPECIFICATIONS

1. ASTM D215&70 Woven Roving Gftus F@bricfor Polyesle~Glass Lminates
2. ASTM D24(1847 Woven Gkass Fdti CIeaned and #ter-Finished With Amino-Siiane Ilpe

F-, for Plastic Lwninates,
I 3. ASTM D241O-67 Woven Giass Fabric, Ckaned and After-l%tirhed With Chrome Compkxzs for
t

Plastic Laminales.

,

1.

2.

3.

4.

\

1
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CHAPTER 3
CONTINUOUS NONGLASS REINFORCEMENTS:

CARBON-GRAPHITE, ARAMID, AND BORON FIBERS
Various properties and other aspects of high-performance Jiiers am given. 2Resejibers are the carbon-

graphites, organi~based aramids, and boron. Comparisons with fiberglass jlbers are made.

3-1 BACKGROUND

Fiberglass is the most widely used reinforcement for
structural plastics. Special end applications require the
usc of fibem with higher elastic moduli and/or higher
strengths. A weight lower than that provided by glass
fibers is often needed. For these applications, e.g.,
advanced components in aircraft and spacecraft high-
performancc fibers arc used (Refs. 1 and 2). Although
costs in materials and fabrication are signi.fkantly
increased, enhanced capabilities in these special end-
iterns or systems can justify such expenditures.

The high-performance fibers are the carbon-graphites;
organic-based arami&, i.e., aromatic amides or nylons;
and boron. A comparison of the density and tensile
properties of these fibers with fiberglass is shown in Table
3-1.

Like fibcrgiass, the high-performance fibers are tough
and nonductik Their Stress+nrain reactions are linear
prWti*ytO failure with bi~ ifUly, yi-. Aramid
fibers in Cosslpreuion are an exception ul the bchavioq
t.hq buokk rcadiiy. The toughness of compoaitea using

high-performance fibers is good but depends upon the
interaction of adjacent fibers and the resin matrix to
distribute stresses in order to avoid propagation of
fracture when a given fiber breaks.

The high-performance fibers arc mom costly than
fiberglass and at inception are normally priad in the
hundreds of dollars pcr pound. In theeady !970s carbon-
graphitc fibers cost from $220 to S1100 per kiiogram
($100 to $500 per pound), aramid fibers $110 pcrkilogmrn
(S50 per pound), and boron approximately $660 per
kilogram ($300 per pound). These prices have dropped
significantly with the exception of boron, which retains its
high price. Fiber cost is directly related to fiber production
and also is directly related to end use application where
carbon-graphite and the aramid fibers have been heavily
employed. These prices arc all signifkantly higher than
fiberglass, which nxnains the most used fiber.

3-2 CARBON-GRAPHITE FIBERS

The terms carbon and graphite fdamenta (or fi~m) are
somctimti used interchangeably. Technically, carbon

TABLE 3-1. COMPARISON OF FIBER PROPERTIES*

TYPE OF FIBER

a. E monofilament
b. E Iknd roving
c. S moaoftint
d. S lkrxi roving

Grrbon-Grqdrtie:
s. High-stmgth
b. High-modulus
c. Intermediate high-modulus

Aramid

Boron:

Tungsten substrate

SPECIFfC
GFWVITY

2.54
2.54
248
248

1.80
1.94
1.74

1.44

2.63

MASS ~

W

2547
m7
2491
2491

1799
1938
1744

1439

2630

;NSITY

A?!!@!L
0.092
0.092
0.090
0.090

0.065
0.070
0.063

0.052

0.095

TENSILE
STRE

MPa

3447
2565
4585
3792

2758
2068
2482

2758

3447

GTH

hi

500
372
665
550

400
300
360

400

500

TENSILE

~

GPa

72
72
85
85

262
379
186

124

400

W-J s

I&psi

10.5
10.5
124
12.4

38
55
27

18

58

●The values listed are nominiil and ale provided for gcneml comparison.
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fibers are those widr a carbon content of 92 to 99% isnd a
modulus below 345 GPa (50X 10*psi). Graphite filaments
are those wth a 99% carbon content, a modulus over 345
G Pa (50X 10bpsi), and a higher crywdlinity or graphite
structure. This discussion treats carbon and graphite as
one reinforcement category, termed carbon-graphite fila-
ments or t7bers*, except for those cases in which the
manufacturer uses either carbon fiber or graphite as a
spedlc designation in his literature.

3-2.1 CONTINUOUS CARBON-GRAPHITE
FIBERS: PRODUCT AVAILABILITY

Carbon-graphite fibers show light wc”wht,high strength,
and high stiffness. The high modulus and, to a lesser
extent, the high strength are a function of the degree of
structural orientation. Thii orientation refers to the
degree to which carbon layer planes are oriented parallel
to the fhcr axis.

All carbon-graphite fibers are made by pyrolysis of
orgusic precursor fibers in an inert atmosphere (Ref. 3).
Process temperatures may range from 1000° to 3000° C
(1832° to 5432” ~. Higher temperatures yield higher
modutus fibers. Only three preeursor materials-rayon,
polyacrylonitrik (PAN), and pitch-have had importance
in production of carbon-graphite fibers. Rayon was first
used in producing such fibers. Rayonderivcd fibers
aehievui their high strength and modulus by stretching to
several times their original room temperature length at
20fXPC (363PF) or higher. Beeause of the high cost of
stretching and the unaxtainty about a continued suppIy
of special rayon precursors, rayon-based carbon-graphite
fibers am slowly disappearing from the market. However,
rayon-baaed carbon cloth, which is not hot stretehed,
continues to be used in aerospace applications.

A second &neratiots of fibem is based on the PAN

Precursor. This fiber has the greatest market due to
reksthely low production costs and good properties. The
tensile strength for this type of fiber ranges from2413 to
‘3103MPa (350,000 to 450,000 psi), and tensile modulus
s-angs from 240 to 290 GPa (35 to 42XI0’ psi). Develop-
ments have led to PAN-based fibers of higher modtdi, i.e.,
from 345 to 5S2 GPa (SOto 80X10Cpsi) for high modulus
grades and 689 to 862 GPa (100 to 12SX1O’ psi) for
ultrahigh moduhts grades.

PAN-baaed fibers are available as yams containing
approximately 1000to f2,000 fdaments and tows of up to
100,000 or more fdatnents. Prices have dropped from
S440 per kilogram (S200 or more pcr pound) in 1969 to
about S44-$110 per kilogram ($20-$50 per pound) in the
1980s. The yarns of lower filament count (1000 to WtOO

●Carbon-graphite fiber is a generic designation describing
filaments primarily carbonaceous in finished form. Carbon
microstructure exist when heating or processing is held below
certain temperatures. AI higher treatmem temperatures a Icvcl
of graphite ‘microstructure appears.

fibers) can also he woven into fabrics for manufacture of
composites. The costs of the high modulus and ultrahigh
modulus are much higher than those of the standard
grades.

The third generation fiber is based on a pitch precursor.
Common pitch is an isot ropic mixture of mostly aromatic
compound. Fibers spun from pitch have marginal orient-
ation and thus lower strength and modulus. They are,
however, also lower in COSL.Carbon fibers can bc made
from a type of pitch that is first convcrtcd to a mesophase
or liquid crystal. The fiber has a tensile strength of 2068
MPa (300X10’ psi) or more and a modulus of 379 GPa
(55X 10’ psi) or more. These fibers are available as 1000-
and 2000-filament yams and in different cloth eonstru~
tions.

3-2.2 CARBON-GRAP~TE FIBER
MANUFACTURE

Continuous carbon-graphite filaments are produced by
the pyrolytic degradation, under controlled conditions, of
organic precursors, such as PAN, rayon, other synthetics,
and pitch (Ref. 4).

The carbon-graphite fibers available today fall into
four catcgorics: high strcngtb ultrahigh modulus, high
modulus, and intermediate high modulus; tdl of which are
governed by the seleetion of material and prooem para-

meters. In general, there are two ways to produ= high-
modulus carbon-graphite fibers: (1) use a highly oriented
polymer fiber that gives an oriented graphitic structure
upon decomposition and (2) strain anneal an unorientd
carbon fiber at a high temperature. The first process is
typically applicable to PAN; the second process is
applicable to rayon and pitch fibers.

PAN is a large market volume fiber that produces a
good carbon fiber yield through pyrolysis. PAN also has
the advantage that high-modulus carbon-grapbk fibers
can be made by simple heat treatment of the prestretched
(oriented) PAN fiber. The manufacturing proecsscs vary,
but, in general, they consist of stretching the precursor
fiber pnorto or during oxidation at about 22WC(4WF)
followed by abcat treatment (graphitiz-ation) to atampera-
ture inthct-ssnge of lMW’ to 25WC(18W to453PF).

Initial stretching of the PAN helps to inemaac the axial
alignment of the polytnermoleeules. During the stmtchbg

of the linear molecules, some rotation of the nitrile
cyanide units occurs about the linear backbone. The
stretching of PAN places the cyanide units in close
proximity so that they can more readily participate in the
cyclization or formation of a ladder polymer that develops
during the subsequent stabilization stage. During stabilii-
tion, the fibers must be kept under tension to maintain the
alignment of the PAN polymer while it transforms to a
ladder polymer; otherwise, relaxation occurs and the
resulting Iaddcr polymer is disoriented with respect to the
fiber axis. .-. --
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When PAN is heated in the range of 250” to 3(W’C
(482° to 572° F), an cxothcrrn (from ladder polymer
formalion) occurs at about 280” C (536° F). Enough heal
is evolved 10 result in fusion of the polymer and loss of
orientation. Fusion can be reduced by the use of a very
slow rate of heating through the initial temperature range
used to prod uee the oriented ladder polymer. High-
mod UIUSfibers have been prepared by this means. Also
stabilization can be achieved quickly by oxidation at
22(F’C (428° F) or slightly above. Stabilization at this
temperature permits the formation of the oriented ladder
polymer and reduces the intensity of the exothcrm
reaction (Ref. 5).

After stabihzation the precursor has an oriented cyclic
or ladder structure with a high enough glass transition
temperature that it is not neccmary to continue to
maintain tension. Considerable nitrogen and hydrogen
am still present in therings that form the basic units of the
polymer, but these elements are eliminated from the
structure during the carbonization stage by heating to
10XY’C (1832° F). The carbon atoms that remain are
principally in the form of extended hexagonal ribbon
networks. These ribbon networks tend toward aIignment
with the fiber ax-k; their degree of ordering relative to
each other and the fiber axis is mmparatively low. The
effect of the carbonization stage is to produce fibers of
lowatrength and moduhts. As the heat treatment tempera-
tureisincreased, the structure exists of highly tsmgied,
long ribbons of graphite that are perhaps 30 angstroms
wide and thick. Whh further heat treatment the tangling
decraaes and the ribbon size increases to a width and
depth of several hundred angstroms and length is micro-
Znetrea Ion&

co mmemklly prepared fibers are generally not fully
stabilized ‘Iltey have a more complex macroatructurc,
and the outer surfaces show the onionskin atrueturc. The
onionskin structure results in a high residual strcas upon
COOt do- WhiCh decreases the coupling between ribbons
and eauscs lower tensile strengths.

Rayon aad pitch fibers are pr~ into carbon-
graphite fibers that consist of intertwined ribbons. There
is no prdesmd orientatio~ simple heat treatment does
not give any surface texture. Desired orientation is
attained by loadiig the f~ent at a temperature high
enough to allow rapid diffusion of carbon fosmation. The
carbon fiber is stretched to strains from 60 to I~ to
obtain high modulus. This process can be applied to any
fibers with adequate strengt~ however, the high tempera-
ture needed for the strain anneal is a disadvantage.

Although the general structural feature of intertwined
ribbons is common to all forms, the details of the
orientation of these ribbons are important. With the
present commercial fibers, an increase in modulus is
associated with a decrease in tensile strain and shear
strength. These properties are not necessarily related, but.— . ...—.. —__.. ——.-.

improved fibers will require careful control of the radid,
as WCII as the axial, preferred orientation.

Lower cost carbon-graphite filaments are being pro-
duced from pitch, a by-product of the petrolt!unt or coal-
coking industries. Ths pitch type of filament also has
poorer fiber-matrix adhesion than the other yarns and
thus has lower shear strength properties (Ref. 6).

The cross-sectional shapes of carbon-graphite filaments
vary with the precursor. Fibers produced from PAN and
pitch have circular cross sections, whereas those from
rayon are irregular or crcnulated. PAN and pitch fiber
diameters range from 6.9 to 8.9 Am (0.00027 to 0.00035
in.).

Carbon-graphite fibers ●re surface treated to improve
their somewhat poor interlaminar shear strength. Such
treatments usually involve surface oxidation or halogena-
tion.

Carbon-graphite fiber technology has been in a stage of
competitive development, and some changes in char-
acteristics may occur. Presently the majority of products
use the PAN-precursor-type fiiaments.

3-2.3 CARBON-GRAPHITE FIBER FORMS

Continuous graphite fibers are available from a number
of producers in a variety of forms, condhions, and types
(Refs. 7 and 8). A list of the domestic suppliers and basic
fiber characteristics is given in Table 3-2. The PAN-type
fiber is the most widely produced for mmposite structures.
The three pnnapal forms available are uniaxial tows or
yarns, woven fabrios, and nomvoven fabrica (Ref. 9).
These forms are cmststtonly provided in preimpregnatcd
form for ease of manufacture.

~2J.1 Tows and Yarns
Tows are available containing from 1000 to 160,000

fdaments. A tow is made of a number of continuous fibers
bundled together with not more than two twists per foot.
The tows are sized, finished, or surface treatedfor
mechanical handlii~ abrasion reaistsum, ad coatpati-
bilky with either epoxy, pol~er, or potyimide resin
systems. The ttltraMg&modtthss graphite fibers are mom
fragile and more difiiitto handle than the M@+ren@
or intermediate high-modulus materials.

Yarns consist of a number of continuous fibers twisted
together with one or more twists per inch. Yarns contain
two or more plies twisted in the opposite direction of the
final yarn. Normally, the yarn and plii contain approxi-
mately the same number of twists per inch. Yarns with the
appropriate finishes and containing from 400 to 12,000
fdaments are available for weaving.

For military use yarns and tows are classified according
to their minimum, single-fiber tensile modulus of elasticity
and minimum, average single-fiber tensile strength. Four
modulus types, from 172 to 586 GPa (25X10C to 85X106—— —--——-....—-——— — ---- . . ..— — .. .

3-3
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TABLE 3-2. CARBON-GRAPHITE FIBER MANUFACTURERS
AND CHARACTERISTICS*

MAN UFA~RER
_—

Amoco, Inc.
(Amoco Performance
Products Division)

Armco Inc.
(Hitco Materials
Division)

AVCO Corporation
(AVCO Spceialty
Materials Division)

BASF Structural
Materials, Inc.

Great Lakes Carbon
Corporation

Hercules, Inc.

Stackpole Flbcr
Company

IRECURSOP

PAN
Pitch

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

“RADE NAME

Thorncl T
Thornel P

Hi-Tcx

Avcarb

Cclion

Fortalll

Magnamite

Panex

DEN

g/cm’

1.77
2.16

1.77

1.74

1.94

1.77

1.80

I.74

ITY

lbm/in.3

0.064
0.078

0.064

0.063

0.070

0.064

0.065

0.063

FIBER D]

10+ m

6.9
10.2

—

7.9

7.6

7.4

8.1

7.6

METER

10-J in.

0.27
0.4

—

0.31

0.30

0.29

0-32

0.30

I ‘The vatuca tistcd are nominal and provided for gcnerat comparison.

stability permits the fibncs to be woven with a minimumI psi), arc eategorizd in MIL-Y-83371 ●*. Tensi.lestrengths
arc cate orized by class, i.e., from 1380 to 3105 MPa

7(2OOX1O to 450X103 psi). The minimum modulus of
graphite yams and tows is designated at 9596of the single-
fiber modulus. Tabk 3-3 presents the characteristics of
some availabk yarns and tows.

3-2.3.2 Wovett Fabrics
Carbon-graphite fibers arc availabk in woven form in a

wide variety of WVCS, aa shown in Fig. 2-3. The weaves
offer versatile warp-to-fill ratios and construction of
weaves. The most GmmotdY used weaves c the Plain
and satin weaves. In the pl& weave the warp and fti
threads cross alternately. Plain weaves arc generally the
least pliable, but they arc also the most stable. This

●*MILY-8337 l(U!jAF), Yarns, Graphite, High-Modulus,
Continuoza Filament, 5 May 1972.

I

of porousness or resin bleed through.
The satin weave is one of the basic weave structures in

which the interfaee pattern of the ffl threads with the
warp threads is alternated only ●t widely spacxxlintervals.
TIIc satin weave struesure is categorized into 4- (or
crowfoot), S-, 8-, and 10-hamcss satin weaves. Satin
wcav& arc more pliable than tbe plain weaves arid are”
especially adaptable to compound cures, s~h ss
radomes. Table 34 desmibcs common carbon-graphite
fabric weaves.

Carbon-graphite yarna em be woven into other forms,
e.g., basket weaves, and with other types of yarns to form
hybrids. Use of this versatility provides the designer with
a wide latitude in custom-tailoring strength, stiffness, and
other propcrtia to meet structuml dmign criteria.

—.—.——. ... —..-—— . .. . ——.——-__—_ .. . ——..————— —.
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TABLE 3-3. PROPERTIES OF CARBON-GRAPHITE TOWS AND YARNS

MANUFACTURER

AVCO Corporation

BASF Structural
Materiais, Inc.

Great Lakca
Carbon Corporation

Hercules, Inc.

Armco, Inc.

Stackpole
Fhcr Company

Amoco, Inc.

TRADE NAME

Avcarb G-160

Cclion GY70
Celion G30-500

Fortafii F-5
Fortafii F-3

Magnamite AS 1
Magnamite AS4
Magnamitc HMS

Hi-Tex 3000
Hi-Tex 3000HS

Panex 30C

Thomel T 300
Thorncl P55S
Thomel P75S

‘ENSILE

MPa

2930

1862
3792

3103
2758

3103
3?99
2758

3241
3689

2620

3654
1896
2068

rRENGTli

ksi

425

270
550

450
400

450
580
400

470
535

380

530
275
300

ULTIMATE
STRAIN, %

—

0.36
1.62

—
—

1.3
1.6
0.8

—
—

—

1.4
0.5
0.4

ELASTIC ;

GPa

22 I

517
234

345
228

228
234
331

228
234

221

228
379
517

TABLE 3-4. GRAPHITE FABRIC WEAVES AND CONSTRUCTION

WEAVE

8-h8mas All
P18irl
lWlameas aatill
5-harneas satin
Ckowfoot aatixt
tiwfoot
Plain
5-harncas @in
%harWas satin
Double orowfoot
8-harncas satin

CURED PLY
THICKNESS THICKNESS
mm (ii) mm (ii.)

038 (0.023) 0.33 (0.013)
0.33 (0.013) 0.18 (0.007)
0.38 (0.015) 020 (0.008)
0.23 (0.009) 0.11 (0.0045)
0.38 (0.015) 0.20 (0.0078)
0.46 (0.018) 0.25 (0.0098)
0.97 (0.038) 0.64 (0.025)
0.36 (0.014) 0.22 (0.0087)
0.48 (0.019) 0.30 (0.0012)
0.66 (0.026) 0.43 (0.017)
O.a (0.025) 0.43 (0.017)

MASS AR&U
DENSITV WIDTH

Wm’ (OZ4Y@ m (u)

037 (1 Lo) 1.07 (42)
0.19 ( 5.5) 1.07 (42)
024 ( 7.2) 1.07 (42)
0.12 ( 3.6) 1.07 (42)
0.22 ( 6.4) 1.07 (42)
0.2$ ( 8.2) 1.07 (42)
0.70 (20.5) 1.07 (42)
0.24 ( 7.2) 1.07 (42)
0.36 (10.5) 1.07 (42)
0.47 (14.0) 0.91 (36)
0.47 (14.0) 0.91 (36)

I

I

[ODULUS

106psi

32

75
34

50
33

33
34
48

33
34

32

33
55
75

I FILAl
VARNCOUNT PER

(warp x m)

24X23
12x 12
48x48
24X24
24X12
24X12
4X6

24X24
20X 18
15X 16
15X 16--. .—

warp

Moo
KKK)
1(M3O

20,000
1000

~

-1‘LY
Fill

Moo
moo
mm

20,000

!

I

.-. .—. — ..— — -— .- —-c - -—-
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3-2.3.3 Nonwoven Fabrics
High-modulus continuous fiber mats made from pitch

precursor are available from Amoco Performan= Pro-
ducts, Inc. The Amoco Thornel Mat Grade VMA fila-
ments produce a mat about 10.16 mm (0.4 in.) thick.
Carbon-graphite mats arc used of[en as surface veils in
sheet molding compounds and composites to provide
surfaces suitable for electrostatic coating and resistance
heating because of their low electrical resistana and high
thermal conductivity. Some properties are given in Table
3-5 for a mat made of Thornel.

323.4 Preprcgs

IJke the fiberglass reinforcement, carbon-graphite
reinforcements are oommercifdly available as prcpregs.
ney am impregnated with epoxy, polfimidc, pholic.
and polyester resins as uncured binders and arc applied to
the various forms of carbon-graphite fibers. Unidirec-
tional continuous fiber pr-epreg tape is supplied commonly
in rolis with a typical width of 76 mm (3 in.). The tape is a
nonwovcn, unidirectional bundle of fdaments or tows
wound on a spool interleaved with release paper. Also
available are larger and smaller widths and a range of
aingk-ply prepreg sheets, packaged flat in sizes up to 1524
mm (60 in.) wide. Prcitnprcgnated fabrics are widely used
and are also coupled with other preimpregnatcd reinforce-
ments to form hybrid constructions.

When cured, -n-graphite prcpregs are categorized
by maaimum temperature capability, modulus of
claatkity, and _ strength Because carbon-graphite
fsbsrahavehigh~m res~-~~~-a-
ture range is determined by the selected resin matrix. The
modulus and strength properties are related to the
reinforcement and fiber surface treatment.

The shelf life of prcpmga is resin dependent and is
limited to approximately six months at temperatures not
cxcoediig -l&’C(OO F). Working life at 18° to 27 C (6S0
to 8(P Fj and 70% relative humidity is approximately 14
dayL

l“-
1
I

1 TABLE 3-S. TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF
THORNEL MAT GRADE VMA

( (PITCH PRECURSOR)I
1

PROPERTY VALUES
1

Weight/ unit area, g/ mz (ozm/ ydz) 644 (19)
( Thickness, mm (in.) 25 (1)

Width, mm (in.) 521 (20.5)
Tensile strength, width, N/m (lb/ in.)1

Longitudinal 140 (0.8)
Transverse 140 (0.8)

M IL-G-83410* is a characteristic specifsation for
multifilament, prcimpregnatcd graphite tow and yarn.
The tapes or sheets are used for Iow-prcssum fabricated
laminates. These laminates are used in aircraft or acro-
sp- structures or in assemblk$ for which high stiffness
and high strength-to-weight ratios are needed. The S@I-

cation classifies the preprcg on the basis of heat resistance
and mechanical properties by type and class, respectively.

The M IL-G-83410 designation arc as follows:
1. Type:

a- Type L General-purpw use to 93°C (200”F)
b. Type 11.Heat-restit use to 17PC (3~~
C. Type 111. Heat-restit usc to 216°C (4w~

2. class:
a. Class A. 379 GPa (55X106 psi) modulus of

claaticity nosnissak 1724MPa(2SOX 103psi) tenaik at.rcogd’s
minimal (filament properties)

b. Class B. 517 GPa (75XIOS psi) modulus of
eksticit y nomis@ 1862MPa(270X10’ psi) tensile strength
minimal (fda.tnent propeti=)

c. Class C. 2068 MPa (300X10’ psi) tensile strea@
minimal; 172 GPa (25X106 psi) modulus minimal (fila-
ment properties)

d. Clam D. 27S8 MPa (400X103 psi) tensile
strength minimak 193GPa(28X 10’psi) modulus sniti
(fiiasnent proptli~).

Nominal designation means +34.5 GPa @5X10’ psi).
The uncured resin must meet specific properties or
char@aiatiea for nonoomosivencsa to ~ tack kvel,
flow, volatiles, and resin content. The graphhe fiber must
conform to MIL-Y-83371 ●C. Splkea in tbe yarn are

. . .
~ ~rdii tO the S- mq~~ me

-uncured prcpreg must meet specifkat.ions for imp~-
tion quaiig, shelf Iife, widtlh and length. % - “
product must meet requ ircmcnts for ply ~, fi~
volume, void content, density, tensile strength and
modulus, wmprassivs strength and modtdas, fkmsral
strength and modulus, md sho~ ~ + _

I Tabk 3-6 giwa the cbwtmaha of aamxal P=WIc
tapes and fabrics from one supplier. Manssfactucua
prod- many variants of resin-ii- *n-
graphite fibers and fabtios. _ - ~ p
perties can be degraded if the uncured prcpscg is con-
taminated by grease, dfi or other incompatibk matmiak

- or is improperly stored prior to use.

*MIL-G-8341O(USAF), Graphite Fiber Resin hnpregnated
Tape and Sheet for Hand Lay-Up, 25 November 1988.

**MI L-Y-8337 l(USAF), Yam.r, Graphite, High- hfoduk
CoritinuouS Filament, 5 May 1972.

~ . . .. . . .... . . . ..-
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TABLE 3-6. GENERAL DATA ON MAGNAMITE* GRAPHITE PREPREGS

CHARACTERISTIC

Resin type
Fabric
Fiber
Width, cm (in.)
Cured ply thickness, mm (in.)
Cure temperature, “C (’ F)
Resin content, %
Gel time at 13Y’C (275° F), min
Volatiks, wt %
Tack time, min
Storage iife, months

@ 16°C(6tY’F)
@–18°C(O”F)

1

350 1-5A

Epoxy
Tape
Asl/As4/HMs””
7.6-152 (3-60)
0.13 (0,005)
I77 (350)
35-42
35
1 max
30 min

1-3
12

SIN DESIGNATIC

1655

Polyester
Tape
S4
30.5 (12)
o.11 (0.0043)
149 (300)
37
.

1 max
—

1
24

3501-5A

Epoxy
8H Satin
A370-8H
99-152 (3940)
0.34 (0.0134)
177 (350)
35-42
35
1 max
30 min

—

12

●Mammmite is the trade name of the zraDhite fiber Droduccd bv Hereuks. Inc.
●*~”d~ignation “AS” fiber is for the-h~h-strcngth” version, an-d” H MS” fhcr is for the high-modulus ~ion.

3-2.4 PROPERTIES OF CARBON-
GRAPHITE FILAMENTS

The Cbsmctmst“ ics of carbon-graphite fibers may be
considered in four distinct areas: physical and mechanical
properties, general chemical resistance, electrical pro-
perties, and thermal propctics (Refs. 10 and 11).

Beeausc thesefiberstend to be almost completely
carbon-graphite in composition, some anticipated pro-
- ~ be *iiity and strength at high tempem-
turc% =., MEPC(4SOW F) in Donox.idhtgatmoap-,
high suiatasmc to thermal shock high thermal con-
ductivity of soiid fibcc lower thermai conductivity of
cioth and ta~, iow coeffkicnt of thcnstai expansio~
good ekctrkai conductivitfi high compressive stren~,
sWfucas of qoiid lib; fkxibiiity of fticnt, clom or
~, high resistance to chemical attack and corrosiow
high resistance to erosio% and good machinability.
~on from oxidizing atmospheres is required for
big&temperature uses of arbon or graphite materials,
i.e., above 371°C (7OWF’).Othcrcharactcriatics of intereat
include high radktion emisaMtX low frictiou aeif-
lubricatio~ high absorption of gases and vapow, high
moderating ratio, i.e., ratio of fast neutron slowing down
power to bulk neutron absorption cocfficicn~ and high
ratio of thermal neutron scattering to absorption cross
section.

!

1

, I

3-2.4.1 Phyaicai and Mechanical Properties

The physical and mechanical properties of earbon-
graphite fibem are given in Tables 3-1 through 3-3. They
illustrate the wide rmgc of properties attainabk with
carbon-graphite fibers and the capability of their being
tailored to meet a specific requirement.

Carbon-graphite fibers spccifkd by MIL-Y-83371 and
MIL-G-8341O illustrate thcemphasi.s on the variability of
tenaik xnoduius of dastichy and strength as the basis for
llae The PAN fibcrist.hc baais’ oftbem@orityof
commercially available carbon-graphite fibers.

As of 1979, eomsncswiaily avaiiabk structural fibem
were derived from PAN fibers or a spccifii type of
petrokum pitch. The PAN-derived fibers have been
studied for some time. For severai of the lower snoduhts
PAN fibers, signifkant data bases have been developed
through w of carbon-graphite fibers in aerospace at-
tuma. The PAN+ienved fibers arc sckcled for Utcir high
sW@$ which ultimately affects the propsrtiea of tb
fdhc%i Contpoait.c.

Pitch-based carbon-graphite fibcts are ncww. Although
they are not as strong as the low-modulus PAN fibers,
they can be processed rcadiiy to yield high-moduitts
structures; thus these fibers are very useful if stiffness is a
criticai requirement. Cost projections, with volume produc-
tion, are favorable forthc pitch fibers because the price of
raw preeursor material is low. Table 3-7 gives a direct
comparison of some properties of the pitcb~erivcd fibers
to PAN in the fiber and cured composite form with an
epoxy resin.

!
I
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TABLE 3-7. PROPERTIES OF POLYACRYLONITRILE (PAN) AND
PITCH-BASED CARBON-GRAPHITE FIBERS

PROPERTY

Fiber strength, MPa (ksi)
Tensile modulus, GPa ( 106psi)
Composite strcngtht

Longitudinal, MPa (ksi)
Transverse, MPa (ksi)

Composite modulusf
Longitudinal, GPa ( 10’ psi)
Transverse, GPa ( 106psi)

Interlaminar shear, MPa (ksi)

PAN-1

THORNEL 50”

2413 (350)
393 (57)

1207 (175)
34.5 (5)

22 I (32)
34.5 (5)
69 (lo)

ASED PITCH-BASED

CELlON GY-70** THORNEL P55 THORNAL P-75

1862 (270) 1896 (275) 2068 (300)
517 (75) 379 (55) 517 (75)

758 (110) 1034 ( !50) 1034 (150)
27.6 (4) — —

303 (44) 22 I (32) 303 (44)
27.6 (4) — —

48.3 (7) 31.0 (4.5) 20.7 (3.0)

‘Thome[ is a trade name of Arnocn Performance Products Division of Amoco. Inc.
●*Cclion is a trade nante of BASF Structural Materials, Inc.

tProperty for typical unidirectional fiber/epoxy structure

3-2.4.2 Chemieal Resistance Properties

With the use of the proper plastic matrix system,
carbon-graphite fiber/ resin composite systems can have
good to excellent chemical resistance, and resistance to
14!F’C (3WPF) is possible for long periods of time.
Certain epoxy matrix composites have replaced glass-
reinfond composites in alkaline environments because
the carbon-graphite fiber portion has greater resistaw to
stress-corrosion deterioration.

Carbon-graphite fibers generally have good resistance
to common alkalies at rdl aqueous coneentrationsto 9VC
~~, wa~r $Oiutions of most alkfdine/acidic/neutral
salts up to 930 to I04°C (200” to Z!W F’),50% by Vohlnle
of hydrochlork acid in water to 4YC (12@ F), 50% by
volumcofmsKuric acidinwatcrto 4YC(12fPP’),5096by
volume of nitric acid in water to 49°C (Imp), 50% by
weight of sodium hydroxide in water, 50% by -t of
phosphoric acid in WatCr, m by weight of formic acid in
water, 32% by wdght of bettrznc stdfonic acid in water,
28% concentrated ammonium hydroxide, and glacial
=tiC acid to 24°C (75°~. These fibers wilf react with
most metals in the molten state to form metaUic+t.rbide-
typc compounds.

3-2.4.3 Electrical ~Optl’ti6

Plastics reinforced with carbon fibers bceome clec-
tndly emductive, and this conductivity gives the benefits
of static drain and radio frequency suppression in items
such as aircraft structures, electronic equipment en-
closures, automotive ignitions, and small appliance hous-
ings. This characteristic also aflows the use of electrostatic
painting of the composite substrate. Other uscs include
conductive housings and resistance heating (Ref. 12).

Table 3-8 gives data on the electrical resistance of
several carbon-graphite materials.

TABLE 3-8. ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE
OF CARBON-GRAPHITE MATERIALS

I IRESISTANCE,
FILAMENT wl~-ld

1

1

I

1

I
I

Ceiion* GY70 fdament 6.5
CeIion 1000,3000, and 6000 filaments 15
Thornel’* VMA fdaments, 9P

diameter 12
Thorncl Ma\ 10.16 mm (0,4 in.) thick I 7000 I
W&m is = trute smnx of BASF Stmctumt M- be.

‘Tbornd is a tmde nameof Amoco Perform- Products
Division of koco, Itte.

%2.4.4 Thermal Prope&s

The relatively high thermal conductivity of earbott-
graphite-fdaxnent-reinforced Structures allows hat du-
sipation or transfer in cnd products, such as P,
beatings, brake pads, and other applications, i.e., frielion-
generatcd beat. Carbon-graphite products also are used
in processing equipment that opera% at cryo@c tcm-
pcraturcs. Thermal conductivity is aniaotropic and is
indicated in Table 3-9. Conductivity in ● tmidihectiond
type of eonatruction is much ~ter than it is in a
construction of unidirectional fibers plied in dflerent
dtiloxts (O, *45, and 90 deg).

The therxnd reaponae properties of carbon-graphite
fibers are different from those of most other materials.
Linear expansion coefficients in the direction of the fiber
axis range from slightly negative for low-modulus fibers,
207 GPa (30X 106 psi), to about 0.9X 10+ cm/cm-°C
(0.5X 10+ in./in..O F’)for high-modulus fibers. This range
makes possible the design of products with zero to very
low linear and planar thermaf expansion. This feature is
particularly desirable for parts in precision instrumcnta,.

1-8
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; ‘TABLE3-9. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY*
OF HERCULES GRAPHITE FIBER TYPES

TYPE

Graphite AS
(intermediate tensile)
Graphite HTS (high
tensile)
Graphite HMS (high
modulus)

JNIDIREC
TIONAL

6-1o

12-20

28-35

PLIED
:ONSTRUCTIOF

(0.f45. and 90 ded

2-3

3-6

6-12

~ *Thermal conductivity values ●re in Btu.ft/(trft’””F)

e.g., telescopes and other optical instruments and for
alignment components in aerospaee antennas and other
parts rquiringcritieai retention of dimensions as tempera-
tures change. Transverse expansion coefficients arc
different from values along the fiber axis. These co-
efficients are nominally 27X 10+ cm/crnoC (15X10+
in. /in..O F)-much higher due to the influcnec of the resin
matrix.

The thermal expansion of a composite depends upon
both the orientation of the fibers and the thermal
behavior of the matrix material. The composite must be
designed to insure that volumetric expansion in the
constrained direction does not exceed the tokranec limits
for the structure. In situations in which expansion is
troublesome, the use of some random orientation with
short length fibers may allow a suitable design without
extensive compromises.

Polymer matnees expand more than carbon-gsnphite
fib thereforcs thermally inducsd stresses can be pro-
dud in a composite. For exampie, difhrcneca in di-
rectional thesmal expansion cocffkients can lead to
undesirable stress patterns and microcracking in some
cross-ply laminates. Matrix resins, however, have larger
elastic strain xuponae than the fibers. Because these retina
am relatively ductile, they tend to absorb heat-induced
strains. ‘I%eproperties of the composite structure are not
deteriorated provided the fiber-matrix interracial bond
Stmstgth is not cxoeecled.

Senice temperature of the oompositc depends solely on
the matrix systems. For high-temperature epoxies, the
semiee temperature range ean cover several hundred
degrees to a maximum of approximately 149° to 177°C
(300” to 350”F).

3-2.5 SURFACE TREATMENTS

As noted in Chaptcr2, a number of methods have been
fairly well defined for the use of sizings in order to
enhance forming and handling operations for glass fibers.
Additionally, a variety of finishes is available to attain
good interracial adhesion of glass to the resin system.

I

I

I

I

Overall, the fibers are protected, and wet out by resin is
improved.

To date, there has been no clear-eut statement regarding
the use of sizings and finishes in preparing carbon-
graphite filamentary products. Oxidative or halogenated
treatments are used to modify the carbon-graphite fiber
surface primarily to introdua chemical groups that
enhance bonding with a resin matrix (Refs. 13 and 14).

3-2.6 CARBON-GRAPHITE FIBER
SPECIFICATIONS

Table 3-10 lists the major specifications for carbon-
graphitc fibers and related derived products. Table 3-10
contains 8 specifkations of the 17 developed for the
epoxy-impregnated graphite fiber.

3-3 ARAMID FIBERS

The Federal Trade Commission approved the designa-
tion “aramid” to denote aromatic polyamide fibers with
high-modulus characteristics. DuPont is the sole domestic
supplier of such fibers; however, other companies are
reportedly developing high-modulus aramid fibers or
fibers with “ararnid-like” chemistry (Ref. 7).

3-3.1 CONTINUOUS ARAMID FIBERS:
PRODUCT AVAILABILITY

Aramid fibers with h@+fHfOllIllUICe oharactcristics

can be used where lighter weigh~ greater stiffness, and
higher tensile strength are rquired over and above those
~f composites made with fkgkss reinforcement (Ref.
15). The aramid fibers, availabk from duPo@ are based
upon an aromatic polyamide struetme. These fibers,
trade named Kcvlar@ 29 and Kevla# 49, have the low
density, high tcnsiic strengtlL and “mcmascd modulus
suitable for h@-performance reinforud composites.
Aramid composites generally show slightly lower inter-
laminar shear and fkxural stren~ higher fkxural and
compressive modulus, but only about 50% of the compres-
sive strength of end-items made with the same volume
fraction of glass reinforcement in the same resin.

PreacQfiy, Kevla# 49 is the sole fiber &rket&l foru&-
as rcittforocment in advanced composites. Kcvla# 29 is
used in bzdlistic protcctiow architectural fabn~, ropq
coated, Mlatable fabrics; automobk tires; and similar
items (Ref. 16). Prims for Kevlru@ 49 range from $33 to
$44 per kilogram ($15 to $20 per pound).

‘3-3.2 GENERAL COMPARISON: AWMID ‘
VERSUS GLASS FIBERS

A savings in weight results from the lower specflc
gravity of 1.45 for aramid fibers compared to &glass
which has a specific gravity of 2.55. Higher stiffness is
evidenced from a Young’s modulus of 131 GPa (19X1O*
psi) for Kevlar@ 49 versus a value of 69 GPa (10X 106psi)
for E-glass, and a value of 86 GPa (12.5X106 psi) for

3-9
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TABLE 3-10. SPECIFICATIONS FOR CARBON-GRAPHITE FIBER
AND DERIVED PRODUCTS

. MILITARY SPECIF1CATIONS

1. MIL-Y-8337 1 (USAF) Yarns, Graphite, High-Modulus, Continuous Fi&rment
2. M 1L-G-83410 (USAF) Graphite- Fiber-impregnated Tape and Sheer, for Hand Lay- Up

AEROSPACE MATERIALS SPECIFICATIONS*

i. AMS 3894 Carbon Fiber Tape and Sheel, @oxy-Resin-Impregnated

2. AMS 3894/l Carbon Ftir Tape and Sheet, Epoxy-Resin-impregnated, G 110,000 (758) Temile,
27,000,000 (186) Modrdus, 175 (350)

3. AMS 3894{2 Carbon Fiber Tap and Sket, @oxy-Resin-impregnated, G 150,000 (1034) Tensile,
20,000,000 (138) Moddus, 175 (350)

4. AMS 3894/3 Carbon F&r Tape and Sheet, @oxy-Resin-Impregnated, G 150,000 (1034) Tensile,
19,000,000 (131) Modulus, 80 (180)

5. Ah4S 3894/4 Ckrbon Fiber Tape and Sheet, @oxy-Resin-Impregmsted, G 150,000 (1034) Tensile,
15,000,000 (103) ~OdUhK, 80 (180)

6. AMS 3894/5 Carbon Fiber Tape and Sheet, @oxy-Resin-impregnated, G 110,000 (758) Tensile,
27,000JW0 (186) Modulus, 80 (180)

7. AMS 3894}6 Carbon Fiber Tape and Sheel, @oxy-Resin-Impregnated, G 150,000 (1034) Tensile,
15,000,000 (103) Modulus. 175 (350)

8. AMS 3894/7 Ckrbon Fiber Tape and Sheel, @oxy-Resin-Impregnated, G 90,000 (620) Temrile,
40,000,000 (275) Modulus, 80 (180)

9. AMS 3894{8 Carbon Fiber TW and Sheet, @oxy-Resin-impregnated G 70,0(KI (483) Tensile.
36,~,000 (248) Modulw, 80 (180)

● Each spacifiion depicts the property IAuractcristica of the resultant bmiaate. For example, AMS 3894/ 1 is for carbon fiber
having 7S8MPa(110,000 psi)minimum tensile strength, 186GPa (27,000,000psi) tensik modulus, and 34~ F ( 175°C) maximum
fUXJXfUWDdCdN- tCm~UIC.

—

S-glass. Compared to glaas-fiber-rcinforosd products,
products con- aramid fibers provide grcatm ekc-
trical and thermal insulation (Ref. 17), they show greater
damping to mecbnid and sonic Vibratio% and they
transmit solar and radar energy. Aramid 0~8BiC fib%

are procuscd easily on conventional textile machinery.
Thus a wide variety of reinforcement forms can be
obtained, e.g., yarns, rovings, woven goods, knit goods,
felts, and papers. Ararnid fiber composites show low
-p, high inlpti rCSiS_CC, and Wry good -p
rupture.

3-33 AWWIID FIBER FORMS
Continuous aramid fibers am similar to other reinforce-

ments and arc available as rovings, yarns, woven fabrics,
and p=pSegS.

3-3.3.1 Rovings and Yarns

Aramid fibers are generally characterized by denier,
tensile strength and modulus, and yield per pound.
Denier is the weight in grams of 9000 m of yarn. Table
3-11 characterizes the available Kcviar@ 49 yarns and
rovings (Ref. 18). The heavier denier rovings are used in
filament winding and pultntsion applications. The es-
sentially yellow fibers are supplied without finish or.—— . —

treatment, but treatments may be applied when required
to promote compatibilhy of the fiber with a specific main
Systcm.

3-3.3.2 woven Fabrfcs

The toughness and relative iascnsitivity of Kcvla@ 49
to surface defects result in a yarn that can be easily
processed on standard textiie equipment to produce a
wide variety of woven fabrics. Many aramid fabrics are
designed to replace fiberglass on a ply-to-ply basis with a
resultant weight saving proportional to the density ratio
of the two materials. Hence the fibers are woven into
fabric forma similar to those of fibcrgbsa. For example,
both Kcvlz@ 49 and fibCI@FISS style 181 fab~ arc an
8-lmrneas satin weave Which results in SitUihS dmpc and

cover characteristics as well as identical thickness in cud
composites. At 0.25 mm (0.01 in.) ply thickness the
Kevla# 49, 181 style weave has an arcal mass density of
0.17 kg/ m2 (5.0 ozm/ yd~), whereas the fiberglass has an
areal mass density of 30.85 kg/ mz (910 ozxn/ yd2).

Standard fabrics are characterized in Table 3-12 from
the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) Aerospace
Material Spcciflcation (AMS) 3902B, Cloth, Organic

Fiber, High Modulu~ For Structural Composites A
variety of fabric constmctions and widths are available
from a number of commercial weavers.

3-1(I
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TABLE 3-11. YARNS AND ROVINGS OF KEVLAR@ 49 A~MID

DENIER”

Yarns:

195.
380

1,140
1,420

Rovin~
4,560
6,000
7,100

11,400

22,720

2.27 5
;: “

. ~.27 , .
5

760 , 2.27 5
1,000 2.27 s

3,040 2.27 5
4,000 2.27 5
5,000 4s4 10
7,600 4.54 10

15W 4.54 10

PACKAG

m/kg

46,104
23,659

7,886
6,332

1,972
1,498
1,266

788
395

E YIELD

ydjlbm

22,870
41,736
3,912
3,141

978
743
628
391
196

Wcnier = weight in grams of WOOm ofyarn.
. .

TABLE 3-12. CONSTRUCTION OF WOVEN ORGANIC FABRIC

S7YLE

120
220
181
281
28s
143
243
328

PATTERN YARN COUNT, in.-’

WARP

Plain 34 34
Plain 22 22
8-H satin 50 50
Plain 17 17
Crowfoot 17 17
ICrowfoot I(K) 20
Crowfoot 38 18
P18in 17 17

YARN TYPE

WARP FILL

1951/0 1951/0
3801/0 3801/0
3801/0 3801/0

1140 1/0 1140 1/0
1140 1/0 11401/0
380 1/0 195 1/0

1140 1/0 380 1/0
1420 1/0 1420 1/0

Repin@ with pcrminion @ 1989.Society of Automotive Engim, IK

I

Kcvia# 49 is not avaiiabk commcm5ally in nonwovcn
fabrics. However, somedcvelopmcrtml nonwovcn fabrics
have been produced forcircuit bmrd 8nd aircr8ft applica-
tions.

3-333 Preprqa

Awidemrictydprcprcga is●vabbk fromammrcial
eoumea with vaiioui &informulations (epoxy,pbonolic,
@yimide. and pol~r),degm= of- flow, and main
content. In addition to fabric,collimated tape prodtwts of
various widths and thicknesses per ply as well as unidi-
rectional broad goods made from yarns and rovings are
manufactured into prepregs.

3-3.4 PROPERTIES OF ARAMID
FILAMENTS

Kevla@ 49 fibers are nonconductive and flame resistant
and have low density, high chemical stability, outstanding

DENIER, THICKNESS
gptmoul mm (to-’ im.1

195 0.11 (43)
380 0.10 (4.0)
380 0.28 (1 1.0)

1140 0.25 (10.0)
1140 0.25 (10.0)
380 0.25 (10.0)

1140 0.33 (13.0)
1420 0.33 (13-0)

MASS AREAL
DENSITY,

C/ola(Orm/Yd’)

61 (1.8)
75 (2.2)

170 (5.0)
170 (5.0)
470 (s0)
190 (s.6)
227 (6.7)
231 (6.8)

creep mpture c
. .

~, &modfktiguc pcrbmmlxe,
not& i&eu8itivity, and cxoetit Proadx@

.-.
.

Ararnids have high temperature capa~, thq tive
no melting point amd decompose 8t greater than 4W’C
(75P F). Their high temperature capability is suffiit
for usefuI reinforcement of many widely used organic
polymer matrkcs. A continuous Semicetempemtumof
121Y’C(248”P) appears to be &mc@l@E

. .
ofpsuent

aramid fibers. This restriction mighL however, exclude
reinforcement of very high-perfortnana polyitnidereains
rated for continuous 9ewiec up to 30fPC (57P F). Tkc
fibers possess good cbcmical resistance. Kevlar@ 49 is
more resistant than E-glass to hydrofluoric acid and
sodium hydroxide but is less resistantthan glass to
hydrochloric acid. The ararnid fibers generally resist
common solvents, fuels, and lubricants at ambienttempera-
tures (Ref. 19).

.. —-.—— —
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3-3.4.1 Mechanical Properties 3-3.43 Thermal Properties

The mechanical properties of Kevliir@ 29 and 49 arc Kcvlar@ 49 yarn has high thermal stability when

shown in Table 3-13. exposed in oxygen and nitrogen atmospheres. In hot h
atmospheres there is little cttaxsgein elorkguion and high

3-3.4.2 Chemical Properties strength and modulus up to 20&C (39P F). The specific

Keviar@ fibers have excellent chemical resistance; heat is a function of temperature. Thermal conductivity is

however, they are attacked by strong acids and bases. a function of temperature with heat flow both per-

Table 3-14 presents some data on the effects of chemicals pendicuiar and parallel to tbe fibers. Table 3-15

m the tensile strength of Kevlar@ 29 and 49. summarizes thermal properties of KcvlarQ 49.

TABLE 3-13. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES* OF KEVLAR~ l?EIN~ORCING YARN

PROPERTY KEVLAR@ 29, 1500 DENIER KEVLAR@J49, 1420 DENIER

Specifsc gravity, dimensionless I.a
Tensile strength MPa (ksi) 2758 (400) 275; “T~)
Tensile modulus, GPa (10’ psi) 62 (9) 117 (17)
Elongation, % 3.6 2.5

●Yam tested was 254-snm (lo-in.) gage length, bare yarn, 2 twists per 25.4 mm (I in.).

TABLE 3-14. STABILITY OF KEVLA12@ 29 AND KEVLAR@ 49 lN CHEMICALS

CHEMICAL

I

Hydrocldoric acid .
Hydmcldork acid
~ytkOfhSOt’iC acid

N& acid
Sulfuric acid
Sdfurk acid
Sodium hydroxide
Ammonium hydroxide
Aeelone
-yi formamide
Methyl ethyl ketone
Trithlorocthykne
Trichlor~lene
Ethyl alcohol
Jet fuel (JP+
Jet fuel (3P+
Brake fluid
Brake fh5id
Transformer oil (Texaco 855)
Kerosene
Freon 11
Freon 22
Tap water
Seawater (Geean City, NJ)
Water at 10,000 psi
Water, superheated

Steam, saturated

*NA = not avaiiable

CONCEN-
TRATION,

%

37
37
10
1

10

:
23

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

--i “~”
TEMPERATURE,

‘c

21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
88
21

1;
21

113
60
60
60
60

100
—.

21
138

. 149

3-12

70
70
70
70
70

70

70
m
70
m
70
70

190
70
70

390
70

235
140
140
140
140

212
—

70
280
300

24
Iw

100
100
100

lCUUI
24

iooo

24
24
24
24

387
24

300
100
312
100
500
500
500
500
100
1 yr
720
40
48

TENSILE STRENGTH
LO$

KEVLAR@
29

NA*

83
12
18
14

NA
NA
10
0

NA
NA
NA

7
0
0
4
2

33
4.6
9.9

0
0
0

I .5
0

9.3
28

%

(EVLAR@
49

0
NA

8
5

NA
31
10

NA
o
0
0

L5
NA

o
4.5
NA
NA
NA

o
0

2.7
3.6

2
1.5
NA
NA
NA
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TABLE 3-1S. THERMAL PROPERTIES OF KEVLAR’@ 49

PROPERTY VALUE

Long-term use temperature in air, “C ~ F) 160 (320)

Decomposition temperature, ‘C (0F) 500 (930)

Shrinkage, 90/°C (%/0 F) 4 x 10-4 (2,2x 104)

Thermal coefficient of expansion, cm/(cm”OC) (in. /(in.oo F))
longitudinal at 0° to 100”C (32” to 212° F) –2 x 10+(–l.l x 10-’)

radial at 0° to 10WC (32° to 212° F) +59 x 10* (+33x 10%)

Thermal conductivity k at 25°C (77°Fl, W/(m”K) (BTU”in. /(h”ft2”0 F))
heat flow perpendicular to fibers 0.041 (0.285)

heat flow paraiiel to fibers 0.048 (0.334)

Spccifk heat at 25°C (77° F), kJ/(kg-K) (Btu/(lbO F)) 1.24 (0.34)

Heat of combustion, kJ/kg (Btu/lb) 34,890 ( 15,000)

3-3.S ARAMID FIBER SPECIFICATIONS 3-4 BORON FIBERS

Table 3-16 lists the major specifications for organic Boron fibers were the first family of high-strength and
fibers and dated derived products. One or more of the high-modulus reinforcements developed for militaxy and
aramid films meets the requirements of these documents. acrospacc applications. The use of boron fibers has been
Table 3-16 contains 6 of the 12 specifications of the AMS investigated by the Air Force Materials Laboratory, and
3901 series. AMS 3903 contains a total of eight spctilc there has been interest within the Department of Defense
categories of characteristics. in boron fibers. As a result of these investigations, these

TABLE 3-16. SPEC1FICATIONS FOR” ARAMID ORCANIC FIBER

AND DERIVED PRODUCTS

MILITARY SPECIFICATION

MILY-83370A (USAF), Yarn, Row”ng and Cloth: High-Modulus, Drgonie Fiber

1. AMS 3901

2. AMS 3901/1

3. AMS 3901/2

4. AMS 3901/3

5. AMS 3901/4

6. AMS 3901/5

7. AMS 3901/6

8. AMS 3902

9. AMS 3903

.

AEROSPACE MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS

(%ganic Fi&, (Para-AramidJ Yarn and Roving, High-Modufus

Yam, Orgaru”c F&r (Para-ArarnidJ High-Moduhu, O Y390,000 (26W) Tensile Strength
18,000,M0 (125) TensiL% Madrhs, 195 Denier, 0.6% Finish

Yarm Organic Fiber (Para-AramidJ High-Modtdus, OY 390,000 (2690) Tensile Strength,
17300,000 (1~) Tensile Modulus, 380 Denier, 0.6% Finirh

Yam, Orgaru”c Fiber (Para-Aramid’ High-Modi&r, 0Y390.000 (2690) Temii@Strengtk
16,5(X),tXN)(11S) T- Motii&.t. 1140 Denfer, 0.6% Plnish .

Yarn, Organic Fiber (Para-Aramid’ High-Modtdus, 0Y390,000 (2690) Tenrile Str~h
16,5&MliM(115) Tensik M- 1420 Denier, 0.6% Finish

Roving, Organic J%er (Awa-Aramid), High-Modulur, OR 450,0W (3100) Tensile Strength,

17,500,0&7 (120) Tensile Modulus, 7100 Denier, 0.6$% Finish

Roving. Organic Fiber (Para-Aramid), High-Modulus, OR 500,000 (3450) Tensile Strength,
17,500,0iXl {120) Tensile A40aklus, 4560 Denier, 0.6% Finish

Cloth, Organic Fiber High-Modulus, for Structural Composites

Cloth, Organic Fiber (Para-Aramid) High-Modulus, @oxy-Resin-Impregnated

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TESTING AND MATERIALS SPECIF1CATION

ASTM D3317 High- Modulti, organic Yarn and Roving .
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fibers are used in several aircraft applications. However,
due to its high cost (approximately S775 per kilogram

(S350 per pound)) and the development of carbon-
graphite and aramid fiber, boron fiber has not become a
large volume reinforcement. The only domestic com-
mercial producer of boron fibers is the Avco Corporation,
which produces prcprcg tapes principally with epoxy
resins.

34.1 CONTINUOUS BORON FIBERS:
PRODUCT AVAILABILITY

Boron fibers show high compressive strength and a
high spedc modulus; both of which are properties that
make these fibers attractive in compressive or stiffness
designs. Fdantent properties are very uniform, and the
high modulus of boron results in a lower strain of plastic
matrices. Also the fibers bond well to a pkstic matrix.
The combination of these properties acts to give high
fatigue life values and endurance limit values-values
about 70% of the ultimate strength of the composite—in
boron-fiber-reinforced composites.

Another advantage of the fiber is that its thermal
Cocfflcicnt of expansion is close to the value for titanium.
This similarity allows boron composites to be used as
seketivc reinforcements on titanium strtsctuma brxxsuse
there are minimal thermally induced stressss or strains.
The boron-fiber-ttinforccd titanium composite yields
high thermal cycling MC and minimal warpage. Also
boron fibers have high creep resistanm and excellent
stress-rupture resistance; both of which make them usefuf
for sustained loading conditions.

l%e diaadvan~ of boron are its brittkncas, large
f~t size, and hardness. The fiber cannot be woven
into cloth and it does not dmpe well. It requires a
minimum band radius of 12.7 mm (0.5 in.). Being brittk,
it shows low impact resistance, and it is fairly susceptibk
to handling damage. Its hardness gives good erosion
msistan= to a composite. However, itisdifficuit and
costly to machine; carbideor diamond tools are needed.

CucrmMy, ahtt 90%0of the fdatncnt produced is
converted to ●continuous boronqmxyprcpreg tape. The
ooat of the tape is about S770 to S880 per kilogram (S3S0
to S400 per potmd~ the weight pereent of boron is about
65%.
I

342 PRODUCTION METHODS

Boron filament is made b~the chemical vapor deposi-
tion process (Ref. 20). The reaction is based on the
reduction of boron tnchloride by hydrogen on an eltiri-
cally heated moving substrate of tungsten wire, i.e., halide
reduction process,

The reactor portion consists of a glass deposition tube
that is fitted with gas inlet and outlet ports, two mercury-

ffled electrodes, a variable power supply to the two

electrodes, a tungstenwire substratf payout systcm, and a

boron filament take-up system.

Tungsten wire, 0.013 mm (0.0005 in-) in diameter, is
first passed through a cleaning Slage” and then drawn
through the rvm~or. The wire is heated to 13(NPC
(2372” F) by the power supply. A stoichiomctric mixture
of boron trichloride and hydrogen is introduced at the top
of the r-ctor. At 1300° C (2372° F) a layer of boron is
deposited on the tungsten wire, is,

z~C~J + 3HI- 2B + 61-IC1.

Gases exhausted from the reactor are HCl, unreacted
Hz, BCIJ (which is recovered), and intermediate mactartts.
The diameter of the imron filament depends on the sped
with which the tungsten wire is drawn through the
reactor. Fdamcnts with diameters of O.IO,O.i4, and 0.20
mm (0.004, 0.0056, and 0.008 in.) are produced by this
method.

Several chemicaf reactions occur as the boron is bebg
deposited. By-products, such as B2&, HBCL, and
B2H5CI, are formed in the gas phase. In the wire core of
the filament arc solid products from the reaction of
tungsten and boron. These are borides, such as 6-WB,
WZBS,and WB4.

343 BORON FILAMENT FORMS

Collimated boron filaments are processed into an
intermediate prodwm boron-epoxy preimpmgnated men-
layer tape. Thii material is used to fabricate composite
structures. Epoxy-boron prcpreg is cornrrtcrcirdly avail-
able in 76.2-, 152.4- and 12!9.2-mm (3-, 6- and 48-in.)

wide tape (R& 21).
The prcirnpregnated material usually has about 206 to

214 boron lihnats for each 25.4-mm (i-in.) width of
matcrid A maximum loss of about 10% should be
allowed during prmxssing. The boron fdsunents should
not cross over each other, and the average ftient
S- should be about 0.02 mm (0.0008 in.).

At present no futishes am used on boron ftiaments. A
good adheaive bond between the fdament and the resin is
dependent on compkte wetting of the filament by the
Uncured maim The criticaf surf- tension for wetting
boron f~t is between 30 to 32 dynes/ctn. Therefore,
a resin ayatem having a surface tension below this value
should wmpletely wet the boron filament surface.

As with all prepregs, the storage life of boron<poxy
prepregs is a function of moisture and temperature.
Therefore, prepregs should be stored in sealed plastic
bags at a temperature not exceeding – 18° C (0° F) at
which they usually have a storage life of six months.
“Before use, the material should be brought to room
temperature in the unsealed plastic bag.’

*Wire is heated red-ho[ in a hydrogen atmosphere to remove
surface contaminants and residues of lubricants used in drawing
tungsten wire.
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3-4.4 PROPERTIE!! OF BORON
FILAMENTS

Properties of boron filaments vary with filament
diameter and internal and surface characteristics. Fiaws
may also have an effect. The low pe~ntage of !OWand
high strengths do not significantly affect the strength of
the composite.

Boron filaments possess strength, stiffness, and density
superior to any other reinforcing fiber. However, because
of their cost, careful assessment must be given to their use
in each application.

3-4.4.1 Meebassieal Properties

Ove~ boron fibers provide a combination of high
modulus and high tensile sts-cngth not avaiiabk with
other reinforcements; modulus values of 366 GPa
(53X106 psi) and strength vaiues of 3449 MPa (5OOX1O’
psi) have been reported. Higher tensik strength vaiueato
5518 MPa (8OOX1O’psi) arE possible if the severity of
flaws can be reduced in the production process (Ref. 22).
The high temperature resistance of boron is advantageous;
however, in the organic-matrix composite structure, its
usefulness is iimited by the resin matrix properties. This

property has icd to increased interest in using boron fibem
in metal-matrix composites.

Tabie 3-17 iists some mechanical and physical pro-
perties for boron fibers based on fiber diameter.

3-4.4.2 Thermal Oxidation Properties

Test resuits indicate that boron filaments are subjectto
oxidative degradation upon extended exposures at
elevated temperatures in air. Test resuits aiso show that
exposure of unprotected filamentsto316°C (600° F) in air
reduces tensiie strengths by approximately 7m. The
same filaments exposed at 316° C (600° F) in argon are
reduced by 2M in 900 h. Filaments coated with a film of
siIicon earbidc, however, show no loss of strength when
exposed to 316° C (W F) in air for 900 h. Aiso un-
protected filaments subjected to 204°C (400° F) in air for
900 h show no Ioss in strength.

3-4.5 BORON FIBER SPECIFICATIONS

Table 3-18 lists major specifications for boron fibers
and related derived products. Table 3-18 also lists three of
the six specifications for A MS 3867.

TABLE 3-17. BORON FILAMENT PROPERTIES

PROPERTY

Mass &nsity, average,
kg/m’ (lb/in.J)

Iminwe tensile
strestg@ average GPa
(ksi)

Tensile moduius of
elasticity, GPa (106 psi)

Coefflcicnt of thermal
expanaio~ em/erm°C
(in./ill.””l=)

Melting point, ‘C (“F)

Hardness, mobs scale

o. 102* 0.005
(0.0040 * 0.0002)

2602 (0.094)

2.8 (400)

379 (55) minimum

5.4 x 10+(3x 10+)

2038 (3700)

x

~

L—--------- . .- - ..____, ,---- .

DIAMETER mm (in.)

0.14250.003
(0.0056 * O.0001)

2491 (0.090)

2.8 (400)

400414
(5840) average

5.4 x 10+(3x 10+)

2038 (3700)

x

I
I

I

I

-.--.-—- ...___ .,.

0.20350.005
(0.0080 + 0.0002)

2380 (0.086)

2.8 (400)

400414
(5840) average

5.4 x 10< (3 x 10-6)

2038 (3700)

x

I

. . . . .._ _______ . .
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TABLE 3-18. SPECIFICATIONS FOR BORON FIBER AND DERIVED PRODUCTS
— ——

MILITARY SPEC1F1CATIONS

1. MI L-B-83353 lloron MonojWment, Continuous, Vapor-Deposited

2. MI L-B-83369 Boron FiIamenl ReinJorcemenl, Con~inuous, Epox.v-Resin-Impregnated

AEROSPACE MATERIALS S’PECIFICATIONS -’

1. AMS 3865 Fi&nents, &ran-Tungsten Substrate Cbntinww
2. AMS 3867 Boron -nt Tqe, @oxy-&sin-hpregnated
3. AMS 3867/I J%ronFilsmen! T-, @oxpResin-hpregmtte4 ?JyM B4.O-~7S
4. AMS 3867/2 Boron Filamen~ Ta~, @oxpResin-Impregnated Tpe 9S.6-=7.S
5. AMS 3867J3 Boron IWament Tape, @oxy-Rein-Impregnated T)pe B8.O-~75

I

—— -.. ——..- .. . ——— .. .. . . ——..——— -————
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CHAPTER 4
PLASTIC MATRICES FOR COMPOSITES

Piustic mairices for use with continuousjlber reinforcements arc discussed. The t wo most common resins

are polyester and epoxy. Others ofsonre importance include phenoIic, silicone, poiyimide, andpolysulfone.

4-1 INTRODUCTION

The resins of interest for continuous fiber-reinforced
composites include both thertnoset and thermoplastic
types. The major thermoses for matrices include
polyesters, epoxies, phcnolics, silicones, polyirnides (con-
densation type). The major thermoplastics for matrices
include pdyimides (addition type) and polysuifones.
Each resin type is discused in the paragraphs that follow.

4-2 POLYESTER RESIN (THERMOSET)

Polyester resins for composite structures are based on
the unsaturated polyesters (Ref. 1). The unsaturated
polyesters, which dominate the composite market, are
classed as condensation polymers. They are synthesized
by reacting saturated and unsaturated dibaaic acids with
dihydnc aJcohols or glycols. This product, the structure
of whieit is shown in i%g. 4-1, is dissolved in a reactive
liquid monomer, such as atyrene. The solution is cured (or
polymerized) under the infiuenee of hea~ light, or a
catalyst to produce a rigid cross-linked thermoset resin.
Fhl cure may be brought about by reacting the pre-
polymers with various monomers or by a continued
reaction of residual ailytic groupr ~ihin the polymer
chain (Rd. 2).

4-2.1 POLYESTER TYPES AND GRADES ‘

Maieic anhydride and its isomer, furnaric acid, are the
principal unaaturatea in poiyeatersptheais. The cmmmon
saturates are orthophthaik anhydride and iaophthaHc
acid. ‘lb principalglycds are propylene, d+iene, and
ethylene glycols. Monomers for mm-ix mains include
diallyiphthaiate (DAP), dialiyliaophthalate (DAfP),
triallyiiaoeyanurate (TAIC), _ vinyl toluene, methyl
~la% and dicidmatymnc.

Poly~cr systems are ciaasifii as general-purpose,
,flame-retardant, electrical, and awrosion-resistant grades.

{

H?

ocH2cH20@=c-c4cH2 cH20

o 8 } n

Figure 4-1. Unsaturated Polyester Structure

The costs range from S3.30 to S5.50 per kg(S 1.50 to S2.50
per pound) (circa 1987) based on their constituent
components as follows:

1. General-Purpose. Maleic anhydnde, phthdlc
anhydnde, propylene glycml, and styrene monomer am
the least expensive. Isophthaiic acid may be added for
higher heat resistanceand improved mcehanictd p-
perties. Vinyl toluenc is substituted for atyrene to rcxiuee
volatile 10ss prior to curing.

2. F7ame-R@tardanf. Chlorendic, tctrabromophthalic,
tetrachlorophthalic, and hexaehioro-octahydromethano-
napthalenedicarboxylic acids are used as saturated
dibasic acids. Flame resistance can be attained through
the use of fillers.

3. Efectrica!. Maleic anhydride, phthaiic anhydride,
and a mixture of diaiiylphthalate with vinyl tohune for
the monomer zjre said to give superior electrical
pro~i~.

4. Cowosiom-Resistant. Bisphenoi-A and similar
glycois imptut improved resistance to VariOtu Ckmii.

4-2.2 CURING MECtiMS lWR
POLYESTERS

The usual means of initiating
r

eopolymerization of
the polyester with the monomer” by&action of organic
peroxide eatalyttts (Ref. 3). Tbe specific eatdyst deter-
mines the temperature at which .Gmo@qka p- Some
catalystsare seact.iwat room ~ratq whereas
others require varying degrees of heat to initiate a
reaction. Examples of common oatalysta for hmimtt@
compounds arc benzoyl peroxkle and tmtiary butyiper-
benzoate, which cure in a temperature range of 113° to
154°C (235° to 31W’F). Systems based on methyl ethyl
ketone peroxide and cobalt naphthenate are turd for
curing at ambient temperatures. Promoters or WXd+Gra
are added to the resin system if’iowcr cure temperattms
are needed, Common promoters are organometallie salts,
such as cobait octoate, used with ditnethyl aniline. The
system may also contain retarders or inhibitors, such as
hydroquinone or its derivative. Retarders reduce peak
exotherms, and inhibitors prevent premature polymeriza-
tion.

The cure rates for the various polyester types depend on ,
the constituent acids and monomers and, to a lesser
extent, on the glycol. For a S-IC resin system cure rates
and gel times are functions of catalyst and promoter
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conrxmtrat;on. Inhibitors and retarders increase cure and
gcl times. The catalyst and promoter should never bc
mixed together because mixing can result in an explosion
or fire.

A characteristic of pdycatcr cure is that, once the

reaction has been initiated, it proceeds to completion and
cannot be interrupted at an intermediate stage. Comple-
tion of cure occurs when 92-%%%of the unsaturated ester
sites have been depleted. With some systems, posturing
may increase the extent of saturation.

4-2.3 CHEMICAL STRUCTURE AND
EFFECTS OF PROPERTIES

Table 4-1 lists the effects of components in polyesters
on the properties of the resin. Other controlling properties
are the molecular weight of the alcohol-acid reaction
product, i.e., the alkyd, and the degree and spacing of the
unsaturation, as determined by the ratio of saturated to
unsaturated dibaaic acids.

Equivalent matcic- or fumaric-based resins show little
difference in nmchaniud properties. Fumaric resins are,
however, less suaceptibk to moisture absorption. increas-
ing the amount of saturated acid (phthaIic or isophthalic)
produces a more flexible resin with improved thcrrnai
stabfity and leascreep at elevated tempemturea. increasing
the unsaturated acid, on the other hand, (maleic or
fumaric) results in a more rigid resin and higher beat
distortion tcmpcraturca. Conacquently, the proportion of
saturated and ImsaWmd acids is regulated to yield the
desimt combination of rigidity and thermal atabiiity.

The major properties influenced by the giyeols are

flexibility and heat resistana. Propylene glycol produces
a harder, less flexible resin than other gl~ok.

DAP monomer produas resins that are tougher and
have higher thermal softening points than styrcnc cross-
Iinkrxi resins. The DAIP monomer cures faster than DAP
and imparts improved thermal stability and retention of
strength and electrical properties a( chwatcd tempera-
tures. The average ,molewlar weight of a polyester prior
to polymerization with the monomer ranges from 800 to
5000. Higher molecular weight results in improved resin
properties.

Standard polyesters provide good chemical resistance.
However, tbc polyester linkage is subject to hydrolysis
when exposed to a caustic or acidic solution; mnae-
quentiy, properties are Iovvcred. Isophthalate, biapbenol-
A, and vinyI cater rcairts arc more resistant to hydrolysis.

Isophthahc resins are similar to standard POIYCS*N
except that isophthtilc is used as the dibaaic acid. The
incorporation of gIycoIs, such as neopentyl glycol and
trimethyl pcntanedio~ can also improve the required
chemical resistana.

Bisphcnol-A resins use propoxylated bisphenol-A as
the glycol component. Its bulky molecular structure
imparts resistance to hydrolysis.

An epoxy-twain backbone characterizes thevinyl estcts.
The backbone is reacted with acrylic acid or its derivative
to introduce the unsaturation for the oligomer structure.
Vinyl esters not ordy provide excellent chemical resistance
but also exhibit cxcciknt proceasbg charaucristica and
mechanical properties superior to those exhibited by
standard polyesters.

TABLE 4-1. COMPONENTS IN POLYESTERS AND THEIR EFFECTS ON PROPERTIES

COMPONENTS INGREDIENTS CHARACTERISTICS

Unaammtd a. Makii anhydride
anhydrides and

a. LOwst W* reactivity, moderately high beat
deflection temperature (HDT)

dibasic acids
b. Fumaric acid b. Highest reactivity (cross-bki.ng), higher HDT,

more rigidity

Saturated a. Phthalic anhydnde a- Lowest cosq moderately high HDT, stiffness, high
anydridea and (otthophtlxalic) flexural and tensile attwtgths
dibaaic acids

b. Iaophthalic acid b. Higher tensile and flexural at.rert&> better
chcmicd and water resistance

c, Adipic acid, azelaic acid, and
sebacic acid

d. Chlorendic acid;
tetrabromophthalic acid;
tetrachlorophthaiic acid;
hexachJoro-octahydromethano-
naphthalenedicarboxylic acid

c.

d.

Flexibility (toughness, reailenoe, impact strength);
adipic acid is lowest in cost of flexibilizhg acids

Flame Rctardancc

(cent’d on next page)
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TABLE 4-1. (Cent’d)

COMPONENTS

Glycols

Monomers

—._ ___ . .. . . .. . . . _

INGREDIENTS

a. Propykne giyccd

b. Dipropylene glycol

c. Ethylene glycol

d. Dicthylene giycol

c. Bisphenol-A adduct;
hydrogenated bisphenol-A
adduct

f. Neqcntyl glycol

g. Trimethyi pentanediol

a. Styrene

b. Methyl methacrylate

c, Vinyl tolucnc

d. Alphamethyl styrene

e. Divinyl benzene

f. Dlallyl phthalate

g. Monochlorostyrene

—.- . ..—.. —.-— — .—.—.. ——--- .—-

CHARACTERISTICS

a, Lowmt OQSLgood water resistance and flcxibiiity,
compatibility with styrcne

b. Flexibility and toughness

c. High heat re.sistan=, tensile strength, low cost

d, Greater toughness, impact strength, and flexibility

c. Corrosion resiatana, high HDT, high fkxural
and tensile strengths

f. Corrosion resistance, Lightcolor

g. Corrosion resistance, possible lower reactivity

a. Lowest cost monomer, high reactivity, high
flexural strength, moderm HDT, boiling point
145°C (293° F)

b. Light stability, weatherability, fairly high HDT

c. Boiling point higher than styrenc, 172”C (34 l“F)
compared to 145°C (293”F3, permits lighcr

d.

e.

f.

g-

moid”mg temperatures, f=ter cycles, reduced cure
time. Lower vapor pressure, 2 mm Hg compared
to 6.6 mm Hg at 25° C (77° F), reduces monomer
10ssduring mixing and later during pr~ing
prior to molding. Higher flash point., 6(F’C
[14(PF) compamd to stymne at 31°C(8&PF),
reduces chance of fire.

Used as a comonomer with other monomers.
Does not homopolymerk by the f~radical
mechanism. It does copolymerize with styrcne and
methacrylate. Used at 5-25% replacement for the
primary monomer. Raises the HDT and inmcases
solvent rcaistancc. Used to lower peak exotherrn
temperature. Shrinks less than styrcne, i.e., 12.5%
compared to 17.0%

Used with styrcnc to a maximum of 30%.
Produces a highly cross-linked, three diiional
copolymer. Polymers arc harder, brittle, more
heat resiatan~ and itmw excellent resistanm to
solvents, such as esters, ChlOrated hydrmrbotts,
and ketones.

Listed here because of its low volatility. Used to
snake molding compounds with long sEQMlife

Used with styrene up to 50%. Oives short cure
cycles, 20-30s. Increases cracking and craze
resistance Contains 25.6% chlorine by wc.~ht.
Imparts some flame resistance to the molding.

.—. -— ————
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4-2.4 PROPERTIES OF POLYESTERS

The characteristics of poiycstcrs will be discussed in
distinct areas: mechanical properties, electrical pro!=ti=,
thermaf properties, and chemiaal resistance (fMa. 4 and
5). The properties of the thcrmosetting polyester resins
differ significantly from the thermoplastic types, which
are generally rcinforecd with shofi fiber*.

.
4-2.4.1 Mechanical Properties

The mechanical properties of polyesters vary widely
depending on the formulation. Limited data on cast, rigid
resins indicate that maximum tensile strengths range
from 69 to 76 MPa (10,000 to 11,000 psi) at an elongation
of about 2.0%. Corresponding flexural strengths are 110
to 117 MPa (16,000 to 17,000 psi) with initial moduli of
approximately 4137 MPa (0.6X106 psi). For more resilient
resins elongations of greater than 8.0% are obtained with
lower tensile strengths, depending on the amount of
resiliency introduced. Some mechanical properties for
general-purpose polyester resins are given in Table 4-2.

● Short-fiber-reinforced, thermoplastic polyester resins are
summarized in Eagkcring Design Handbook, DAR COM-P
706-314,Di.rcorubsuosu Fiberglass-Reinforced Piastics.

4-2.4.2 Electrical Properties

Electrical properties will vary gmally, depending upon
the resin system and reinforcement. Some elect.rieal
properties of a gertcsnl-purpose, cast atymne mono=
polyester are given in Table 4-3.

TABLE 4-3. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

OF GENE~PURPOSE POLYESTER

PROPERTY VALUE

Dielectric strength, V/ mil
Pemndialm, short time 494
para!ie~ short time 60

Dissipation factor, dimensionless
60 Hz 0.002
106Hz 0.015

Dielectric constant, dimensionless
60 Hz 3.58
IOSHZ 3.48

Volume msistivity, ohm/cm 6.9 X 101$
Surface resistivity, ohms 1.9 x 10’$
Arc resistance, s 150

TABLE 4-2. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF POLYESTER RESINS

RIGID
PROPERTY CASTING

Flexural strength, MPa (ksi)

FlexumI modulus of elasticity,
(lo’ psi)

Tenaik strcng@ MPa (kai)

Tensile elogation at break, %

GPa

Compressive strength, MPa (ksi)

Izod impact strength, notch,
N.m/m (ft4b/in.)

Waser absorption 24h, 70

Heat deflection temperature under
1.8 MPa (264 psi) load, “C (0F)

S@Ic gravity,
cured
liquid

Thermal expansion, range 10° to
52°C (50° to 125°F), cm/cm,°C
(in./ in.””F)

Hardness, Barcol

Resin content, 59J0

115 (16.7)

4.76 (0.69)

72.4 (10.5)

1.8

155 (22.5)

21.4 ( 0.4)

0.21

90 (194)

1.22
1.13

6.3 X 10-$
(3.5 x 10-5)

48

100
—

*TOOfkxibk to m

RESILIENT
CASTfNG

110-3 (16)

2.76 ( 0.40)

48.3 (7)

8

212 (30.7)

26.7 ( 0.5)

0.23

60 (140)

1.22
1.14

*
●

31

Joo

FLEXIBLE
CASTING

●

●

9.38 (1.36)

65

●

80.1 (1.5)

0.40

●

1.11
1.05

*
●

o

100

44
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4-2.4.3 Thermal Properties

Table 4-4 presents some data on thermal properties of
general-purpose polyestem.

Fkunc-retardant properties are imparted to polyesters
by incorporating phosphorus or halogens into the
molecular structure. Such vanants include tetrachloro- or
tetrabromophthalic anhydride, chlorendic acid (HET),
dibromoneopentyl glycol, and dimet hyl methane phos-
phonate. Futiher improvements are made with the addi-
tion of antimony oxide to the modified resins. Flame
rmistance, however, can be accompanied by a decrease in
mechanical properties.

4-2.4.4 Chemical Resistance

As stated previously, the chemical resistance of
polyesters varies greatly with chemical structure. Superior
resistance is obtained with the vinyl esters and the
isophthalic polyesters. Vinyl esters can be used in many
applications involving acids (or their combinations),
halogenated organics, caustics, and certain solvents.
Table 4-5 lists some chemicals compatible with isophthalic
resins up to 71° C ( 160°F). These resins are not recom-
mended for use with highly alkaIine solutions, oxidizing
acids, or strong organic solvents such as acetone, amyl
acetate, pheno~ and chlorinated hydrocarbons.

4-2.5 POLYESTER SPECIFICATIONS

Some of the s~]cations that cover requirements for
polyesters and related materials used as composites are

L-P-383(l), Plastic Material, Polyester Resin, Glass
Fiber Base, Low-Pressure Laminated

ML-R-757X(2), ResirL Polyester, Low-Pressure
Lamirlating

MII.FR-17549C(2xSH), Plastic Zaminafes, Fibrous-
Gkss-lteiqforeed Marine Structural

MIbR-21607D(SH), Resin, Polyester, Low-Pres-
sure Lrminafing, Fire- Retar&rnt

MlbR-25042B, Res& Polyester, High-Temperature
Resistant, Low- Ressure Laminating

MIL-P-25395A(ASG), Pkrtie Material, Heat-Re-
sirfant, Low-hessure Laminated, Glass Fiber &se,

Poijester Resin
1. ----- 1

TABLE 4-5. CHEMICALS ACCEPTABLE

FOR EXPOSURE TO ISOPHTHALIC

POLYESTERS*

Acetic acid, 10 and 25%
Aluminum chloride solutions**
Aluminum sulfate solutions
Ammonium chloride solutions
Ammonium sulfate solutions
Barium chloride solutions
Butylene glycol
Calcium chloride solutions
Ctudc oil
Cupric and cuprous chloride solutions
Cupric and cuprous sulfate solutions
Cyclohexane
Dibutyl phthalate
Diethylene glycol
Dipropylene glycol
Ethylene glycol
Fatty acids
Ferric and ferrous chloride solutions
Fuel oil
Glycerine
Hydrochloric acid, 10%
Kerosene
blCtiC acid
Magnesium chloride solutions
Magnesium sulfate solutions
Naphtha
Phosphoric acid, 10and 20%
Propylene glycol
Sodium chloride solutions
Surlte liquors
Sulfuric acid, 25%
Water

●Exposure scrnpcrature of 71°C (16W F)
*F~]utionsw idb atl concentrations

I
1. - . .

i

TABLE 4-4. THERMAL PROPERTIES OF POLYESTER CASTINGS*
.—— .. --— —---

RIGID RESILIENT
PROPERTY CASTING CASTING

Heat defection temperature under 1.8 MPa load
(264 psi), “C (“F) 194 (382) 140 (284)

Thermal expansion coefficient, temperature
range, 10° to 52° C (50 to 125° ~, cm/cm.° C

..-

6.3 x 10-5
(irs/ in..” F) (3.5 x 10-’)

*Reinforced with fiberglass, 181 style fabric, silicone treated
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MI L-P-43038 B(MR), Piustic Molding Material,
Polyester. Low- Pressure l~minating, High-Temperature
Resimanl

MI L-R-46068 (MU), Resin, Polyester, Bisphenol-A
Type

AMS 3827A, Clolh, Type E-Glass ‘“B” Stage
Polyester Resm-impregnated, 7781 Style Fabric. Flame-
&.s&lanf.

4-3 EPOXY RESIN (THERMOSET)

Uncured epoxy resirrs contain one or more epoxide

groups /01 . By using these groups, the resin can
—c —c—

be converted to a cured thermoset through reaetion wit h
appropriate curing agents. Epoxy resins am a broad type
of resin that differs in properties and end uses (Ref. 6).
The epoxy resins used as matriecs in continuous fibcr-
rcinforcd composites can generally be classed as huninat-
ing mains.

4-3.1 EPOXY TYPES

There is a variety of epoxy formulations available for
composite structures. The most common basic epoxy
resin is derived from the reaction of bisphenol-A with
epichlorohydrin. It is cafled the diglycidyl ether of
bisphenol-A (DGEBPA or epi-bis types) (Ref. 7).
American trademarks for this type resin include DER-
332 (Dow) and Epon 828 (Shell). The general structure of
the epoxy is shown in F~. 4-2. Such epi-bis epoxies are
liquid at room temperature, others have increased vis-
anit y, and some are solids that meIt at about lSfP C
(302” F). Generally, the higher the melting point of the
epoxy, the less curing is needed. Cured properties of the
various cpi-b~ resins arc similar. However, toughness
increasca qs the melting point of the unmatted epoxy is
incmaaod.

Novolac epoxies am made from the reaction of phenolic
or cmaol novolacs with epichlorohydrin. These resins
show high viscosity or arc actniaolids, and they can be
blended with other epoxies to improve handling char-
acteristics. The novohe epoxies cure faster than epi-bis
epoxies and show higher cxothcrma. The cured resins also
have higher heat deflection temperatures than the epi-bis
resins.

The cyclod~phatic epoxies contain a aatumted ring in
their strueturc. They do not contain chlorine, which may

be present in some epi-bis epoxies. Cycloaliphatica have
good weathering resistana, high heat deflection tempera-
tures, and good retention of color with exposure or aging.
Some of the cycloaliphatics show low viscosity. An-
hydrides are typically used as curing agents for the
cycloaliphaties. Some eycloaliphatics are reactive with
amlncs, or they can bc blended, i.e., a flexible with a rigid
resin, to give a rstnge of properties. Cost is about $3.30 to
more than S22.00 per kg ($1.50 to more than S1O.OOper
lb).

4-3.2 EPOXY CURING MECHANISMS

Epoxy resins are converted to a cured thermoset form
by chemical combination with curing agents or by the
action of catalysts. Both curing mechanisms normally
take plaec without the evolution of by-products. The
temperatures at which curing reactions occur depend
primarily on the spaific curing agent or catalyst.
Reactions can be initiated at ambient tcmpemtures or
they can require the addition of heat.

Optimum cure cycles for any epoxy system are deter-
mined empirically. The variables to be considered include
the concenlratio n of curing agents, -lerators, or
catalysts; the time-temperature schedules for B-staging;
initial cure and postcure; and the interaction of these

factors. Normally, each resin propefiy is optimized
independently. After optimization the usual practice is to
establiih conditions that yield a desirable combination of
properties.

4-33 CURING AGENTS FOR EPOXIES

Various curing agents are available for eroas-liuking
epoxy resins. These agents are discussed here and listed
according to chemical type. Although more than 1S0
curing agents are known, onty 10or so are widely used for
over 90% of the volume. Spe@c curing agents are
discussed in the paragraphs that follow.

Epoxy resins polymerize to hasxkned erosa-iinkcd,
three-dimensional solids. Thii polymerization occurs by
an addition or catalytic reaction. In the addition reactiottj
the curing agent (calIed the hardener) combines with the
epoxy polymer molecular and acts as a cross-linking
agent for binding epoxy molecules. This type of reaction
is called hetcropolymerization. With catalytic reactions,
the self-polytnerization of the epoxy is enhaneezt. Thii
reaction is called homopolymcrization.

iAH’H2”b~M
Figure 4-2. Epoxy Structure. . ... .. . .. . .. . .———___ i
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4-3.3.1 Amine Curing Agents suitable for prcimpregnated systems. SmM exaropks of
Amincs are used as curing agents for epoxies. These such amines arc dicthyknctriamine (DETA), triethykne+

agents include aliphatic, aromatic, amine adduct, tctraroine (TETA) and tetracthykncpcntamim (TEPA).
alicyclic, tertiary, and latent curing atnines. The char- Rapid cures at room temperature in 1 or 2 h are possible.
acteristics of’such hardeners are shown in Tabk 4-6. With slight increase in temperature, 38° to 4WC (10(P to

Aliphatic primary amines arc reactive with con- 120°F), cures in about S min arc possible.
ventional (glycidyl ether) and epoxy novoiac resins at Aromatic amincs require curing at elevated tempcra-
ambicnt temperatu~, ccmsequent!y, these amines are not tures. They are wide!y used in laminating and filament

TABLE 4-6. CHARACTERISTICS OF AMINE CURING AGENTS FOR EPOXY RESINS

Ahphatic Amines:

:

;:
e.
f.

::
i.

j-

Uscd to cure epoxy resins at room temperature
High exotherrnic reaction of the curing agent with the epoxy
Cure rapidly with rapid mold cycles
Toxic, e.g., cause dermatitis
Short 15-30 min pot life
Moderately low heat distortio~ 66° to 93° C {15(P to 200° F)
Good wcttability and adbdon
careful mixing/ wcighirtg required
Some noxious odor
Liquid in form

Aromatic Amines:
a Used to cure at ekvatcd temperature
b. Some solid forms
c.4-6h pot life
d. Heat distortion 121° to 14(Y’C(2W to 32WF)
c. Electrical properties better than with aliphatic hardeners
f. Brittle, my crack

Amine Addhcts:*
a Similar to aliphatic axnincs in characteristics
b. Adducts give convcnicnl incrcaac in ratio of hardener/epoxy
c. Cure time lengthened

~ Alicyclic Amines:
a. Used for heat cures with epoxies
b. Lmg pot life, 8 h
c. Used with ftiers/ modflers for potting, etc.
d. Toxic and Skin irritant

I

I
Tert&zryAmines: ‘

a. No availabk hydrogen atom

I
b. Fast reactivity with heat
c. Shott pot Me
d. Used to catalyze anhydride curing agents
e. Toxic and skin irritant

Lutent Curing Agents:
a. Allow for 1 part epoxy system
b. Long shelf life, e.g., 0.5 to 1 yr
c. Cured with heat in several hours
d. Ekctricat properties may be lowered

;
*Formed from reaction of aliphatic amine with nonstoichiometric fraction of butyl or phcnyl glycidyl ether.
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wind ing formulations. The more common aromatic
diamincs am mctaphenylenediaminc (M PDA), methykne
dianilinc (MDA), and diaminc diphcnylsulfone (DDS).
The ability of these materials to effect cure to ● dry B stage
makes them useful for prepregs. The commercial aromatic
diamines are solids at room temperature and require
melting prior to mixing with the resin. Liquid versions arc
available as proprietary eutectic mixtures, adducts, or
solutions. In some cases, accelerators are used to rcctufx
cure time. Fii aromatic, amine-red epoxies generally
have higher dtdledon temperatures and better chemical
resistance than epoxies cured with aliphatic amines.

Tertiary amincs act as sole curing agents, cocuring
agents, or acedmators. As sole curing agents, they react
with liquid ether resins upon the addition of heat.
Benzyldimcthylamine (BDMA) is frequently used as an
accelerator in laminating formulations.

Boron tri!’luonde (BFJ) is the most commonly used
curing agent of the latent catalyst/curing agent type.
Normally, the catalyzed resin is gelled at about 121°C
(2!W’F) to redua exotherm and is given postcurc to
develop optimum properties. BFJ is very highly reactive
in the catalytic cure of epoxies and is impractical to

,

handle for controlled rcaetions. Thus BFt k SUPPliOdas
latent catalysts or modifted compkx~ to reduce vapor
pressures and/or toxicity and to erctend pot lives. Such
cornplcxcs include(1) boron trifluoride-monocthy iaminc
complex (BFJMEA), (2) boron trifluoride-aniline com-
plex, (3) boron trifluoride-monoethanolamine complex,
and (4) boron trifluoride-trimethy lamine @mplex.

Dicyandiamide (DICY), an amide, is used with solid
ethers of bisphcnol-A where it ‘is latent at ambient
temperatures and gives rapid cure at elevated tempera-
tures.

Table 4-7 is a general summary of amine curing agents
and their designations.

4-3.3.2 Acid Asthydride Curing Agents

Dicarboxylic acids, such as the anhydridcs, open up an
epoxy ring and become part of the crowhtkd structures
as an eater linkage. Compared with amine-cured systems,
the anhydridc-cured resins show bwcrthermal makance,
higher distortion temperatures (14WC (YXPF), which is
about 42 to 50 deg C (75 to 100 deg F) higher than
amine-cured resins), and improved electrical properties.
Low dielectric constants (2.8 to 3.0) can be attained.

TABLE 4-7. AMINE CURING AGENTS USED WITH EPOXIES

TYPE DESIGNATION

Aliphatu Amirus:
a Dicthyknctriamine DETA
b. Tricthy~i TETA

c. He~i~ne HMDA
d. Silicone amine —

Aromatic Amines:
L Metstphenyicne diamine MPDA
b. D-c diphenylsulfone DDS
c. Mcthykne d~ilinc MDA

,4inine Adkincts:
a. ~ethyiaminopropylamine DEAPA
b. Olefin oxide-polyamincs —

c. Glycidyl ether-polyamides —

Aficyck Amincr:
a. Pipcridine —
b. N-atninoethyl piperazinc AEP

Tertiary Amines:
a. Triethylamine TEA

blent Catalysls/ Curing Agents:

a. Boron trifluoride-monoethy larnine complex BFJMEA
b. Boron tri.tluoridc-monocthanohunine complex —
c. Dicyandiamide DICY
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Anhyd rides are used from 30 to 140 parts per hundred
resin (phr). Accelerators or catalysts arc usually needed.
With 0.1- to 5-phr tertiary amine as a catalfit, epOxY
compositions can be formulated that are stable to 12 h at
room temperature, have a low viscosit y, and can be cured
at 121°C (250° F). If the epoxy contains more hydroxy
than epoxy groups, i.e., solid bisphenol-A types, the
higher ttydroxy content can initiate the reaction without
use of a tertiary amine catalyst. These systems have a
comparatively low peak exotherm, and skin incitation is
minimized. Liquid forms of anhydride+ontaining epoxies
exist that have a pot life of about two months at 25° C
(77° F). Chlorinated or brominated anhydrides are used
for flame-retardant compounds. A commonly used agent
is chlorcndic anhydnde (CA or HET); it is highly reactive
and does not require the usc of an accelerator.

Table 4-8 gives information on the types and designa-
tions of commonly used anhydride curing agents.

4-3.4 PRC)PERTIES OF EPOXY RESINS

Epoxies arc the most important resins for the fabrication
of continuous fiber-reinforced composites because they
are easy to handle and they enjoy a broad use range in the
majority of extreme environments and good bonding to
many materials. Epoxy resins have high tensile, eompres-
sivc, and flexural strength, high impact resistance; and
high heat mai.stanec. They arc resistant to a vq large
number of acids, caustics, and solvents. Epoxies also
exhibit very low shrinkage during oure because they react
with their hadening agents by direct additio% i.e.,
without the evolution of water or volatile by-products. A
very large number of epoxies and their varianta exist (Ref.
8). Variants in proeusin g and end product propestks are
marketed; cured epoxies are available in rigid and flexible-- —.’ ..-.

.- —. ..-. .-. —- .--. — - . . ..- -.. -- —---

TABLE 4-8. ANHYDRIDE CURING

AGENTS USED WITH EPOXIES

TYPE DESIGNATION-.,-
AIiphutic:

a. Dodccellyisuccini& DDSA
b. Polyacbacic PSPA

Aromatic:
a. Phthd]c anhydride PA
b. Trimcliitic TMA
c. Nadic methyl* NMA
d. Tetrahydrophthalic THP
e. Pyromellitic PMDA

Alicyclic:

a. Hexahydrophthalic* HHPA

[ b. Chlorendic CA or HET

*Verycommonly used because of handling e-c.

forms. Flame-retardant compounds arc also available.
Properties of epoxy reins are d iscussed in the paragraphs
that follow.

4-3.4.1 Mechanical Properties

The mechanical properties of epoxy resin vary widely
depending on formulation and cure cycle and range from
brittle to very tough. Most composite structures use the
more rigid, high-temperature resins. Due to their char-
acteristics they are the most widely used in structural
applications requiring high strength.

Tensile, compressive, and flexural properties of represen-
tative epoxy cast systems are shown in Table 4-9.

4-3.4.2 Electrical Propertka

The dielectric constant and loss tangent for conven-
tional cast epoxy with two curing agents arc shown in
Table 4-10. As indicated, the dielectric constant increases
as the test temperature is increased. When fiberglass is
used as a reinforcement, the composite dielectric strength
is higher and the loss tangent is lower than for the resin
alone. Laminate electrical properties as specified in MI L-
R-9300 (Ref. 10) are summarized in Table 4-11.

4-3.43 Thermal Properties
The thermal stability of an epoxy can be evaluated by

thcrmogravimetric amdyais (TGA), differential thermal
analysis (DTA), or other techniques. Conventional epoxy
and epoxy novolacs subjected to TGA show rapid
decomposition at approximately 300”C (57~F) in a
vacuum and irt an oxygen atmosphere. The total decom-
position upon reachg90WC(1652’ F) varies with resin
type and curing agent and ranges from 50 to 80%Xepoxy
novolttcs show the lowest losses.

The thermal conductivity k of epoxy resins varies with
resin type and the amount and types of curing agent.
Normal ranges are from 0.15 to 0.19 W/(m-K) (0.085 to
0.110 (Btu*ft)/(h.ftz*OF)).
- The coefficient of thermal expansion of an epoxy
depends upon resin type, curing agent, and the amount of
curing agent. For temperatures of —54° to approximately
104”C (-65° F to approximately 220° F), it varies from
59.4X 10+ to 70.2X 10+ cm/cm”°C (33X10+ to 39X10+
in./ in..” ~.

4-3.4.4 Flammability

Epoxy resins are not flame-retardant and require the
addition of chlorinated curing agents or brominatcd
polymers to acquire flame-resistant characteristics.
Antimony trioxide is usually added to the system in
conjunction with these materials. These moditlcations
result in some decrease in mechanical properties, but the
decrease depends on the percentage of additives used in
the system (Ref. 11).
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TABLE 4-9. TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF AMI

RESIN/CURING AGENT EPON 828/MPDA

COM POSITION 100/ 14.6

Tensile strength, MPA (ksi) 69-89.6
(10.0-13.0)

Tensile modulus, MPa (ksi) I 31.7 (4.6)

Tensile clon~ation. % I 2.5-6.5

Compmssive strength, MPa (ksi) I 128.2 (18.6)

Compressive modulus, MPa (ksi)
I

28.3 (4.1)

Compressive elongation (yield), % l–
Flexural strength, MPa (k@

I
141.3 (20.5)

FAexural modulus, MPa (ksi) 32.4 (4.7)

Flexural elongatio~ 96 —

‘E CURED EPOXY RESINS (Ref. 9)

DEN 438/MDA ERLA 2772/ MPDA

100/28 100/ 14

65.5 (9.5) 88.2 (12.8)

31.0 (4.5) 32.4 (4.7)

3.1 3.2

. 136.5 (!9.8)

— 30.3 (4.4)

— 11.0

434.4 (63) —

29.7 (4.3) —

6.4 —

NOTE EPON = epoxy of Shell Chcmicd Company
DEN = epoxy of Dow Chemical Company
ERLA = epoxy of Union Carbide Company

TABLE 4-10. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND LOSS TANGENT

FOR EPON 828 EPOXY RESINS

RESIN/CURING AGENT EPON 828/ MPDA EPON/ BFJMEA

COMPOSITION 100/ 14 100/3

Dlelcctric oonstant, 10 GHq dry, dimensionless
at WC (750 F) 3.85 3.20
at KMY’c(212”F) 4.30 3.25
al 149’C (WF) 4.60 3.30

Loss ~ 10 G~ dry, dimensionless
at 24°C (75*F) 0.038 0.024
at 1OWC(212=’F) 0.020 0.015
at 14VC (30fPF’) 0.015 0.012

—.—— —.--. —. . . . -—— . . .

TABLE 4-11. ELECTRICAL-&-QtiR-EiENti FOR EPOXY
AND POLYESTER LAMINATE$ fRL 10)-—-. .. -.-— .—. — ——..————— —-———

STANDARD CONDITION*

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT, LOSS TANGENT (MAX),
EPOXY dimensionless dimensionless

Grade A 3.64.0 0.020
Grade B 4.04.2 0.020
Grade c 4.24.4 O.om
Grade D 4.44.6 0.020

IMMERSION CONDITION

Dielectric constant shall not exceed the standard condition by more than 5$%.Loss tangent has 0.025 maximum for
all grades.

HIGH TEMPERATURE

Dielectric constant shall not vary from the standard condition by more than + 3.0%. LOSStangent hu 0.045
maximum for all grades.

*’I%crecommended test frequency is 9.375 GHz
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4-3.5 EPOXY SPECIFICATJONS

Some of the specifications that cover requirements for
epoxy and related materials used as composites are

MI L-R-9300B, Resin, &oxy. Low-l%zrsure l.urni-
nating

MI L-P-2542 i, P[aslic Ma(erials. Glass Fiber Bose,
@oxy Resin, Low- pressure-laminaled

MIL-M46861, Molding Ma feriaf. Glass Mat.
&ox-y-Coated

MIL-M-46862, Molding Material, Ghzrs, @oxy-
lmpregnoted

MI L-G46887, Gfars Roving, Resin-Impregnated
MIL-F47078, Fabric, Glass, @oxpRe.t&Impreg-

nated
MEL-L-526%, Laminating Resin
AMS 3821h Clatk Dpe E-Gfass, B Stage, @oxy-

Resin-hr.pregnated, 7781 Style Fabric, Flame-Resistant
AMS 3828B, GliYssRoving, @oxyResin-heimpreg-

nated Type J! Wlass
AMS 3832A, Glass Roving, Type S-Glass, l@oxy-

Resin-ltqpregnated
AMS 3867A, Boron Filament T-, @oxy-Resin-

lmpregnated

AhfS 3894C, Carbon (Graphite) Fiber Tape and
Sheet. @oxy-Resin-Impregtsated

AM.S 3903A, Cloth. Organic Fiber (Para-Aramid),
High-hioduftu, E@oxy-Resin-Impr~ted

AIUS 3906, Gfass Fiber Nomvoven Tape and Flat
Sheet. &Joxy-Resin-ImprcgrtanuJ jbr Handand Machine
by-up.

4-4 PHENOLIC RESIN (THERMOSET)

Phutolic ~ the stsuctttm of which is shown in Fig.
4-3, am derived from the catdaisation products of
phCttOIS,StDdphtZtOtiCmaterials and aidehydcs. These

~t$ ~ P-y phenols and formaktiehyck. The
ehemial nature and ratio of the phenol and aldehydes
used, thetypcand quantity ofcatalys&and thcti2ncand
temperature of the reaction determine the chamcteristics

I Of the ‘@C~OiiC resin (Ref. 12).
,

I

I

L _ Figure 4-3. Phenolic Structure

t

I

n

i

4-4.1 PHENOLIC TYPES

Phenolics for continuous fiber-reinforced plastic com-
posites are supplied as laminating varnishes or as pre-
impregnated fabrics. The varnishes are solutions of
partialiy reacted mains in ethyl alcohol or isopropyl
alcohol. The amount of solids in the varnish normally
ranges from 60 to 65%. The prepregged fabrics are coated
with a varnish and are dried to remove the major portion
of the alcoholic solvent.

Phenol-formaldehyde resins arc classifk.d as “one step”
or “two step”, depending on the proportion of phenol to
formaldehyde and the type of catalyst in the initial

condensation reaction. The one+tep, or rcsok, - are
reacted at a higher mole ratio of formaldehyde and are
alkaline catalyzed. The two-step, or novobe, resins are
reacted with an excess of phenol and acid attalysts.
Conversion to a cross-linked thermoset requires the

addition of formaldehyde and a catalyst. Hexasnethy-
Icnetetraminc (HEXA), which breaks down into for-
maldehyde and ammoniaj is added to the novolac for this
purpose.

The mole ratio of formaldehyde to phenol may be as
high as 2.5 to I in one-step resins. For the laminating
varnishes the mole ratio is generally about one-to-one.
For two-step resins the ratio changes from 0.80 to 0.90
moles of formaklehyde to 1 mole of phenol

In rcaole types, formaldehyde stacta initially at either
the ortho or para position to form methylol (-CH20H)
groups. The methylol groups then condense withan ortho
or para hydrogen, reiease water, and form methykne
(-CH2-) liakages. BdOW 121°C (=~ macticms f?re-
dominate that lead to polymer chain growth and the
eliminadon of water. In the range of 13fF’to l!WC (2MP
to 39tT’~ which includes the curing and ~
tempcmtures, reactions are characterirxxi by a seduction
in methylol groups and increased cross-liuking. Novolac
reactions msuh in structures similar to the msoka and
also contain methyiene linkages. The rttsjor stmctural
dflerenccs are that resoles are methylol terminated,
whereas the novolacs are phenol t “CnmMtcd (I&L 13).

Other phcnolic types used in aerospace applications
include the phenykilanes (copolymers of aUkone and
phenol with formaldehyde) and the furanea (condenast.cs
of phenol with furfural derivatives).

--. —
4-4.2 PROPERTIES OF” PHENOLIC RESINS

Phenolic resins are noted for their high heat mistance,
chemical resistance, dielectric properties, surface hard-
ness, dimension@ and thermal stability, and relatively
low cost. They are used in large volumes in short fiber
molding compounds. For continuous fiber composites,
phenolics are primarily avaiiable in prepregged fabric
form with fiberglass, carbon-graphite, and aramid fibers.
These preirnpregnatcd forms are used mainly for
secondary structures in military applications for which
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sustained high temperature resistana to 2600C(500° F) is
needed. Their various properties arc described in the
paragraphs that follow.

4-4.2.1 Msxhanicai Properties

Phenolic resins are used predominantly in molding
compounds and with fillers or reinforcements. Unfilled,
general-purpose grades are stvailabk and typical pro-
perties are listed in Table 4-12. Phenolics are strong, stiff,
and brittle; these properties account for the broad use of
fillers. Phenolies have found some use with continuous
reinforcements, principally in applications requiring high
temperature reaistancc and stability.

4-4.2.2 Thermai Properties

The thermal conductivity k of unreinforced phenolic
resin is approximately 0.21 W/ (rnK) (O.12 (Btu”ft)/
(h.ft2.0F)) at 24°C (75° F) and increases to 0.28 W/(m-K)
(0.16 (Btwft)/(b-ft2”o F’))at316°C(6000 F). Mineral-filled
compounds haw thermal conduetivities of approximately
0.45 W/ m.K (0.26 (Btu”ft)/ (b.fti”o F)). T’becoefficient of
thermal expansion for unreinforced phenolic resin is
approximately 59X IO* cm/(cm”°C) (33X iO+ in./ (in.””F))
over a temperature range of —52° to 710C (—61° to
1600Fj.

Whh regard to thermal stability, pyroiysis and oxidation
resistance are majorconsiderations with phcnoks because
of their widespread application in ablative and heat
msiatant applications. Pyrolysis in a nonoxidati= environ-
ment is unrelated to oxidative degradation, and thermo-
ctterriiea.1 reactions are different for each condition.
Thermograms for well-cured resins indkate that the
maximum weight loss in a vacuum or in inert atmospheres
is approxirmste!y 4% at W&C (16520 F), whereas at

TABLE 4-12. TYPICAL PROPERTIES
OF PHENOLIC RESIN

specifiie gravity I 1.28

12000C (2i92” F) the weight ioss is 48%. The weight loss
decreases and the char yield increases with increased
cross-link density and cure. Up to 343° C (650° F) the
major chemieal changes in pyrolysis involve the release of
water occluded during thecuring process or from con-
tinued cross-linking. Above this temperature, however,
the water Ihat appears is from thermal breakdown of
hydroxyl groups. From 343” to 843°C (650° to 155WF)
the decomposition consists of several complex reaetions
resuiting in the elimination of hydroen, methane, carbon
monoxide, phenol, cresol, and xylcnol. Degradation by
oxygen appears to be a surface phenomenon and can
occur during the curing process. Improved stability may
be achieved by surface protection and by curing in
nonoxidativc environments. High-temperature posteures
also lead to improved stability. Thermograms in air
exhibit a rapid onset of degradation beginning at about
3 i6°C (600° F) with 100% weight loss at about 566°C
(1050° F). Generally, there appear to be no aignifkant

dif’fcrwtccs in the thermochemical behavior of one+tep or
two-step phenolics when these resins are compared at
equivalent methylene contents.

44.2.3 Flammability

Phenolics, in general, are flame-retardant. Some
formulations arc self+xtinguishing, based on standard
laboratory test methods.

442.4 Chemical Resistance

The chemical resistance of phenolic resins is influenced
by the fortnulatio% processing conditions, and tbe tem-
perature and concentration of the chemical solution.
Gxmeraily, phenoiies rc&t the action of weak acids very
WCIJ.The same can be said for weak alkalies and organic
advents. Phenolii have a poor Astanec to strong
alkalies and w decomposed by strong oxidizing acids.
Reaction with an alkyicne oxide artd alloying with an
epoxy or a furfural akohoi main improve their msktanm
to alkalies.

Serviec temperature, 0C (0F) 150-230 (300450) I 4-43 PHENOLIC SPECIFICATIONS

Heat defidon temperature at 1.8 Some of the speeifkations that cover requirements for
MPA (264 psi), ‘C ~ F) 120-315 (2s0400) phenolic and similar materials used as composites are

Resin eontcnt, % 100
MIL-R-3745, Resin, Phenol-Formaldehyde, Lami-

nat ing

Ultimate tensile strength, MPa MI L-R-9299C, Resin, Phenolic, timiruuing
(ksi) 55 (8) M IL-P-255 15C, Plartic Malerials, Phenolic Resin,

Tensile modulus, GPa (10~ ksi)
Glass Fiber Base, Lnminated

8 (1.2) MI L-F46885, Fabric, Glass, Phenolic-Resin-[m -
Ultimate flcxural strength, MPa

1

pregnated
(ksi) 69 (lo) MI LF470 18A, Fabric, High Silica, Phertolic-Resin-

Ultimate compressive strength,
Impregnated, (Unfilled)

MPa (ksi) 207 (30)
ASTM D709-87, Laminated Thermosetting

Materials.
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4-5 S1 LICONE RESIN (THERMOSET)

Silicone resins are characterized by a polymeric
structure containing alternating silicon and oxygen atoms
(siloxane bond) and having two organic groups attached
to each silicon atom. The structure is shown in Fig. 44.
Chain growth and cross-linking reaetions take place
through the siloxane linkage. The organic groups normally
are simple alicyl, aryi, or vinyl radkais. The mains for
laminating are synth=ized from a mixture of monomers
and contain both methyl and phcnyl groups attached to
the silicon (Ref. 14).

4-5.1 SILICONE TYPES

Siikxmc laminating rcains arc suppiied as toluene
solutions of partiaiiy reacted resins. These varniahcs can
be dried to tack-free solids and are suitable for pre-
impregnating purposes. Low-pressure molding grades
can be cured by the usual vacuum or autoclaw processes
at pressures below 345 kPa (50 psi). High-pressure grades
are cured at pressures ranging from 2068 to 10,342 kPa
(300 to 1500 psi). Costs are about $13.20 to S17.60 per kg
(S6.00 to $8.00 per lb).

4-S.2 CURING OF SILICONES

The curing of aiiiconcs is a condensation reaction
involving residual siianol (—Si-OH) groups and results
in the formation of water. Silicones are capable of self-
cu~ but the reactions arc best controlled by catalysts.
Arnines, such as triethanoiamdtq, or organometailic
salts, such as naphthenates and octoatcs of zinc, irom
coba& and a are typical catalysts for curing reactions.
Cure temperatures range from 17T’ to 23T’C (35W’ to
45(P F), and poatctsring is generally required to develop
optimum high-tcmpcraturc propertica (Ref. 15).

4-53 PROPERTIES OF SILICONE RESINS

Siiicom resins are characterized by high temperature
stability, resistances to water, weathering, and oxidatiou,
and very good ekctrical properties. Some general pro-
perties of unreinforced siikmcs are shown in Tabk 4-13.
Although earlier interest in silicone composites was
evidenced (Ref. 13), current use is very limited to special
applications requiring high temperature and cketrieal
characteristics. Preimpregnated reinforcements with

L-._; Figure 4-4. Silicone Structure

TABLE 4-13. GENERAL PROPERTIES
OF UNFILLED SILICONE RESINS

Specif~ gravity,dimensionless

Tensile swength, MPa (psi)

Compressivestrength, MPa (psi)

Flcxural strength, MPa (psi)

Heat resistance,“C (“F)

Heat distortion, “C ~F)

Water absorption, 24 h, %

Dielectricstrength, kV/ntrn
(V/roil)

Dielectricconstant, 10’~
dimensionless

Dissipation (power) factor, 10’
Hz, dimensionless

Arc resistance,s

Chemieal resistance

1.69-1.9

27.6-34.5(4,000-5,000)

62.1-103.4(9,OOW5,OOO)

62,1-96.5(9,000-14,000)

232-260(450-500)

260-482(500-900)

0.24.5

4.9-11.8(125-300)

4.I-5.3

0.010-0.030

250-350

fair to excciknt

silicone resins are not readily available. Specific properties
are presented in the paragraphs that foiiow.

4-5.3.1 Mechanical fiOpCI’ti~

TIM tensile, compressive, and fkxural strengths of
silicone resins and laminates are lower than those of
PO!y-m, epoxies, and phCZtOfiCS.The ficosles, however,
retain a greater perccntagt of theirinitialstrengthsat
elevated temperatures and may bc exposed for iong
periods at titcss tcmpcraturea with iess degr@ation. For
example, at 26(PC (5W F) after 0.5 h exposure, silicone
fiberglass laminates ret8irs about 40% of their initial
strength. After 25,000 hat 274° C (525° F), the laminates
retain from 20 to 25% of their room temperature flexurai
strength (Ref. i6).

4-53.2 EiectricaI Propcrtka

Duc to an inherent stability and to the fact that no
carbon rcsidtte is produced, silicone resins cxhibh superior
electrical properties at elevated temperatures and after
exposure for long periods at those temperatures (Ref. 17).

4-5.3.3 Thermal Stahiiiiy

Silicone resins arc rdatively stabie at elevated tempera-
tures and have lower weight iosscs compared to other
resins. The residue after burning is silicon dioxide.
Vacuum pyrolysis indicates a ioss of 13% by volatilization
at 800° C ( 1470°F), which increases to 17% at 1200°C
(2 190°F). Comparable results for a phenolic resin are
44% and 487., respectively.
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4-5.4 SILICONE SPECIFICATIONS

Some of the specifications that cover requirements for
silicone and related materials used as composites are

Ml L-P-997D, PLasfic Material, Laminated, l?sermo-
se(ting, FJectrical Insrdafion, Sheets. Glass Cloth, Silicone
Resin

M IL- R-25506C, Resin Solution, Silicone, Lo W-Pres-

sure bnimating
IvflL-P-255 1811, Pia.wic Malerials, Silicone Resin.

Glass Fiber Base, hw-pressure Luminated
ASTM D709-8’7, Laminated Thermosetfing

Materials.

4-6 POLYIIWDE RESIN (THERMOSET,

THERMOPLASTIC)

The polyimide resin family includes those polymers,
either thcrmosct or thcrrnoplastic, incorporating the

imide group, ‘~-N-~— , in the polymer chain derived

from aromatic acids. The polyimide structures are
characterized by their outstanding thermal-oxidativc
stability. The basic polyimidc structure, in gcncralizcd
form, is shown in Fig. 4-5, in which R and R’ are dlphatic
or aromatic groups derived from the reaction of a
dianhydnde and diasninc (Ref. 18).

4-6.1 POLYIMIDE TYPES

A variety of polyimid= is available today as homo-
polymcrs and modifkations with amide and ester
moieties. The polyamides are synthesized from various
diamine and dkldchydes to produce botb eondensation-
and addition<ypc thermoaets and thermoplastics with
aliphatic, aliphatic-aromatic, and all aromatic structures.
Cotttmcrcial poiyitnidcs for laminati on arc supplied as
prcirnpregnated (B staged) or as resin solutions for
intprcgrtation. The solutions contain polyimide precursor
material that, upon application of hca& produces addi-
tion- or condensation-type polyimidcs (Ref. 19). Polyirn-
ide rcsina cost about $11.00 to S17.65/kg (S5.00 to
S8.00/lb).

—. .—

.

~ f)

c/c\ / \‘N\c/R\c/N–R’–

;1 8 6
Figure 4-5. Poiyimidc Structure- ..

4-6.1.1 Polymeriadion Mechanisms

Thermoset polyamides sre synthesized by a two-stage
condensation or addition method. in the first stage
precursors, such as polyamide acids, polyamide acid salts,
or polyamide acid esters, arc prepared from the reaction
products of diamines with dianhydndcs in solvents. In the
second stage of a condensation polyimidc, the precursors
are thermally or chemically dchydrocyclhd to produce
insoluble, infusible polymers, with the cvohttion of
volatile by-products, such as water, alcohol, or acids and
gases.

Addition-type polyamides are synthesized by end
capping polyamide acid prepolymers, e.g., with nadic
anhydridc (Ref. 20). The varnish is supplied as a solids
solution insolvents, such as dimcthyl formamide (DMF).
Curing occurs in the second stage by addition reactions of
the nadic cud group during heating between 246° to
302°C (475° to 575°F) to form alicyclic polyamides
without the evolution of volatile by-products (Ref. 21).

In another technique mixtures of MDA with the
bismalcimidc of methylene dianiline prcpolymers extend
and cross-link without volatiles by addition upon thcrrrd
treatment to produce polyamide-imide with a structure,
as shown in Fig. 4.+ that is not fully aromatic.

A more recent additive-type polyimide involves in situ
poly mcrization of monomcnc rcactanta dissolved in low
boiling alkyl alcohol. Curing is accotnpi.ished by the
catalytic trimerization of aromatic nitriie-terminated
irnide oligomers with heat and pressure. Tnmerization
has been accomplished with a p-toluencsulfonic acid
Cata!yst.

Scveralhigb mokcsdarvm@tLsohtbk, ammaticthamo-
plastic, fuUy polymerized, fully imidimxl resins are mmil-
able. Curing is ssscscly a proc.cas of solvent removal.
Reported solvents am N-tncthyl-2-pyrrolidone, dkthyl-
std.foxide or N,N4i.tnahylformamide (Ref. 22).

Poly(ater-imides) can be prepared by rcaclion of
bia(cstcr-arthydndcs) derived from trimcllk anhydride
with aromatic diamines. The reaction initially yields the
amide-acid intermediate, which, upon Convcrsio& yields
the poly(wer-imide).

‘R–
T
N–

Figure 4-6. Polyamideimide Structure.
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4-6.1.2 Effect of Structureon Properties and
Processing

Polyimide resins are known for outstanding thermal-
oxidative stabilily, high-temperature mechanical and
electrical properti+and radiation and solvent msitxance.
These propeflies arc attributed to the fused ring nature of
the aromatic materials that constitute the structure of the
polyamides. The ring structures induce ao extremely high
degree of rigidity to the polymer chain and, in return, are
responsible for a high glass transition temperature (T’g).
This high Tg permits structural properties at high tempera-
tures. Therefore, the most stable polymers are the condtm-
aation-type, fully aromsu.ic,cross-iinked, main=hain stru~
tures. The introduction of aliphatic links into the main or
side chains results in a reduction of the high-temperature
properties.

Unfortunately, the polymer chain stiffness in the cross-
linked condensation polyimidcs that affords 260’ to
37tYC (W&’ to 700” F’)ptiysiesl properties also presents
processing constraints. The condensation reactions em-
ployed 10 build macromolecular polyimidcs can resuli in
laminates with high void content and poor flow char-
acteristics. The reaelions also require tedious high-tempera-
ture, high-pressure, and long postcuting fabrication tech-
niques.

Although they have slightly mduecd propettiea, addi-
tion-type poIyimides are preferred because they produce
no volatiks during cum. Addition polyimid= using
biamakimide technology are the basis for a number of
commercially availabk resins used for continuous fiber
wmposites.

The thermoplastic polyisnidea beeome robbery at their
Tg thus they retain high tensile strength and elongation
even at high tempemtures. Bceattae the resins are linear
~-a&&phous, they have signifkamtly higher toughncss-
than the thermosetting-type systems.

The modified polyamides, such as those incorporating
amide linkages, have improved proccssability but suffer a
loss of strength at elevated temperatures.

Polyitnides east be laminated by conventional vacuum,
augmented vacuum, and press molding methods by using
dry lay-ups. Close control of preprcg properties, B
staging, curing, and poatct@g is ne+xwtry to insure
production of high quality laminates Preprcgs undergo a
rapid decrease in flow at temperatures from 107° to
200° C (225” to 392° F), at which point residual solvents
are volatilized. Initial cures take place at temperatures
from 149° to 200”C (300° to 392° F). Postcuresat316° to
371“C (600° to 700° F) are required to attain optimum
properties.

Because of the high-temperature characteristics of the
polyamides, research continues to provide variations that

improve bolh properties and processing characteristics
(Ref. 23). This has led to a number of commercially
available prepregged composites for fiberglass and carbon-
graphite reinforcements.

4-6.2 PROPERTIES OF POLYAMIDES

Polyamides are characterized by high heat resistance,
good wear resistance, low friction, chemical inertness,
low outgassing, stability under radiation and cryogenic
conditions, and inherent non flammabilit y. These pro-
perties for representative materials arc discussed in the
paragraphs that follow.

4-6.2.1 Mschanieal Properties

A condensation-type polyimide of the aromatic thermo-
plastic type is produced by DuPont under the designation
NR-150B2 and the trade name Avidmid N (Ref. 23),
Some typical mechanical properties of NR-150B2 and a
variation, NR-150A2, are shown in Table 4-14. Other
variants of the aromatic thermoplastic are marketed by
CIBA-GEIGY under the trade name Matnmid (5218)
and by the Dow Chemical Company as Poiyimidc 2080;
both are available in various solution forms.

A number of addition-type polyamides are available
commercially for continuous fiber composites (Ref. 24).
The properties of one prominent resiu designated PMR-
15, are shown in Table 4-15. PMR-15 has been used in a
number of diverse military structuml composites.

The mechanical propetiies of a thermoplastic un-
reinforced polyamide-imide molding material are given in
Table 4-16. Numerous grades of the polyamide-imide
produced arc available reinforced with fiberglass,
graphite, and ammid fibers for molding compounds.
There has been Iittk use for continuous fiber eotapoaitea.

4-6.2.2 Electrical Propestks

Tables 4-17 and 4-18 present some data on the electrical
properties of a thcrmophsstic polyimide and a polyatnide-
imide.

4-6.23 Thermal Properties
Tabk 4-19 provides data on thermal aging of NR-150

poiyimide resins. Some thermal propertks of polyamide-
imide molding compound are given in Table 4-20.

4-6.2.4 Chemical Properties

Polyamide-imidcs are virtually unaffected by aliphatic
and aromatic hydrocarbons, most acids, and alkaline
solutions. They arc, however, attacked by high-tempera-
ture caustic and some high-temperature acid systems.

!
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TABLE 4-14. PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OF POLYIMIDE NR-150 RESIN

PROPERTY VALUES

NR-150A2 NR-150B2

Tg, “C (0F)
1

280-300 (536-572)
I

350-371 (662-700)

DcnsiIy, g/crn3 (lb/in.’)
i

1.4 (0.05) I 1.4 (0.05)

Flexural strength, MPa (psi) I 97.2 (14,100) I 117.2(17,000)

Tensile strength, MPa (psi)
I

110.3(16,000)
I

110.3 (16,000)

Elongatio& %
Room tcmp 8 6
26(PC (500°F) 69 —

3J6”C(600”F) — 65

hod impact, notched, J/m (ft4b/in.) I 37.4 (0.7) 42.7 (0.8)

From the proceedingsof the SecondIntemat&I Poiyirnide ConJerencc, Elknville, NY, 30October-I November 1985.Copyr&ht o by
Society of Plastics Engineers, Brookficld Cater, ~.

TABLE 4-15. PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

OF POLYIMIDE PMR-15 RESIN

PROPERTY ! VALUE

Spcciflc gravity, dimensionless

Fkxural strength at 25°C (77°F), MPa (ksi)

Flexural modulus at 25°C (77” F), MPa (Id psi)

Tcnailc strength at 25°C (W~, MPa (ksi)

Tensile modulus at 2S°C (77°F), MPa (106 psi)

Elongation at failure at 25°C (7T’F), %

1.32

176 (25.5)

4.0 (0.58)

38.6 (5.6)

3.9 (0.57)

1.5

From ths Prwxedingsof the SecondInlsrnatwnal Polyamide Cor$erence, Elknvilk, NY, 30October-l November !985.Copyrighte by
Society of Plastim Engineers, BrooKtcld Center, Cf.

. - .. —..---

I

I )
(

--—. .-. ——— ———--— —.. . . . . -- ..- . -.-— .-——
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TABLE 4-16. PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OF TORLOW* 4203L POLYAMIDE-IMIDE RESIN

PROPERTY

Physical:
a. Density, g/cm3 (lb/in?)

b. Water absorption, 70

Mechanical:
a. Tensile strength, break at 23° C (73° F), MPa (psi)

b. Tensile modulus at 23°C (73° F), GPa (lOs psi)

c. Elongatio~ break at 23° C (73° F), 90

d. Flexural strength, break at 23°C (73° F), MPa (psi)

c. Flexural modulus, at 23°C (73° F), GPa ( 10s psi)

f. Compressive strength, at 23°C (73°F), MPa (psi)

g. Compmssive modulus, at 23°C (73” F), GPa (psi)

●Torlors@ is a scgistcrcd trdc name of the Amoco Chemicals Corporation.

VALUE

1.42 (0.05)

0.33

192 (27,800)

4.9 (7.0)

15

244 (34,900)

5.0 (0.73)

220 (32,100)

4.0 (580,151)

TABLE 4-17. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF NR-150A POLYIMIDE RESIN*

TEMPERATURE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT, dimensionless LOSS TANGENT, dimCtMiOZdCSS

21.PC (71”P) 2.914 0.0016
107.PC (ns”~ 2.921 0.0025
MO.6°C (375°~ 2.909 0.0042
218.3°C (425°F) 2.878 0.MJ66

●Mcasutemcnts made at 9.375 GHz,

.

TABLE 4-18. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF TORLON@*

4203L POLYAMID3LIMIDE RESIN (Ref. 25)

PROPERTY

Dmlcctric constant, dimensionless
at 103Hz
atldw

Dissipation factor, dimcnsiosdcas
at 10J Hz
at IOf Hz

Volume rcsistivity, ohm. m (ohm-in.)

Surface rcsistivity, ohms

Dlelcctnc strength, kV/ mm (V/ roil)

Arc resistance, s

TYPICAL VALUES

4.2
3.9

0.026
0.031

2 X 101~(8 X 10’6)

5 x 10”

23.6 (580)

125

*Torlon@is registered trade name of the Amoco Chemicals Corporation.
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TABLE 4-19. AIR OVEN AGING OF POLYIMIDE NR-150 RESIN

RESIN
BINDER

NR-150A*”

NR-150B

NR-150C

— --
AGI~G CONDITIONS.—

HOURS TEMPER ATURE”C(” F)

Unaged

8760 260 (500)

(1 yr)

Unaged

100 371 (700)

Unaged

1000 316(600)

105.5 (15,300)

76.5 (1 1,100)

114.5 (16,600)

43.4 (6,300)

120 (17,400)

82.7 (12,000)

—

2.1

2.3

—

4.9

*Properties measured at room temperature before and after aging
““Agi;g sLudies actualty carried out_on medium molecular weight melt viscosity stable form of NR-150A

From the Proceedirwsof the Second international Polyirnide Conference, EllenviUe,NY,30October-1November 1985.Coptiht @by
Society of Plastics %gheers, Brooklield Center, CT.

TABLE 4-20. THERMAL PROPERTIES
OF TORLON@* 4203

I POLYAMIDMMIDE RESIN

PROPERTY I VALUE

Deflection temperature,
at 1820 kPa (264 psi), ‘C (“F) 274 (525)

COfflcient of hear thermal I 3.6 X 10-s
cxpansio% cm/cm.°C (in./ in.-” F) (2.0 x 10+)

llmtnal conductivity, W/(m*K)
(Btu ‘irdfl+” F)) 0.25 (1.7)

●Torlon@ is a rcgiatemd trade name of the Amoco Chemicals
corporation.
From the h~s of the &cord IJUWMW Polyidde
Co~erence, Ellenvitle, NY, 30 October-l November 1985.
Copyright e by society of Plastics Engine=%, BrooHleld
enter, cr.

-.. —.. —___

4-6.3 POLYIMIDE SPECIFICATIONS

Some specifkdons that cover requirements for poly-
irnides and related materials used as composites are

MIL-P-13949G, Plastic Sheet, Laminated, Metal
Clad for Printed Wiring Boardr) General Specification

for
MIL-R-83330, Resin, Heat-Resistanl, bminating

AMS 36 i6A, Resin, Polyimide, I~minatitrg and
Molding, High- Temperature Resistant, 37(P C (70F F)
Unfilled, Addition Polymer

AMS 3619, Resin, Polyirni&, hminating, High-
Temperature Resistant, 315° C (59P F)

AMS 3845A, Cloth, Type E- G1a.w, B Stage Addition-
Cure Polyimide Rqitylmpregnat@.----- .

AMS 3845/1A, Cloth, Type E-Glass, B Stage
Poiyimide Resin-Impregnated, 181 Style Fabric, L.ow-
Flow, Addition-Cure Resin for Press Cure 40-100 psi
(275-690 kPa) or Vacuurn/Autoclrzve Proees.ri?tg

AMS 3845/2A, Cbth, TyF &Glass, B Stage,
Polyimide ?tesin-bnprqpsated, 181 Sty& Fabric, High-
Flow, AtUitwn-Cure Resin for Press @re 40-lW psi
(275-690 kPa) or Vacuum/Autoclave Praessing

AMS 3847A, Cioth, Quartz, B Stage, Polyirnide
Resin-Inttregnated, Styk 581 Fabric, 31P C (VOV F).

4-7 POLYSULFONE RESIN

(THERMOPLASTIC)

The polysulfoncs are high molecular weight polymers
containing sulfonc groups and aromatic nuclei in the
main chain. Their structural unk as shown in Fig. 4-7, is
composed of phcnykrte units linked by three chernhxd
groupst isopropylidene, tthcr, and SUKODC.Each of tke
groups contributes to the properties of the polymer.
PolysuUones are characterid as &anspamn& tough,
rigid, high-strength amorphous thermoplastics that
maintain these properties over a temperature range of
–101° to 14!PC (-150” to 3000F) (Ref. 26).

‘4-7.1 POLYSULFONE TYPES

The polysulfones area family of three distinct polymers:
polysulfonc, polyethersulfone, and polyphenylsulfonc;
all of which have excellent thermal stabiiity, high-.—- ,

I

L.. 4 Figure 4-7. Po]ysulfone Structure
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temperature rigidity, ●nd toughness (Ref. 27). Their
diffcrcnccs arc heat resistance, notch sensitivity, and
price. Because of these factors, only polysulfone has been
considered for structural continuous reinforced com-
posites.

Extensive investigations have been carried out by the
Naval Air Systems Command on glass-, aramid-, and
graphite-reinforced polysulfone to ascertain their po-
tential as structural materials. Some of their advantages
are

1. Reduced manufacturing KM@ due to shorter
processing times, use of automated quipmcnt, less
scrappage, and longer shelf life. Because laminates can be
postformed into complex shapes, manufacturing costs
ean be reduced 50 to 70% for some items.

2. Structural properties equivalent to some epoxy
composites

3. Excellent adhesive properties in metal-to-com-
posite and composite-t-mposite bonding.

Polysulfone is supplied as pellets that are dissolved in
methylene chloride to form an impregnating solution that
is 15 to 20% solids (by weight).

The most distinctive feature of the polysulfone back-
bone chain is the diphenylene stdfone group. This group
conk thermal stabtity, oxidative resistance, and rigidity
even at high temperatures to the entire polymer molecule
(Ref. 28).

Some =Ibility in the backbone is required to impart
toughncaa. This mcpircment is met by the ether linkage
and modcratciy augmented by the isopropylidcne Ii&
The ether linkages also add to the thermal stability. In
add- both the ether and isopcopykkne ihkages
improve the melt propxtks and make the material more

easily processible at jower temperstums. Thus the inhcmnt
chemical structure, not the addition of modifiers, of
polysulfone is responsible for its combination of pro-
perties.

Because of their thermoplastic structr.m, polysulfonc
prepregs can be press molded from 5 to 30 min at 26(P to
343° C (500° to 650° F), depending on reinforcement and
thickness. No posturing is required.

4-7.2 PROPERTIES OF POLYSULFONE

Polysulfone has huh strwtgth and modulus, good
impact resistance, and excellent creep resistance. These
and other properties are discussed in the paragraphs that
follow.

4-7.2.1 Physical and Mechanical Properties

The physical and mechanical properties of a polymdfone
compound manufactured by Amoco Performance Pro-
ducts, Inc. under the trade name Udel are given in Table
4-21.

4-7.2.2 Eleetrieal Properties

Polysulfone has excellent electrical properties over a
wide temperature range and after immersion in water or
exposure to high humidity. Some electrixd properties of
the material are given in Table 4-22.

4-7.2.3 Tlmmstsd Properties

The thermal properties of polysulfone are given in
Table 4-23. This material also has excellent thermal
endurance up to 149°C (300° F).

~“
1 TABLE 4-21. PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

OF UDEL* POLYSULFONE P-1700

PROPERTY

a
Refractive index
Density, g/cm’ (lb/in.’)
Glass transition temperature, ‘C (0F)
Rookwell hardness
Water absorption (24 h), %
Water absorption (equilibrium), %
Tensile strength, yield, MPa (psi)
Tende modulus of elasticity, GPa (psi)
Tensile elongation to break, %
Flexural strength, yield, MPa (psi)
Flexural modulus of elasticity, GPa (psi)
Compressive strength, at break, MPa (mi)
Poisson’s ratio, at 0.5% strain - -

1 —... -

AVERAGE VALUE AT 22C (7pF)

TransparcnL 5% ham
1.633

1.24 (0$447)
190 (374)

M69 (R120)
0.3
0.62

70 (10,200)
2.5 (360,000)

50 to 100
106.2 (15,400)
2.7 (390,000)
275.8 (40,000)

0.37

! ●Udcl is a registeredtrade name of Amoco Performance Products, Inc.,__ ____ -.
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TABLE 4-22. ELECTRICAL
PROPERTIES OF POLYSULFONE P-1700

PROPER~ VALUE

Dielectric strength, 3.18 mm (!&in.)
specimen, S/T, kV/rnrn (V/roil) 16.7 (425)

Arc n?srsumm(tut’@m ckctrodm), S 122

volume resistivity, at 2TC mF),
flnnm (fkim) 5 x 10” (2 x lo”)

Dieloclricconstant, at WC (72’’F),
at@ Hz 3.07
at 1 MHz 3.03

Dissipation factor, at ZPC (7TF),
at60Hz 0.0008
at 1 MHz 0.0034

TABLE 4-23. THERMAL PROPERTIES

OF POLYSULFONE P-1700

PROPERTY VALUE

Heat dafbetiott ~ ~ 1.8
MPa (264 psi), “C ~F) 174 (345)

Heat deflection temperature at 0.46
MPa(66psi), °C~F) 181 (358)

COeffi&nt of linear expansio%
cm/cm-”c (i/in”°F) 5.6 X 10-s(3.1X 10-’)

Thetmal conductivity, w/(t@
@tlrin,/(lrft2”W)) 0.26 (1.8)

S@Ic ~ J/&K)
(Btu/(lbrnOF))

at2Pc(720F) 1130 (0.27)
at 1!WC(3740F) 174 (0.40)

Vit softening temperature, “c

(W 188 (371)

.

4-7.2.4 chemical Properties

Po&sulfone is highly resistant to aqueous mineral acids
and to alkd] and salt solutions. Resistance to detergents
and hydrocarbon oils is good even at elevated tempera-
tures under moderate levels of stress. Polysulfone will
become swollen or dissolved by polar organic solvents,
such as ketones, chlorinated hydrocarbons, and aromatic
hydrocarbons (Ref. 29).

The general chemical resistance of polysulfone is given
in Table 4-24.

,—.—... ..---— . . ..-- ——.- .-— _-_! -

TABLE 4-24. CHEMICAL RESISTANCE
OF POLYSULFONE

Inorganic acids N
Alkalis N
Alcohols N- PS
Aliphatic hydrocarbons N
Aromatic tsydrocarbons Ps
Chlorinated hydrocarbons s

N-no effect
PS—partially soluble or swells
S–solubk

4-7.3 POLYSULFONE SPECIFICATIONS

There arc no specifkations for polystdfone laminates
There is, however, apcifhtion MlbP45120& PLutic
Molding and Extmsion A$derid, Polysu#bne. This
document covers a resin that east be used to make a
laminate-impregnating solutiom
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CHAPTER 5
PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS FIBER-PLASTIC

MATRIX COMPOSITES
Variomfiber-plastic matrix composites are identt~ed and properties are discussed.

5-1 INTRODUCTION minimum at 90 deg to the unidirectional fiber orientation
Continuous filament composites offer a combination where strength is matrix dependent.

of strength and stiffncas properties that am signifkantly Plies of unidirectional reinforcement that arc &id up in
superior to similar properties of metallic materials, different directions, i.e., bi- or multidirectional fiber
particularly when compared on strength-and stiffness-to- reinforcement, yield a snore balanced set of properties. A
density ratios, which are termed “specific strength” and bidircAonal construction of unidirectional reinforecmcnt
“specific modulus”, rcspeetivcly. laid up along O- to 90deg axes results in quivalent

The form of reinforcement is the single most important strength and st.ifhess properties when measured in the
variable that determines the basic engineering propefiics O-and 9Weg axes.
of a composite material. A comparison of mechanical A fabric composite has similar directional properties,
properties for fiberglass, graphite, aramid, and boron although the weaving process slightly reduces the effi-
fibcr ampositcs are given in Table 5-1. Generally, cicncy of the reinforcement. At angles other than Oand 90
unidirectional rcinfotrentent produces the highest tensile 4 deg, fabric and & to 90deg unidirectional cornpos@s
and compressive properties when these characteristics are have reduced propetiies. Strength and stiffness reach a
measured in the direction of the fiber rcinforcemcn~ or O minimum at 45 deg to the dircdons of fiber rcinforce-
dcg. Directional properties for three conf@rationa ment.
(unidindonal, btiional, and fnbrk) of ararnid One of the main advantages of the continuous f*t
laminates are contained in Table 5-2. Off-axis properties composites is that the fiber properties ean be tailored to
of unidirectional laminates arc lowq they reach a the structural requirements of the item. This tailoring is

TABLE 5-1. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ~lRE~ONAL EPOXY LAMINATES
(Refa. 1 and 2)

PROPERTY

Density, g/cm3 (lbm/ in?)

Tensile stmgth
Od= MPa (103 psi)

Tensile strength
90 de~ MPa (1~ psi)

Tensile modulus
Odeg, GPa (10’ psi)

Tensile modulus
90 deg, GPa (10’ psi)

Poisson’s ratio

Compressive strength
Odeg, MPa (103 psi)

Compressive strength
90 deg, MPa (10’ psi)

E-FIBERGLASS

2.1 ( 0.075]

1103 (160)

34.5 ( 5.0)

39 ( 5.7)

9.0 ( 1.3)

0.25

586 ( 85)

138 ( 20)

REINFORCEMENT

GRAPHITE I ARAMID

1.5

[241

41.4

131

6.2

0.30

1103

138

( 0.055) 1.4

(180) 1379

( 6.0) 27.6

( 19.0) 76

( 0.9) 5.5

0.34

( 0.050)

(200)

( 4.0)

( 11.0)

( 0.8)

(160) 276 ( 40)

( 20) I 1381 ( 20)

BORON

2.0 ( 0.073)

[517 m)

72.4 ( 10.5)

207 ( 30)

18.6 ( 2.7)

0.21

2413 (350)

276 ( 40)
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TABLE 5-2. EFFECT OF FIBER ORIENTATION ON

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES* (Ref. 3)
—..

ORIENTATION UNIDIRECTIONAL
(o

MEASUREMENT DIRECTION O deg

Tensile strength. M Pa (ksi) i 379 (200.0:

Tensile modulus, GPa ( 106psi) 76 (11.0)

Compressive strength, MPa
(ksi) 276 (40.0)

Compressive modulus,
GPa (10’ psi) 76 (11.0)

Flexural strength, MPa (kai) 620 (90)

Flexural modulus, GPa (10’ psi) 76 (11)

●Aramid-reinforad epoxy resin

B)
90 deg

28 ( 4.0)

6 ( 0.8)

138 (20.0)

6 ( 0.8)

—

—

BIDiRE~lONAL FABRIC
(O and

Odeg

634 (92.0)

39 ( 5.6)

200 (29.0)

39 ( 5.6)

—

—

) deg)

45 deg

97 (14.1)

7 ( 0.%

126 ( 18.3)

7 ( 1.0)

—

T
0and90de

Ode 45 de

517 (75.0) 207 (30.0)

3! ( 4.5) 8 ( 1.1)

172 (25.0) 124 (18.0)

31 ( 4.5) 7 ( 1.0)

345 (50.0) –

28 ( 4.0) –

Reprinted, with permission from STP 704, Commercial Opportunities for Advanced Composites,~pyright American So&y for
Testing and MateriaIs, 1916 Raa Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103-1187. The metricvalues included in thistabk have been added
by the Research Triangle Institute.

accomplished by aligning plies of unidirectional filaments
or fabric or by blending different fiber types. The
blending or uac of fiberglass, carbon-graphite, or other
fibers is referred to as hybrid construction and the
rtsultant propefiies are highly dependent on the reinforce-
ment used.

The following paragraphs contain property data for
composite 1aminatcs of fiberglass, carbon-grapbitc,
aramid, and boron fibers in epoxy matnas. The dam
however, arc provided for gencmd rtferena ●nd arc not
msitablc for dcaigm Propcrtioa arc highiy dependent on
the resin type, volume fraction of constituents, fabrication
method, cure qcle, and so forth. The values am nominal
in order to refleel dative characteristics.. .—-. — —.
“5-2”- PROPERTIES OF FIBERG-LASS- “

REINFORCED COMPOSITES

composite materials. This wide use is due to the excellent
propertks achieved at relatively low cost. Epoxy ruins
me used in most military applications as the matrix
material because of the desired higher mccW pro-
f3ertiC5,WhC= pO1ytStCSreairtsdominate thccommercid
market mainly bcoauac of their lower coat (Refs. 4,5, and
6).

Fiberglass composites of E- and s-type fibers am of
greatest military inte~ typical mechanical properties of
these materials ●re shown in Tabk 5-3. Tbe propefiies
listodam intondcd toiuImtratc thchighar atrcsq@aad
modulus of S-type fiberglass relative to the strength and
modulus of E-type. The S-type fiber is more costly and
has ban used in appiieationa for which the higher s~tc
strength is required, such as rocket motorcades. Table 5-3
also compares the relative strsngth of unidiional to
that of fabric or woven comtmsitca. To reiterate, the

F&wl~-rcinforud phat.ics arc the most Widely d ~ properti~ & in Table 5-3 ~-typiea! and are influenced

TABLE 5-3. TYPICAL MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF
t

UNIDIRECTIONAL EPOXY FIBERGLASS (Ref. 3)

TYPE OF FIBER E-GLASS

Unidirectional density, g/crn3 (lbm/in~) 1.8 ( 0.065)

Unidirectional tensile strength, MPa ( 103psi) I 1103 (160)

Fabric tensile strength, MPa (103 psi) 414 ( 60)

Unidirectional tensile modulus, GPa ( 10Gpsi) 41.4 ( 6)

Fabric tensile modulus, GPa ( 106psi) I 23.4 ( 3.4)

Fabric compressive strength, MPa ( 10’ psi) 345 ( 50)

!xLAss

1.7 ( 0.060)

1379 (200)

586 ( 85)

55.2 ( 8)

27.6 ( 4)

414 ( 60)

‘Reprint-a, wi~h permission”frorn-sTP 704, Commercial Opporwnilies for Advanced ko~osites, copyright American So&y for
—.— .-

Testing and Materials, 1916Race Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103-1187. The metric values included in this table have ban added
by the Research Triangle Institute.
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by many variables, such as fiber form, fiber finish, matrix
material, resin contcnl, and cure schedule.

In addition to tensile and compressive properties,
fiberglass composites have good weep resistance, fatigue
resistance, and impact strength. Much data have been
produced and reported; however, such data must be
adequately screened to determine relevancy to the appli-
cation.

Typical values for the coefficient of thermal expansion
for E- and S-glass epoxy resin composites are 8.6X10+
cm/(un-°C) (4.8X10+ “in./(in.””F’)) and 6.3X10+ cm/
(crnoC)(33X10+ in./fin.*°F)), respectively. Thcscvrt!ucs
are influenced by the resin used and how the fibers are
plied into final form. High temperature rcsiatana is
totally dependent on the main formulation, which is
critical in elevated tempature use.

The electrical properties of fiberglass contribute to
good performance in electrical and electronic applica-
tions, i.e., principally circuit boards and radomes.
Dielectric constant values for E-glass and S-glass epoxies
are 4.3 and 3.8, respectively.

Long-term aging and strength retention of fiberglaas-
reinforccd composites in actual service have interested
designers for some time. The primary problem has been
the lack of accurate original strength data and data for
parts with many years of actual service.

Quite some time ago fiberglas parts were found to be
highly susceptible to ultraviolet degradation; protective
coats of paint were required to prevent early failure.
Later, it was found that layers of paint or any organic
protective films do not protect composites from deteriora-
tion byttbsorption of moisture. Moiaturedcgradation ean
be reduced by usc of proper fabricsizing,but the only
fully cffcctivc moiaturc barriers are thin metal foils.

An evaluation was conducted on several aircraft com-
ponents that wereeareftdlydocumented during fabrication
and beoame available for destructive testing. The results
of the destructive tests on these units, which were in
serviec for up to 19 yr, and their comparison with the
original data are shown in Tables 54 and 5-S. The
original strength data were obtained from the design
strength reports prepared on th~ fabric laminates.

TABLE 54. FIBERGLASS EPOXY OUTDOOR EXPOSURE DATA* (Ref. 8)

TENSILE STRENGTH, FLEXURAL STRENGTH FLEXURAL MODULUS
MOISTURE MPa (10’ psi) MPa (10’ psi) Gm (Id psi)

ILEWNTYPE CONTENT, % AGED ORIGINAL AGED ORIGINAL AGED ORIGINAL

828/BFiuD 0.50 523 (75.8) 5s5 (fro.s) 268 (38.9) 475 (68.9) 21.6(3.13) 1s.5(225)
828/MNA/BDMA o.m 653 (94.7) 647 (93.8) 601 (87.1) 613 (88.9) 27.6 (4-Q 21.6 (3.14)
828/14UA/BDMA 020 607 (88.0) 607(88.1) S69(82.5) 595 (86.3) 21.0 (3.05) 18.2(2.64)
828/hfNA/ifDMA 0.18 603 (87.4) 593 (86.0) 629 (91.3) 21.6 (3.t3) 21.8 (3.16)
828/MNA/BDMA 0.2s 627 (91.0) 663(96.1) 553(tM2) ( a.7 (3.00)
‘Data amspikd for ftit-wound nose radomes with exposure period for aged specimem of 11-15yr.

@yright {19~) SpI Composites Institute. Reprinted with petilon of Institute and P. Donohue.

TABLE 5-5. OUTDOOR EXPOSURE DATA FOR PAINTED FIBERGLASS

EPOXY COMPOSITE* (Ref. 8)

SPECIMEN

Upper sk@
unptited
Upper skin,
painted
Bottom skin,
painted

TENSILE STRENGTH, TENSILE MODULUS

MOISTURE MPa (103 psi) GPa (106 Psi)

CONTENT, % AGED ORIGINAL AGED ORIGINAL

1.0 I 246 (35.7) I 269 (39.0) I 13.1 (1.9) I 17.9 (2.6)

1.46 I 290 (42.0) I 262 (38.0) I 14.5 (2. 1) I 17.2 (2.5)

1.32 234 (34.0) 232 (33.7) 13.8 (2.0) 14.5 (2. 1)

*Data are average vatuescompikl for plied fabric skins of a honeycomb radome for an exposure period of 19 yr for aged specimens.

Copyright {1980)SPI Composites Institute. Reprinted with permission of Institute and P. Donohue.

—— ..__ ——_ ______ .-- ._. . _____
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For the filament-wound no& radomcs (Table w),
each unit was moldcd oversized and the trim area was
used for test specimens. Thus data from aged units can be
compared directly with the original data on the same
rndomc. The data show the susceptibility of the BFY
cured spccimcn to degradation. (This susceptibility is duc
to the hydroscopic nature reflected in the high moisture
content.) .

For a radar dome (Table 5-5), data were compiled to
show the resistance to outdoor exposure of painted and
unpainted surfaces. Results show that if adequate paint
protection is given, fiberglass parts subjected to 6CMCCat
moderate temperature-not over 1210C (250° F)Ao not
experience any signifkant loss of strength after exposures
of about 20 yr, but a moderate loss in modulus may be
encountered. If the protective coating is destroyed or
degraded, some strength reduction can occur.

Tests on marine structures used over many years
substantiate the findings on the radomcs. Most strength
loss is recovered if the aged parts are dried to remove
absorbed moistum. Neither moisture nor ultraviokt
dcgrdation is a serious problcm. Also current glass
sizings and resin systems are superior to those previously
available.

In summary, testing results indicate that fiberglass
components do not show any appreciable structural
degradation after up to 20 yr in dynamic cmvironmcntal
cxtrcmca. It is caacntial, however, that a protective
coating or paint be applied to protect parts against rain
erosio~ dmrsiorq and the influence of ultraviolet radia-
tion. Paints do not retard moisture permeation, and this
fact must be a consideration in the dcaigu

5-3 PROPERTIES OF CARBON-
GRAPHITE FIBER-REINFORCED
COMPOSITES

Carbon-graphite fiber composites are highly desired
for their high strength and stiffness (Ref. 9). Several plks
of fibers at different angles must be used to insure proper
strength if a structure is to carry load along more than one
sxis. Molding of mat or woven fabric materials results in
parts with semi-isotropic properties. However, the
strength and stiffness of mat composites are considerably
less than they are for unidirectional and woven fitter or
oriented (bidirectional, etc.) fiber composites. Table 5-6
gives typical mechanical properties of continuous fiber
reinforcement in roving and fabric form. Values for a
chopped fiber are given for comparisort-

The fatigue properties of canpositcs reinforced with
graphite arc superior to those of mettdhc materials (Ref.
10). The fatigue limits of various structural materials are
shown in Table 5-7.

Comparison of the fatigue properties of quasi-isotropic
(O-, *45-, and 90-dcg) graphite composite with 2024-T4
aluminum is interesting. The data show that although the
O-,*45-, and 90dcg graphite composite has a lower static
strength, the maximum stress at 107 cycles is slightly
greater than that of the aluminum alloy under unnotched
tension loading (Ref. 1[).

Because the density of high-strength graphite com-
posites is one half that of aluminum and one ftith that of
steel, the design iimit specific static and specifii fatigue
strengths of even quasi-isotropic laminates are genemlly
superior to those of metals.

!

! TABLE 5-6. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS FORMS OF GRAPHITE FIBER-

EPOXY COMPOSITES (Ref. 3)

(
1 TENSILE TENSILE COMPRESSIVE COMPRESSIVE

STRENGTH, MODULUS, STRENGTH, MODULUS,
FIBER FORM MPa (10] psi) GPa (10’ psi) MPa (lOJ psi) GPa (106 psi)

High-strength fiber
(Odeg) [627 (236) 138 (20 ) 993 (144) 113 (16.4)

High-strength fiber
(Odcg, * 45 deg) 496 ( 72) 57.2 ( 8.3) 503 ( 73) 50 ( 7.3)

High-modulus fiber 1242 (180) 215 (31.2) 759 (i io) 177 (2S.6)
Fabric 510 ( 74) 70.3 (10.2) 510 ( 74) 63.4 ( 9.2)
Molding compound 352 ( 51) 108 (15.7) 469 ( 68) —

Rcprin&t, with permission from STP 704, Commercial Opportun;ies for Advanced Composites, copyright Amerimn Society for’
Testing and Materials, 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103-1187. The metric values included in this table have been added
by the Research Triangle Institute.
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TABLE 5-7. FATIGUE PROPERTIES OF GRAPHITEEPOXY COMPOSITES (Rd. 3)

MAXI MUM STRESS, MAXIMUM STRESS,

STATIC UN NOTCHED NOTCHED k = 3

FIBER STRESS MPa (10’ psi) MPa (10’ psi)

MATERIAL LAY-UP, deg MPa (10] psi] 104,cycles 107Cycles 104Cycles 10’ cycles

Graphite o li38(165) . 862 (125) 800(116) 483 (70) 414 (60).
0, N 758 (110) 538 ( 78) 448(65) “ 434 (63) 414 (60)

o,* 45,90 4X) ( 58) 331 ( 48) 310 ( 45) 221 (32) 207 (30)
Fiberglass o 1793 (260) 552 ( 80) 276( 40) —,

Aramid

—

o 1241 (180) 931 (135) 869 (126) — —

Aluminum
2024-T4 — 531 ( 77) 441 ( 64) 290 ( 42) 345 (50) 193 (28)

Reprinted, with pcrntission from STP 704, Commerc& @portm”ties for Advatuvd Composites, copyright American Socisty for
Testing ●nd Materials, 1916Race Street, Phiiadelphw PA 1910>1187.The metric values includsd in this tabk have been added
by the Rasaarcb Triaagk Institute.

The thcsmal propcsiica of carbon-graphits main com-
posites am unusual. Typical vaittcs of the cdficicnt of
thermal expansion along and across the fibers of a
unidirectional carbon-graphite fiber-rcinforoed polymer
matrix range from -0.36X 10+ to -0.54X 10+ mm/
(rnm.°C) (-0.20X 10+ to -0.30X IO+ in./(in.-°F)) and
from 22X10+ to 36XIO+ mm/(mm-°C) (12X10+ to
mxio+ in/(ist.””F)), respectively. The typically negative
-ffiastt of expansion along the fiber coupled with
freedom in ackction of orientation permit the designer to
adjust the tkmal cocffkient over a broad range itt
cosnpoaitc amuauma.

Car_hite polymer matrix composites show
relatively high thermal conductivity along the fiber and
low conductivity in the trmsvwu dhon (Ref. 12).
Conductivitica um.parable to the conductivity of skd

TABLE 5-8. THERMAL CONDUCTMTY
OF GIt@lITEEPOXY COMPOSITES---- _.. -.—.

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY’
MATERIAL TYPE W/(m-K) [(Bttt-ft)/(h=ftz+)]

Higbtrmgth
graphite
Medium-strength
graphite
High-modulus
graphite
Fiberglass
Aluminum

[ Steel

6.9 ( 4)

27.7 ( 16)

53.6 ( 31)
3.5 ( 2)

173.0 (loo)
31.1 ( 18)

‘Values are nominal and arc for the fiber direction of the
composite constructions.

5-5

can be raacbcd along the fiber diraction if h@t fiber
volume fractions am used in & matrix. The ability to
dissipate heat may be important in increasing fatigue life.
Values of thermal conductivity for various materials arc
showxt in Table 5-8.

Orientation, fiber volume fractio% void content, and
moisture absorption properties of the matrix control the
eleurial charactcriatia of the composite. The carbon-
graphite fiber is electrically cmnductk, whereas the
polymer matrices are ncntcenductivc. Typical volume
rc&stivity values axe given in Table 5-9. l%e graphite
composite is many orders of magnitude more comhwtivc
than fibergistss composites, but it is not as conductive as
metals.

TABLE 5-9. VOLUME RESISTWITY

!

OF
GRAPHITEEPOXY COMPOSITES (Ref. 3)

. .. . . . . -. ,,
REssnvrrv,

MATERIAL n-

H@Mtrc@h graphite
Hil@+odulua graphite

103
10’

mrergIass IF
Aluminum 4
“steel 14

●Values given are nominal and are for fhcr direction.
. . . ___

Reprinted, with permi&on from STP 704, Commercial@por-
turtities for Advanced Composites, copyright American So-
ciety for Testing and Materials. 1916 Race Street, Phila-
delphia, PA 191~3-1I87. The metric tilucs includsd in this
table have ken added by the Research Triangk lnstitutc.

. . . .
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5-4 PROPERTIES OF ARAMID FIBER-
REINFORCED COMPOSITES

The use of Iowdcnsity ararnid materials leads to lighter
weight composites than does use of glass- or graphitc-
reinforccd products (Ref. 13). At equal fiber volume.
weight savings of 10 to 30V0can be gained in composite
structures made with aramid rather than fiberglass and
graphite composites or metals. Such savings are typical in
the aircraft and marine industries. In cetiain applications
reduced weight may provide the means to incrcascd
performance.

The mechanical propetiies shown in Tabk 5-1 compare
the propmtics of unidirectional mmpositea reinforced
with aramid (Kevld 49), E-glass, graphite, and boron.
Shear strengths of aramid composites arclowcrthan they
m for other continuous fiber composites.

The Kevl@ 49 laminate is M% lighter in weight th~
the glass and 10% lighter in weight than the graphite
laminate. The composite tensile strength with Kevla@ 49
is higher than for either glass or graphite composites. The
tensile stiffness is about twice that of the glass composite
but is not as high as that of the graphite composite. All
other properties are well balanced with the exception of
compressive strength for which the uttimatc strength of

- the KcvIarQ 49 laminate is SO%O of the gIass d 25% of the
graphite composites.

Tabk 5-2 compares the mechanical properties of
aramid fibers as a function of composite form. The
~*W@dStiffm=mHtih the
unidti~onal form in the direction of the fiber, which is
typical of all fdamcntary composites.

Composi- minforocd with unidirectional aramid have
a linear stmas/ stmin curve to failure when tested in
tension. However, when tested in compression or bending,
these composites exhibit ductile behavior at high strains
(Ref. 14). This mctallikc ductiIity makes aramid unique in
comparison to inorganic reinforcing fibers.

The creep and mess-rupture Chamewmt‘ ies of ursi-
dimctiossal composites of aramid are quite good in
comparison with those of fa composites. When
subjected to a static tcnailc load of 689 MI% (100,000 psi),
thee.mepratcofar@dis$imilartotbatof&@=: I-7X1O”
mm/mm/min (1.7XIO+ inJin./min) versus 1.3XIO+
mm/mm/min (1.3X10+ in./in./min) in the 1O(Pto 1000-
min range. However, the glass composite strcas ruptured
within 6000 ruin at this stress level. After unloading the
Kevla@ 49, the strain recovery occurs at a rate of 2.1X 10+
mm/ mm/min (2.1X IO+ in. /in./min) in the 100-to 1000-
min range. Composites of aramid exhibit better stress-

t.

l-- I
.— —— ..-

rupture characteristics than glass at all comparable levels
of ultimate tensile stress.

Composites must withstand continuous applications of
low-level cyclic stresses in many applications. These
products include pressure vessels, aircraft parts, und boa
hulls (Ref. IS). Composites of aramid exhibit good
fatigue behavior. The tension fatigue resistance of uni-
directional composites of aramid is better than that of
fiberglass composites and aluminum and is equivalent to
the fatigue resistance of graphite and boron composites.

Resistance of composites to damage from impact is
hard to quantify due to the complexity of the impact
loading spectrum. Variabks include impact speed, sim
and shape of the impacting object, and angle of imps@ as
well as composite construction and amount of support.
Composites of Kevlar@ 49 md 29 have good impact
resistana to low speed and high sped and to baNistic
impact. In thinly laminated structures ammid composites
show twice the impact strength of glass composites when
tested with a 76.2-mm (3.O-in.) diameter steel ball.
Aramid composite armor has 15 to 45% high balIiitic
resistanix at 15 to 2!W0 lower weight than fiberglass
armor. Soft fabric armor of aramid ofks additional
ballistic protection at even greater weight savings.

Maintaining low levels of vibmtion or shock is requhcd
in many aircraft, marine, and automotive structures.
Aramid composites damp vibration better than glass,
graphite, or metals.

Electrical prope&s of aramid composites are given in
Table 5-10. Theac values are compared with thevahsea for
a glass composite. Aramid composites are excellent
till-m and show @d radar tiana~~. T@ ~
be used with advantage where the end product needs
improved electrical insulation or a reduced radar
signature.

Ararnid fibers can be combhtcd with various mains to
give composites that have a range of thermal expansion
properties. The fiber has a negative ~lcient of thermal
expanaiou therefore, aramid compositcscan be dc@ncd
that neither expand nor contract during temperature
changes. This stability is @XM’taUt in ~@UtiOISS in
which composite growth can kad to uncteairabk interaal
stresses or in which materials of different thermal
expansion properties are bonded.

Aramid composites show good environmental-bility.
The fibers are not affected by most common chetnicals,so
stability of the composite is most often determined by the
resin matrix. Loss of interlaminar shear strength is the
phenomenon most often observed when Kevlar@ com-
posites are exposed to ehemicak (Ref. 16).

-—.-—— - — -. --- —.— -——
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TABLE 5-10. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF ARAMID VERSUS A
FIBERGLASS COMPOSITE (Ref. 3)

PROPiSRTY

Dielectric constant, t 106Hz
Dissipation factor, T 10’ Hz
Dielectric strength, t V/mm (roil)

Thickness, mm (mik): 0.75 (29.4)
1.79 (70.6)
1.92 (75.7)
0.91 (35.7)

volume reaiativity, fkm (mrl.)
Surface mistivity, fl/cmz (fl/imj
Arc tes”ktana, s

ARAMID* FIBERGLASS**

4.12 5.15
0.0239 0.0208

37,756 (9s9)
26,102 (663)

—
—

5 x 10’s (1.97x 10’s)
5 X 10” (0.78X 10”)

125

—

27,748 (654)
30$06 (785)

2 x Jo’s (0.79x 10’5)
3 x 10’s (0.47x 10”)

123

●Aramid fmbricstyk 120 of 22 plies with a fiber volume fraction of 50% yields a thickn=s of 1.7 mm (0.068 in.).
•o~l~~= f~~ stYk 128 of 1] p~ ~th ~ fi~r voiume f~on of 4~ yields a thiikness of 1.9 mm (0.075 in.).
t Conditiomd for,72 h at 23°C (73° F) and ~ relative humidity

Reprinted, with permission from STP 704, Commercial @portunities for Advanced Composites, copyright American So&ty for
Testing and Materials, 1916 Race Street, Phitadclphia, PA I9103-I 187. The metric values included in this tabk have been added
by the Research Triangle Institute.

5-5 PROPERTIES OF BORON FIBER-
Although boron fiber remains costly, it is used in critical

REINFORCED COMPOSITES
aircraft components because of its stiffness and weight
savings (Ref. 2).

Some basic mechanical properties of a ussidirecdonal Some characteristics of unidirectional and cross-plied
boron epoxy laminate am shown in Table 5-1. Boron is boron+poxy “Iamma@s areshown in Tablc5-I 1.Typically
the composite material that has the highest density a boron hminate provides the majorstcmgth d@ifbss .
o.ompamd to fibcrghuw, graphite, and aramid fiber com- in the direction of the fhrtcnt. If the part is to ~ lod
poaitcs and is also the strongest and stiffest of the group. in several dhwtionso several cross plies of the material

TABLE 5-11. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF BORON-EPOXY LAMINATES (Ref. 6)
:----

PROPERTY

Tensile stress,
MPa @ii

Tensile modulus,
GPa (10’ psi)
Compressive ,
St.re*
MPa (hi)
Compressive
modulus,
GPa (10’ psi)
Ftexural West,
MPa (ksi)
Flcxural modulus,
GPa (106psi)
Interlantinsr shear,
MPA (ksi)

DIRECTION,

*

o
45
90

0

0

0

0

0-

0
45

SP 272

-
1296 (188 )

80.7 ( 11-7 )

207 (30 )

3061 (444 )

245 ( 35.5 )

1772 (257 )

203 ( 29.5 )

43.4 ( 6.29)
—

745 (108 )
153 ( 22.2)

—

125 ( 18.2)

—

—

—

—

129 ( 18.7)

1 453 ( 65.7)

NARMCO S505

T
1434 (208 )

—

60.0 ( 8.7)

213 ( 30.9)

2606 (378 )

240 ( 34.8)

—

—

—
—

717(104 )
123 ( 17.8)

—

124 ( 18.0)

—

—

—

119 ( 17.3)
439 ( 63.7)

5-7
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must be used. A typical laminate has filaments oriented at
Oand 90 deg. The 90deg filaments increase the tensile and
compression strengths in the transverse direction.

Boron fibers in an epoxy matrix provide tensile and
compressive strengths that make them valuable compared
to the many other filamentary materiais(Refs. 17 and 18).
Boron composites may have tensile strengths in excess of
1580 MPa (230X IOJ psi) and compression slrcngths of
2480 M Pa (360X 103 psi). High-strength graphite fibers
can match boron fibers in tensile strength but offer only
about 50% of the strength of the boron fibers in compres-
sion. Boron fil-nts, however, are considerably more
expensive than other fibrous materials, such as graphite,
aramid, or S-glass.

The thermal properties of boron+poxy composites are
important because they are used in hybrid aircraft
constructions. Typical vahses of the coetlkient of thermal
expansion along and across the fiber of a unidirectional
boron-reinforced epoxy are 2.3X 10+ mtn/(mrn-O C)
(1.3X 10+ in./(in.*°F)) and 37X10+ mm/(mm”°C) (20.6
X10+ in./(in.-O F)), respectively. The longitudinal and
transverse c.mcfficients of thermal expansion of a 45deg
boron-epoxy laminate are 5.6X 10+ mm/(rnm-”C)
(3.1X10+ in.j (im”°F)) (Ref. 2).

5-6 PROPERTIES OF HYBRID

COMPOSITES
Hybrid compoaitcs are ampoaed of more than one

type of fiber rcinfometncnt or more than one matrix
combined uniquely into a structure. Plies of rcinforcc-
rncn~ C.L boron and graphite, are laid up in laminar
form to achieve ~Ic strength, moduhss, or thermal

ch~ Also8more ductikfiber may be combined
with a more brittk fiber to achicvc better impact pro-
perties. Coat reductions may be achkvcd by adding a kas
expensive fiber and sacrificing some desired property
characteristic. Hybrids allow an infinite number of com-
binations of oompositc structures and variations in-

charactcristics that allow great oppofiunities for cost
savings (Ref. 1).

Table 5-12 contains mechanical properties of a hybrid
fiberglass-graphite composite and shows the influenoe of
adding the higher strength, higher modulus graphite fiber
10a fiberglass-composite. As a graphite fiber is added to
the hybrid construction, the tensile strength and modulus
increase (Ref. 19). This increase allows the designer to
combine fibers to achieve the desired tensile properties.

Another example of the advantage of combining fibers
is in the improvement of the impact strength of agraphiic
fiber composite. Table 5-13 shows the improved impact
strength after the addition of either arasnid or fiberglass
fiber to graphite fiber (Ref. 20).

The designer has an udlmitcd number of combinations
of fiber composites available to tailor the composite
structure to meet design requirements. However, this

tailoring t%quircs detailed data for basic composite
structures and experimentation to verify the suitability of
the hybrid form.

5-7 SUMMARY

The composite properties contained in the chapter are
intended to provide a relative indication of the char-
acteristics of the continuous, highwcttgth fhcK of
military interest. The data are afkacd by many variabtcs
and wilI vary widely depending on the fiber type, finish,
form (unidirectional or fabric), matrix material, laminate
conatructiow fabrication method, and cure cyck, and so
fosth.

The composites provide &t advantage over con-
vcntionat materials, such as sled and ahuninq because
they provide greater strength and stiffness and consider-
able weight savings. The ●bMy to tailor a stmcturc to
meet dcaign requirements provides the designer a unique
opportunity to select and integrate combinations of not
only the continuous fiber composites but aIso the con-
ventional metals.

TABLE S12. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF
FIBERGLASS-GRAPHITE COMPOSITES*— —.— —.— —— —

PROPERTY PERCENT FIBERGLASS/GRAPHITE

100/0 75[25 50/50 25]75

Density, g/cm’ (lbm/in.’) 1.91 ( 0.069) 1.85 ( 0.067) 1.80( 0.065) 1.66 ( 0.060)
Tensile strength, MPa (ksi) 607 (88 ) (j41 (93 ) 689 (100 ) 807 (117 )
Tensile modulus, GPa (10” psi) 40 ( 5.8 ) 64(9.3) 90 ( 13.0 ) 123 ( 17.9 )
Flexurat strength, MPa (ksi) 945 (137 ) 1062 (154 ) 1220 (177 ) 1262 (183 )
Flexural modulus, GPa (106 psi) 35 ( 5.1 ) 63 ( 9.2 ) 79 ( 11.4 ) 112 ( 16.3 )
Intcrlaminar shear strength, MPa

(ksi) 66 ( 9.5 ) 74 ( 10.8 ) 76 ( 11.0 )L 83 ( 12.0 )——-.
● Properties were measured on unidirectionally oriented flbcr with polyester resin matrix.
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TABLE 5-13. IMPACT STRENGTH OF GRAPHITE HYBRID COMPOSITES* (Ref. 20)

PERCENT REINFORCEMENT

GRAPHITE ARAMID FIBERGLASS

100
75
50

—

75
50
—

—

25
50

100

● Impact strength is measured for an epoxy resin matrix.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

—
—
—
—

25
50

100
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CHAPTER 6
GENERAL METHODS OF FABRICATION

Methods offabrication of compositesare discussed and the sequence of operations is given. Theproblerns of

defects and types of defects are described, and comparative features of moiding methods are presen[ed in
tabular form.

6-1 INTRODUCTION

Continuous fdament reinforced plastics can be made
by various techniques. These methods are (l) hand lay-
up, or contact molding, (2) compression molding (cold
press molding and high-pressure moldkg), (3) vacuum
bag molding, (4) autoclave molding, (5) pressure bag
molding, (6) vacuum injection molding and resin transfer
molding, (7) pultrusio% and(8) filament winding (Ref. 1).
In additiou there are miscellaneous methods that are
used leas often.

Each process has advantages and disadvantages; there-
fore, process selection depends on the resin system,
reinforcement, product design, production quantity and
quality, and aconomics. Composite properties will VSIY
with main system reinfonxment type and style, fabrication
method, fiber conten~ and void conten~ In genera as the
molding pmasure is kreasod , the strength of the laminate
will be incraad for the same type of mistforeement and
resin system.

6-2 FABRICATION PROCESSES

6-2.1 HAND LAY-UP

The hand lay-up process, or contact molding, is the
oldest and simplest method for making @aa-fiber-rein-
forecd parts (Ref. 2). Male or female molds can be made
of wood, snet.4 @aster, or pAaatic.

In hand la~ps main and txkfonxment am manualiy
placed in the mold (Fig. 61), and entrapped air is
removed with aq~ or roIlers. Suecessive layers of
reinfomcment astd main oan be added to build the part to
the desired thickness. If a smooth, colored surface is
required, a pigmented resin material (called a gel coat)
can be spmyed or brushed on the mold before lay-up.
Upon completion the mold side of the part becomes the
ftihed outer surface.

The wet lay-up normally hardens at room temperature,
but heat may be used to reduce curing time. A smoother
exposed side can be achieved by applying a film, such as
polyvinyl alcohol, cellophane, or polyester, which can be
removed after the hardening process (Ref. 3).

Lay-up uses low-cost molds, requires a minimum
amount of equipment, and presents no size restriction. It
offers maximum design flexibility, and changes in part

Reinforcement

Contact Mold Gel coat

Reproduced with permission from Engineers’ @i& 10 Com-
posite Mamrials,American Society for Metak, Wtals Park
OH, 1986.

Figure 6-1. Hand Lay-Up (Ref. 1)

confiiationcan readily be made in the molds. However,
it is a labor-intensive process and quality of the piece part
is highly dependent on the skill of the labor.

A variation of eontaet molding is referred to as spray-
up. During this method continuous fibers are chopped
into short strands and sprayed onto the open mold with
the resin. Spray-up yields a lower strength product
consisting of diaeentinuous fibers that is not coved in
this handbook.

6-2.2 COMPRESSION MOLDING-COLD
PRESS MOLDING

This process uses a matched mold, and the item is cured
at room temperature and moderate pressure, Le, approxi-
mately 345 kPa (50 psi). A matched mold eonsiata of two
matchmg halves fabricated to form the final part when
mated. The reinforcement is positioned on one mold
surface, and then a predetermined amount of resin is
poured on the reinforcement, as shown in Fig. 6-2. The
second mold half is put in placz, the mold is closed, and
pressure is applied until the item is cured. Cold press
molding is normally used for short to intermediate “
volume production ( 1 to 10,000 items). Low-cost, cast
plastic molds (generally backed up with steel plates) are
often used (Ref. 4).

6-1
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,

Q-.,,.-..
Female Mold Halt

m

Reinforcement

Male Mold Hatf + ,.
!,

1

Reproduced with permission from Engineers’ Guide to Com-
posite Materials, American Society for Metals, Metals Park,
OH, 1986.

Figure 6-2. Cold Press Molding (Ref. 1)

The advantages of this process are (Ref. 5)
1. Cold-molded parts are more dimensionally con-

trolled than hand lay-up or vacuum-bagged parta.
2. The quality and appearance of cold-molded parts

approach those of high-pressure-molded parts.
3. Plastic molds can generally be fabricated in-house

with leas lead time and lower cost than machined,
.matckd metal steel molds.

4. Fadities and equipment costs are lower than
~hoae rcquird for high-pressure mok@g.

l%ediaadvantagea of cast resin molds and low-pressure
mokfii arc

1. Molds are easily damaged. -
2. Molds are more diffkuh to break in than steel

molds.
3. Mold preparation costs arc generally higher than

they are for steel moids.
4. Parts with ribs, bosses, and’other complex shapes

cannot be produced readily by low-pressure mold~.

6-23 COMPRESSION MOLDING-HIGH-
PRESSURE MOLDING

High-pressure molding is similar to cold press molding
except that the material in a B-stage form is plarxd into
the opea femak part of the moki Also high-prassuse
molding tcehniqucs employ more sophis@ttd, matched
metal molds in hydraulic compression presses. For high-
volume production chrome-plated steel molds are used.
For low-volume production aiuminu~ berylhurn copper,
Mechanitc (iron-steel), and Kirksite (zinc alloy) have
been used. The molds must be capable of withstanding
pressures in the range of 1.38 to 13.8 MPa (200 to 2000
psi) and of being mounted firmly and accurately in the
press.

Mold dealgn is m extremely inlncate crafl, and
experienced mold makers and mold designer%should be
consulted before the prod uct design is finished (Ref. 6). A
few of the design guides for compression molds used for
reinforced plastics are

1. The shear edges should be hardened.
2. The clearance at the shear edges is usually in the

range of 0.051 to 0.127 mm (0,002 to 0.005 in.) for
preform and mat molding.

3. The travel after shearing (the telescoping of the
male and female) should bt approximately 1.59 nun ( 1/ 16
in.) for parta up to 3.18 mm (IHin.) thick. For- thicker
than 3.18 mm (!4 in.), more travel distance is required.

4. Guide pins, hinds, andj or stops are located as far
from the shear edge as possible to prevent interference by
the reinforcement.

The advantages of h@-preaaure moIding are
1. Labor costs are substantially lower and production

rates substantially h@er than those for low-pressure
molding.

2. Automation is possible in parts of the process.
3. Uniformity of dimensions and quality of the

molded parts improve progressively from hand lay-up
through the rest of the processes.

4. Ncgligibk ftihing is required.
The disadvantages arc similar to cold press molding in

that
1. Molds can be easily damaged.
2. MoM preparation eoata me relatively high.
3. Pasta witit eompiex shapes and ustdermstaare more

diff~uh to mold.
4. Facilities and equipment rests am higher than

those for low-pressure molding.

6-2.4 VACUUM BAG MOLDING

Vacuum bagging methods have been developed for
producing a variety of components ad ctruduma (Ref.
7). Complex shapes, including doubk ootttoura, and
relatively large parts are handled readily. The method is
suited primarily to those cases for which higher p-sue
molding cannot be used. Generally, a psdormal shape is
encased within a sealed b% and t vacuum is applied
during the cueing process. This method is shown in FW
6-3.

The steps in the process are the lay-up, preparation of a
bkcdcr systcrq and the bagging operation. The required
number of plies for a lay-up are prceut to sise and
positioned in the mold (or mold form) one ply at a time.
Each ply is separately worked to remove trapped air and
wrinkles to insure intimate contact with the previously
laid-up ply. The completed lay-up is covered with a
porous, nonadhering material that provides easy release
of and vacuum access to the lay-up. Various perforated
films or coated fabrics are available for this purpose., ,

----- . . ---- -.— )
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Laminate FtexibleFilm

VacuumPump

\
1~

Gal Coat

Rcprodueed with pesndssion from E3@neers”Guide to Comp-
osite Muteriak, American Society for Metah, Metals Park,
OH, 1986.

Figure 6-3. Vacuum Bag Molding (Ref. 1)

A controlld capacity bleeder system is required to
absorb execss resin and to permit the escape of volatiles
while maintaining the specified fiber-volume ratio of a
particular laminate- Bleed out may be through the edges
(edge bleed out), through the top surface (vertical bleed
out), or through a combination of both. An edge bleed
out is made by placing a namow width of bleeder cloth
(about 2S mm (i in.) of uncoated fiberglass, burlap, or
similar material) along the periphery of the lay-up.
Vertieal bleeder plies of the same materiaf are plaoed
directly over the perforated film. Edge-bled parts usually
require trkming to remove resin-rich edges. When pans
cannot be trimme& YkxibAe dama”are used with venical
bleeders tO ~ Odge Maad out. Bleed out of
uniddonal tapes or wide goods generally requires the
addition of a thiu flexible cull plate over the blcedcrpli&
to prevent exsaAve main washout and to provide a
smooth bag+idc surface. The lay-up may contain peei
plies when subsequent bonding operations arc to be
performed. Tbe peel ply is placed in direct cxmtact with
the lay-up and below the release fdm.

Vacuum connections arc placed over the vertical
bleeders or outside the edge bleeders. A sufficient number
of ports are providod to insure a uniform flow of resin and
Vohstiles. The bagging f* tailored to fit the pw is
placed over the lay-up, bleeder system, and vacuum
eonnactom and is aaaled to the mold plate. A partial
vacuum is usually drawn to smooth the bag surfacx prior
to the application of full vacuum and heat. The bagged
mold is transferred to an oven for curing with full vacuum
applied. In most cases the vacuum is maintained during
the entire heating and cooling cycle. This process can also
be used for room temperature curing systems.

6-2.5 AUTOCLAVE MOLDING

Autoclave molding is similar to the vacuum bag
process, except that the lay-up is subjected to greater

pressures and denser parts are produced (Ref. 8). The
bagged lay-up is cured in an autoclave by the simultaneous
application of heat and pressure, as shown in Fig. 6-4.
Most autoelavc processes also use vacuum to assist in the
removal of trapped air or other volatiles. The vacuum and
autoclave pressure cycles are adjusted to permit maximum
removal of air without incurring an excessive resin flow.
Usually vacuum is applied only in the initial stages of the
curing cycle, whereas autoclave pressure is maintained
during the entire heating and cooling cycle. Curing
pressures are normally in a range of 345 to690kPa(5Ct to
100 psi). Compared with vacuum bag molding, this
process yields laminates with closer control of thickness
and lower void content.

6-2.6 PRESSURE BAG MOLDING

Pressure bag molding is a proms thatusesa rigid
female mold and a tailored, inflatable bag or rubber sheet
for the male mold. The reinforcement is placed in the
female mold; then the tailored bag is placed against the
reinforcement and inflated to expand it against the
impregnated reinforcement, as shown in Fig. 6-5. Some-
times vacuum is drawn on the laminate to aid in removing
air and execss resin from the laminate. Fluid pressure
(generally compressed air) is used to pressurize the bag.
Usually pressures of 138 to 345 kPa (20 to 50 psi) are
employed.

6-2.7 VACUUM INJECTION MOLDXNG
AND RESIN TRANSFER MOLDING

Both processes use matched molds (Ref. 9). The dry
rein.forecment is laid in the female mold half or on the
male mold half before they am put together. In vacuum

Afr or Vacuum. \
Laminate

\

J

.+.....,.“.....?.,

,,.
/“. ,’{ ,.. ,:.:

Reproduced with permission from &@neers’ G&k to Com-
posite Materials, Amcriean Soeicty for Metals, Metals Park,
OH, 1986.

Figure 6-4. Autociave Molding (Ref. 1)
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I
Mold laminate.

Blower

Rcprodu”&dwith permission from &gineers’ Guide 10 Com-
posite Materials, American Soe.kty for Metals, Metats Park,
OH, 19S6.

Figure 6-5. Pressure Bag Molding (Ref. 1)

injection molding a resin trough is an intcgrat part of the
mold. The trough is filled with resin, and vacuum is then
drawn at the ligh points of the mold. As the air. is
evacuated from the mold, resin is drawn through the
reinforecme~t until it ffi the vacuum ports, which am
then closed. After the part cures, it is removed from the
mold.

In resin transfer moidiug, the minforement is laid up
in the mol~ and the resin is pumped into the mold
through ports until the mold is ffflcd and the air is
removed. In bckh processes high-appcamne pasta require
gel mater postfiihing. Resin transfer molding normatly
uses a two-pot system so that the pot iifcof the main
aystcm is not an interfering factor. One pot oontains the
required catalyst and resin, and the other pot contains
resin and the required promoter and accckmtor materials.
Two pumps aretracd toxnowthc reaininto and through a
rnb&g device that u inaertd iBtO the add tatry port

where the main is mixed whlk bcbg pumped into the
mold.

The advmuqea of vaouum injection moldiigand main
transfer moiding arc

1. Parts will have two atnooth *.
2. Parts m fabricated to dow tokrarte to assure

ttcCU~tC asacmbly.
3. Molding-ii of inserts of wood, fo~ or metal in

the initial laminate will mdutx aocorxtary bonding and
this will reduce unit cost.

4, Controlled resin and glass fiber use reduces unit
cost .

5. A variety of mold shapes and sizes can be molded
sequentially because of the mobik pumping equipment.

6. Fewer molds can produce a higher rate of output
due to faster cure time.

7. Volatile emission is pmctically eliminated during

resin transfer into the mold. The high coal of environ-
mental equipment can be substantially reduced.

8. Molding personnel usually require less training to
perform resin transfer molding.

9. Resin uaagc can be reduced by the addition of
fillers.

10. Parts can be gel coated, pigmented, postfinished,
or combined with therm~plastic skins during the molding
proocss.

Disadvantages of the procedures include
1. Tooling and clamping must be designed to with-

stand an internal pressure of approximately 276 kPa (40
psi).

2. The parts have a high resin content.
3. Matched mokk arc required.
4. Resin-starved areas can occur and wiU not be

detected until the part is owed.
5. Posttrimming is required for this prpocss, i.e.,

trimming and dust pickup equipment arc needed.

6-2.8 PULTRUSION

Pultmsion is one of the fcw basic pmccsscs in the
reinforced plastics industry that converts primary mw
materials directly into finished product, continuously and
automtsticatly, with no intermediate handling or pf’ocess-
ing involved. From thcrmoact resin auppiicra the tiquid
resin and continuous-filament rcinforccancn taam fd into
a modem puItmdcr in a continuous proms which
impregnates, orients, shapes, and completely cures ttn-
limitat-iangth, coaatant ~ pslMea, both
solid and tubular. ‘The process is dsown m F%. 64. The
product is cut to the desired length and tikcd for
shipment or use.

The automatic, rclathrely labor-fmc operation of
modern ptdtrusion machiies has km a key ftior in tlte
mpid growth of the pultmaion industry. lkmnoplastie
and tttermosct prcprcga can also be ptdtmdcd (Ikf. 10).

\ Resin Applicator
Continuous Strand
Roving, Mal,or Cloth

Reproduced with pcrr&on &n fkgineers’ GA to Com~
posife Materiais, American Society for Metats, Metals Park,
OH, 1986.

Figure 6-6. Pultrusion (Ref. 1)
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Although the pultrusion process curl he perform~ by
differcnl snachinc variations, ail are classed as either
continuous- or intermittent-pull, in a horizontal or
vcrt ical prod uct direction, using Caterpillar-type tractors
or reciprocating-type clamp pullers. Machine variations
occur primarily at the curing zone, i.e., generally in die
materials and methods of applying heat to polymerize the
resin and cure the profile to its final shape. The process
incorporates conductively heated steel dies and diclcc-
tricatly heated nonmetailics (fluoroplastic or ceramic)
where the composite material is under restraint during
cure, and radiantly heated ovens in those processes that
use no continuous restraining force at gel or peak
exotherm polymerization points in the resin-curing cycle.
Radiantly heated ovens are also used in composites that
employ wrapped films or braided reinforcements.

Among the US firms of the puittuaion industry, the
dominant machine eordiguration is continuous puii (con-
tinuous cure), in a horizontat product directio~ using
either tractor or reciprocating pullers, and using a
conductively heated steel die in the final cure zone. The
continuous puU feature, by definition, dictates continuous
cure and thereby ciim.inatcs the index marks characteristic
of intermittent-puii systems.

Sophisticated puitrusion machines consist of reinforce-
ment-dispensing systems, a main impregnation system,
quality control monitoring kstrumcnts, and flying, cutoff
saws for complete automation.

Reiioroemcntdie~nsing systems aregeneraliy geared
to fiberghas in ail its fdament forms and consist of roving
support racks with spindk creels from which woven
rov~ stut& and fabric arc dispcnacd. Directional
properties in ptdtsuaions am obtained by material
selection. bntinuous roving is used for gtrength in the
longitudinal diraction, woven roving is used for bp
directional properties, and mats and woven fabrics are
used for isotropic propcrtb. Sometimes combinations of
different reinforcement types are used to obtain specialized
properties.

Boron, grap~ and aramid are often used singly or
with glass fibers in multkkctionai orhttation to obtain
@@stm@t and high+noduius pultruaions (Ref. 11).
Aimoetcvcryshapethatcan beextrudad~ti&~
by pultruaion.

Quality mntrol instruments on a puit.ruaion machine
should include automatic die temperature controls and
cured stock temperature monitors.

Almost every accepted form of reinforcement can be
used, e.g., roving, tow, ma~ and cloth braiding from ail
types of filament, e.g., glass, graphite, Kevlar@, boron,
stee~ and nylon. However, consideration must be given to
(1) adquatc axial strength to sustain puiiing fermi, (2)
the thermal conductivity and spec~lc beat influencing
rate of heat transfer,(3) the volume ratio of reinforcement
to matri% which controls the thermal effect during

:-.. —_. --- ...

curin~ and (4) the electrical properties of the filament if
dielectric healing is employed.

6-2.9 FILAMENT WINDING

Fkment winding is applicable to end prOdUCSShaving
hollow shapes that are cylindrical or ova[ (Ref. 12). It is a
process in which fibers or tapes arc wound onto a rotating
mandrel from a relatively stationary position, as shown in
Fig. 6-7. The fibers are dispensed from a transiting head
at controlled angles normal to the rotating mandrel axis.
Lay-up compaction can be controlled by the degree of
tension maintained on the fibers or tape during the
process. Resins, such as iiquid polyesters or epoxies, am
commonly used.

The continuous reinforcement is impregnated with
iiquid resin by being drawn through a resin bath and
wound under tension onto a stkcl or aluminum rotating
mandrel in the shape of the finished pm The fdament
winding machhte traverses the reinforcement over the
length of the mandrel in a predetermined pattern to give
maximum strength in the directions required. Fiber lay-
down angie may range from nearly 90 deg to about 10deg
off the horizontal axis (Ref. 13). After sufkient t htckness
has been built up, the laminate on the mandrel is cured at
room temperature or in an oven and “uthen removed from
the mandreL The mandrel detcsminm the insiic surface,
and the outside surface may be accurately machiied if
required. Filament winding equipment enabling neariy
continuous production is available, and the process can
be automated if volume justifies it (Ref. 14).

6-2.10 MISCELLANEOUS METHODS

There are a number of occasionally used fabrication
methods. Thermal expansion moidingisone such method
(Ref. 15). The molding process produces integrally

LasWnate

Mandrel

i 3’\ }
v!

j~
ContinuousSlrarxi Resin@plGator
Roving

ReproduA with permission from E@neem’ Guide IOCom-
posite Materials, American Society for Metals, Metals Park,
OH, 1986

Figure 6-7. Filament Winding (Ref. 1) - ‘“-
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stiffened structures having complex shapes. Prcpreg
layers are wrapped over blocks of rubber and the lay-up
and rubber blocks are restrained in a metal cavity. As
temperature is increased, the rubber blocks or mand rets
expand more than the metal restraining tool and thereby
generate curing pressure and eliminate the need for
external pressure application, such as can be applied with
art autociayc. Vcrybighprrmttrqs qao be gmemted (UP tO
5.5 MPa (800 psi)) if the m~ of, rubkr vepus, the cavity
is not controlled. Tooling is simple, inexpensive, and
easily ch~ for prototype hardware changes. Aiso a‘
designer has considerable design latitude to mold complex
assemblies in a single cycle. Thus overall manufacturing
costs can be redueed by decreaaing the number of parts
that have to be bandied, by eliminating joints, and by
decreasing assembly and fastening operations.

Continuous shat lamination is a process whereby the
mat or fabric is passed through a resin-impregnating
bath covered with piasticfiim, passed through compacting
rollers (which may be corrugated to form corrugated
sheet), and CUfCd.

Machine lay-up of laminates is accomplished to elimi-
nate the human error, improve the laminate quality (low
void content), and to speed up the fabrication process
(lower cost). Some of the problems encountered with
developing ~ iXy-Up machines have been tttpc tack,

- @nrtIcnq indexing of tape orientation through
numerical ootttro~ and lay-up of cuwcd smfttcca. A major
bind~ in the uae of these machinea in substructure
fabrication has ham the inability to wrap tapered com-
ponents while madaining a constant laminate oriettta-
tion.

Tape lay-up machines, as they exist today, range from
hand-operated dispensing beads on a track to fully
●utomated uwldnea .Aain@eoperatormatttsaUy operates
the iaydown head and manually cuts the tape. There are
many variations that cart be applied to this basic concept,
such as a cutting device on the head, a table base that
rotates for dfiercnt tape orientations, a continuous belt
system for indexing the Mylar template, and others that
an be adapted to suit a pticular application.

6-3 PROCESS DEFECTS

The quality of continuous fiber-reinforced composites
is highly p~ciependent. Quality work can&produced
if there iscaseftti aupcrvhkn and ifthc workera have been
thoroughly trained. A number of fabrication dcfczt.s, such
as voids, wrinkles, delamination, resin dryness or richness,
crazing, and foreign inclusion, can be avoided or
minimized. The presence of any of these defects will have
an adverse effect on the physical and mechanical
properties of a iamii.

Reinforced laminates often have small voids, or air
bubbles, which detract from their strength properties.
Gencraliy, these voids are formed by entrapment of air

during lay-up of the resin and reinforcement and by
release of volatile components from the tesin system
during cure. Voids am never completely absent, and an
acceptable number of voids should be established for
compatibility with end-use requitmrtents.

Laminates made by the contact molding method (hand
lay-up) tend to have a higher void content than laminates
molded under pressure. Careful working of a laminate
during lay-up can force or workout a Iarge portion of the
air bubbles.

Many air bubbles cart be worked out of a lay-up bythe
use of rolhxs and squeegees. Part of theproblem in wet
by-ups can be minimised by avoiding inclusion of air
bubbles during mixing of the resin system. Maim cure
temperatures should he kept below the point at which
volatiics from the monomer would form gas hubbies.
Bubbles shouid be chttinated from one piy before work is
begun on the next. Careful placement of plies-working
from the middle oftbe Iayerto the outer edge orfmm one
end to the other-will eliminate wrinkles, which can
result in iargc voids between the piii.

Wrinkles in a laminate are caused by careless handiing
of the plies of reinfomcment during the lay-up or molding
process. A wrinkle between the piies of a laminate causes
a weak area in the interiaminar bondandreduees the
~mh propmiesof the “iammate. -fherefore,
a wrinkle in the rcinfotccment isdetrimctttal to the overall
strength of the iaminate.

Lack of intimate contact betswxm adjacent plies in a
laminate during cure results in intedamhm separation,
i.e., Wamit@ion. The area of sepamtion can be a void
space or ● pooi of exmas main. Either condition reauita in
a weak spot in the laminate. Both -nditions can be
eliminated by proper working of the laminate before
work is begun on the next piy. Although this type of
defect does not readily oczur in iamhmtu otsrcd under
pressure, it can readily deveiop from careless lay-up in the
contact method.

Laminatea are “main4arved” when made with insuffii
cient or unequally distributed main. Rcsindryncaa results
in inadequate bond of the r&tfortxmw@ and inadequate

I
bonding causesexoessive voi& or porosity in the bninate.
Thiadtyrsesa dSO invitcscorrosion attack and contributes
to iow wet strength retention.

Excessive asrtoanta or untven distribution ofa resist in ●

iaminate ean cause main-rich areas. These resin-rich aruM
arc subject to cracking and will reduce the physical
properties of a laminate due to the lack of adquate
reinforcement, wtilcb is an imbalance of the ratio of resin
to reinforcement.

Crazing is the formation of tiny, hairline cracks
1 through the body of the min due to rapid or excessivdy
~ hot curing conditions. Resin-rich areas or heavy, un-
i reinforced gel coats of a huninate are subject to crazing.

Gradual deterioration in crazed areas of a laminate can be

6-6
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rxpected to occur when it is subjected to weather and structures. These mdsods allow tailoring of mechanical
moisture. Laminates made with rigid resins generally pro~rties, which are reproducible with precut and pre-
have a greater tendency to craze than laminates made impregnated forms of the raw material.
with flexibilized resins. The basic fabrication proeemes have been cnhwxd

and are continually the focus of produel.ion engineering
6-4 COMPARATIVE FEATURES OF studies to optim”u futiher the use of composite materials.

MOLDING METHODS

Table 6-1 giva wnpadve &aturcs of tbe various
6-5 PRODUCTION RANGE OF PARTS

molding methods. Mold costs and facility costs range VERSUS’TYPEITOLII

from low (hand lay-up) to very high (compression). Theduratillity of various mold materials versus molding
Although compression molding has the most favorable methods is shown in Table 62. Each quantity listed
ranking in production rate, physical properties, and provides a relative indication of the capability of each
msalityof part, the proecss is not widely used in continuous fabrication proecas. The number of parts is highly
fdament ~mposites. The bag mol~ing processes and dependent on the size, shape, pressure, and cure tempem-
filament winding are used to fabncat.c most composite ture used.

TABLE 6-1. COMPARATIVE FEATURES OF FABRICATION PROCESSES

FEATURE

Mold eat

Facility emt

Production
rate

PIsysieal
properties

Quality of
past

Stsrfaec
appearanm

Rasin
eontrat

Fdhing
required

Operator
skill

I

I

HAND
LAY-UP

Low

Low

Low

Low

Luw

Poor

w

w

Medium

COLD
PRESS

MOLDING

Medium

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

tittk

Me&um

tilGH-
PRESSURE
MOLDING

Veryhigh

Vcxyhigh

hy high

High

High

Exalknt

Low

very iittk

Low

—. —

a
VACUUM

BAG
MOLDING

Medium

Low

Low

Low

Low

Poor

High

w

Medium

1

I

;,

;i

il

lING ME
iUTGCIAVE
MOLDING

Medium

High

Low

Medium

Medium

Poor

Medium

u

Medium

[OD
msssu RE

BAG
MOLDING

Medium

Low

Low

@w

Medium

Poor

w

w

Medium

RSSIN
‘RANSPER
MOLDING

High

Low

Medium

Low

Medhtm

Ueryhigh

tittk

Low

PULTRU-
SION

Low

w

High

High

Medium

Good

Medium

Littk

Low

WAMENT
WINDING

Low

High

Medium

High

Medium

Poor

High

w

Medium
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TABLE6-2. TYPICAL NUMBER OF PARTS PRODUCED ON VARIOUS TYPES OF MOLDS

MOLD
MATERIAL

Pla..ler

wood

Fiberglass-
reinforced
plastic

C&n plaatic

Machined
aJuminum

cast

aluminum,
Kirksite

Tool steel

-——

T
HAND COLD

LAY-UP PRESS
MOLDING

I-10 1-3

1-50 1-1o

1-1000 I-50

l-moo 1-50

>1OOO
I

>1OOO

>Iooo >1OOO

>Io,ooo >Io,ooo

HKiH-
PUESSURE
MOLDING

NA

NA

NA

NA

>1OOO

>1OOO

>NM,ooo

FABR1_—
VACUUM

BAG
MOI.IWJG

1-1o

1-50

I-lm

1-JO(-NI

>1OOQ

>1OOO

>1O,OOO

4TION P
,UTOCLAVI
MOLDING

1-1o

I-50

1-1OOO

1-1000

>Iooo

>1OOO

>Io,ooo

3CESS
PRESSURE

BAG
MOLDING

1-1o

I -50

1-1OOO

I-1000

>Iooo

>Iooo

>10,000

RESIN
rRANSFER
MOLDING

1-1o
1-50

I-2000

J-5000

>1OOO

>1OOO

>Io,ooo

PuI.l-RtJ-
SION

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NOTE

FILAMENT
WINDSNG

1-3

1-1o

NA

NA

1-50

NA

>KtOO

NOTE: Pultsusion dies are made from hardened steel dies and produce infinite lengthsof composites. When wesr iaencountered, dies
art replacd.

1.

2.

3.

4.-.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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CHAPTER 7
APPLICATIONS OF CONTINUOUS F5ER-

REINFORCED COMPOSITES
Applications of composites are identified Jorjlberglass, carbon-graphite, aramid, and boron continuous

fibers. S@ec~E end-item uses are &scribed wkre known.

7-1 INTRODUCTION

Composite materials have been widely applied to
militmy aerospace materiel (Refs. 1-3). Development
applications can bejuatifkd because many improvements
and advantages have been gained through the use of
compodcs. ‘I%c product generally has evolved through
the initial substitution of a composite for a part, replace-
ment for another material, or the initial complete design
of a system. The impetus for use of composites is weight
savings, which occur because of their high specific
strength and stiffness. Design flexibility is another primary
motivator that leads to the decisions to use composites for
miIitasy applications.

Newly developed technology allows major decreases in
costs of raw materials and fabrication. As process
variabks am brought into control and automation and
faster molding cycles become possible, some saviri@ in
coat become possibk. Material costs have remained
reiativdy stabk, but they are somewhat volume sensitive.
Ad vancemcnts in todmology should make available

.
mater@ atmduadeosts.

The choice to use continuous fdamcnt fibers in the
milky is direot)y related to their large-soak use in

“al use results inindustry beOaUSC~ VOhtI?lCCOntmerm
reduced raw matetial costs and increased cast-effective-
ness. This ~ was behind the choice to use
fiberglasatwo decadca ago and applies to thechoicc to use
tXNbO~phitC and aramid fibers, which are widely used
inthaoo mmemial sector. Boron fi~ on the other band,
still are used less ohs due to their limited commercial use
andhighoost.

Hybrid wnstmctions using various f~ent composites
integrated with meti offer signiktnt advantages in
military applications. More and more applications con-
tinue to demonstrate the effectiveness of using various
fiber composites to meet end-item requirements. TIM
paragraphs that follow describe the use of each fiber type
in military applications.

7-2 APPLICATIONS OF FIBERGLASS-

REINFORCED COMPOSITES

Fiberglass composites, as compared with other fiber-
reinforeed composites (carbon-graphite, aramid, and

. . . .. . ..— 7-l

boron), aceotmt for at least 95% of the composite market
in product volume. Military usc of fiberglass, however, is
very smail. Produots isicludc fbent-wound rocket
motor cases, pressure vessels, launch tubes, $ilo& tubing,
fuel pipe, missile shells, and rocket nozzles (Ref. 4). Other
end-items include tank and automotive components,
storage tanks, propclkx biades, radomcs, antennas, nose
cones, instrument housings, ekctrieal circuit boards, boat
hulls, marker buoys, floating docks, and numerous
aircraft parts (Ref. 5). The reinforcements used in the
military are either E-or S-fiberglass, and the mains used
are primarily polyesters or epoxies (bisphenol or novalac).

Military use of fiberglass began in the aircraft and
aerospace industries, which continue to be the largest
users. Fiberglass is now being combined with advanced
composite materials to form hybrid structures. High use
of fiberglass will centinue due to ita low ooat ●nd the
suceeas ac hievcd with its use during the iast three decades.
Uae in the military wilI inorcase with ~ applica-
tions in the commercial sector. Many industrial uses are
being incorporated into She military, pastkukly in
building construction, marine applications, and vehicks
(Refs. 6 and 7).

7-3 APPLICATIONS OF CA.RBON-
GRAPHITE FIBER-Reinforced
COMPOSITES

Many present and potential uses of carbon-graphite
resin matrix composites are idcntifhbk. These appliea-
tiona arc basically oriented to aircraft and space struc-
tures. However, the unique and, at times, superior
properties of these eomponenta encourage their use in
designing alternative or new kinds of equipment. Some of
the desirabk properties of carbon-graphite composites
include high thermal conductivityy, high Ckctrical re-
sistance (dielectric strength), good environmental resist-
ance, high stiffness, low density, high tensile strength, and
high creep resistance (Ref. 8).

Currently the primary application of carbon-graphite
composites is in military and mmmereisl aircraft. The use
of graphite fiber/epoxy matrix systems in aircraft
structures falls into three structural groups: wing,
empennage, and fuselage components. Within these
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groups composite use has been effected through complete
redesign, element-by-element substitution of composites
for metals, and selective skin reinforccmcrst of metallic
elements with composites. Element-by-clcntent substitu-
tion represent-s the majority of applications. Table 7-1 is a
partial summary of the uses of graphite-epoxy in military
aircraft structures (Ref. 9).

Missile applications include the use of graphite<poxy
materials for major structures. The Trident 1 uses a
graphhe fiber in the highly loaded thrust skirt. A filament-
wound, high-strength graphite-epoxy rocket motor case
was developed for the space shuttle to replace steel
booster eases in order to achieve signikant weight
reduction. A 3.7-m ( 12-ft) filament-wound segment is
5900 kg (13,000 lbm) less than the original steel motor
case (Refs. 1 and 2).

Graphiteqoxy spring design has been examined as a
possible way to reduce the weight of the mttkileaf spring
in heavyduty trucks. In early data the composite spring
weighed only 13.6 kg (30 Ibm) compared to 56.7 kg ( 125
lbm) for a steel spring. Also the composite spring showed
incrcaacd MC and increased load capacity in the early
stages of testing

TABLE 7-1. AIRCRAFT APPLICATIONS

OF GRAPHITEEPOXY COMPOSITES

APPLICATION

F-16

C-5A

F-4

F-15

F-18

F-5

B-l B

A-7

COMPONENT(S)

Horizontal stabilizer skins over
aluminum honeycomb, mtical
s@bilizers- and rudder

Leading edge slat skins over
aluminum honeycomb

Landing flap skins over aluminum
honeycomb and an actuator rib
and horizontal stabti skin
honeycomb sttuctuxc .

Rudder leading ed~ spar of
graphite with pcdyimidc S’cain

Composite wing ribs and spars

Wing skins, horizontal and
vertieal tail boxes, wing and tail
control surfaces, speed beak, and
outer engine duct made with
polyimide resin

Main landing gear door, leading
edge flap, horizontal stabilizer
skins over aluminum honeycomb,
and speed brake

Lc-ading edge slat skins over
aluminum honeycomb and
weapons bay door

Speed brake skins

Use of composites of graphite+poxy for automotive
drivcshafts has been examined. Replacing the steel tube
portion of the driveshaft with a composite results in a
weight reduction of 2.3 kg (5 Ibm). The steel shaft weighs
7.7 kg ( 17 Ibm), whereas the composite weighs 5.4 kg ( 12
Ibm). Also the steel shaft needs balance weights. Testing
indicates that the graphite-epoxy drivcshaft improves
ride quality. Also, some data show that a one-piece
composite drivcshaft can replace a two-piece std dnvc-
shaft in some vehicular applications because the weight
and cost of a center main bearing is eliminated (Ref. 10).

A reflector support truss for the National Aeronautics
and Spaa Administration’s (NASA’s) Application
Technology Satellite is required to cstabAish accurate
positioning of the rcfkctor dish with respectto the earth-
viewing module (EVM). The low thermal coefficient of
expansion of graphitc+poxy tubes minimises truss
thermal growth (or shrinkage). This relationship provides
very stable positioning of the reflector with regard to the
EVM over a temperature range of –160 to 93” C(–256 to
2W F).

Technology programs have been evaluated to verify the
performance of in-service practical structures. The aft
fuselage cone of the US Army heavy-lift helicopter (CH-
54B) has been reinforced with graphite composite stiffen-
ing, which resolves a dynamic vibration problem. A
graphitc~mposite-reinforced center wing box of a US
Air Force (USAF) C-1 30 twin-engined cargo aircraft has
been in service since 1974. A large amount of practial
cxpcnence has been gleaned from this application with
respect to minimizing residual stresses and warpags in the
construction of reinforcement for the 11-m (M-ft) long
box.

Also there arc some worthwhile marine applications
for graphite composites (Ref. 11). Full-scale structural
elements have been under development. These elements
are made of a graphite-epoxy box beam with steel
stiffeners and a graphite fiber-epoxy hydrofoil control
flap with thin titanium overlays. The box beam is a
substitute for the structure used as the main load -
box of theforward foil of the Navy’s experimental Patrol
Craft Hydrofoil (PCH-I High Point). The composite
articles duplicate the actual structural geometry and
fabrication details of the hydrofoil. A tapered test section
1.2 m (48 in.) long is included; here the desired stress level
is produced in the center of the specimen.

‘The composite hydrofoil cont;ol ilaps will be 2.1 m (7
ft) long and-will have a chord length of 0.46 m (1.S ft). One
of the control flaps is to be installed on the aft inboard
foils of the PCH-1 to replace one of the existing steel
flaps, and the second flap will be subjected to a full
lifetime of fatigue testing. The information collected from
these uses of the composite flaps will be applied in the
design and fabrication of other marine structures.

The National Research Council of Canada isdcvdoping
a 15-ro (50-ft) remote manipulation arm. This research is

. . . 7-2 . . .
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part of NASA’s space shuttle payload deployment and
retrieval mechanisms program, High-modulus graphite
with epoxy resin is used for the three-piece arm construc-
tion. Properties of the hollow tubes include lightness,
high stiffness, and low coefficient of thermal expansion.

Hollow tubular construclicm O.33m (13 in.) in diameter
with tube walls 1.27 to 1.9 mm (0.050 to 0.075 in.) thick
and O-and &38dcg orientation of fibers has been used for
the structure. The manipulator arm will be capable of
deploying 14,515 kg (32,000 lbm) of payload in space in
no more than 9 min from rekase of payload tic+down. The
arm will have remotely controlled television and lights to
provide side viewing and depth peraption.

Use of carbon-graphkc composites in miiitasy applica-
tions will continue to expand as the demand for lighter
weight structures increases.

7-4 APPLICATIONS OF ARAMID
FIBER-REINFORCED COMPOSITES

Kevla@ 49 is the aramid fiber of greatest interest to
industry. The unusual eornbkation of proptiies in
Kevlar@ 49 composites has resulted in many uses in
aerospace (Ref. 12), aircraft (Rcfs. 13 and 14), marine,
and numerous eastmercisd produeta (Rcfs. 15 and 16).
Some of these properties are weight savings, inercaaed
stiffness, and increased strength. Other valuable ohar-
aetcristics of theaccompoaitca include damage resistance,
fatigue strength, creep resiatancc, vibmtion dampening,
useful electrid properties, dimensional stability, usefsd
elevated temperature MIS% and envirostmantal stabfity.
Also KeviH 49 can be combined with graphite or
fiberglass to aehicve hybrid structures with an even more
desirable bkmd of p~peltiCS.

Aramid is used in fda.tuent-wound prCSStUCvessels and
solid rooket motor cases. For these applications light
wcigh~ strength high modulus, and good fatigue and
creep characteristics are needed, and the low density and
high tensile strength of aratnid are used to increase
structural perforsnanee. The cpaec shuttle contains 17
~ph~ pXUSUSCvesscis, WhiCh store various ~ and
liquids isn$loding o~n and nitrogen. Each vessel has a
metal iinerand iso ~ppd with aramid-reinforced
epoxy. Use of such a composite gives a weight rcduetion
of about 200 kg (440 Ibm) or 26% of the weight of all-
mctal vessels.

On the Boeing 747 SP aircraft the escape slide and life
raft systems are activated by pressurized gases stored in
metal-lined prcaaure vessels overwrapped with ararnid
fiber in an epoxy matrix. Each 747 SP uses 10 vessels and
each vessel weighs 9 kg (20 lbm). The use of such a
composite in these vessels saves 9 kg (20 lbm) per unit over
steel pressure vessels, which is a 50~o weight reduction.

The Trident CA is a three-stage, submarine-launched
missile that is capable of delivering nuclear weapons to
distant targets. The rocket engine cases of all three stages.-.

oft he C-4 missile are made of filament-wound Kevlar@ 49

composite material. Aramid fiber has been USed because
of its light weight and high tensile strength. Use of these
composites increases the range and payload capability of
this missile.

Aramid composites are used in non-and semistruetural
parts of aircraft where stiffness, strength, and weight
savings are important. Generally, weight reductions for
these composite structures arc in the 20 to 3S90 range
compared to weights of present metallic stmctures. Suoh
weight savings means increased payload and range or
reduced fuel requirements for the aircraft.

To improve the bird-strike resistance of the USAF
A-10 Thunderbolt II leading edge segments of tie wing, a
hybrid stmeture of Kevlar@ epoxy and graphite+poxy is
used. A laminate, constructed of Kcvla@ tape and fabric
as a eon? material and graphite tape plies as the outer
surface, will withstand direct impact of a 1.90-kg (4.2-
lbm) bird at speeds up to 155 m/s (508 ft/s) without visual
damage to the laminate (Ref. 17).

Interior eabln applications for these composites include
window reveals, overhead storage bins, lavatories, scats,
and ceiling panels. Weight savings are particularly im-
portant for the short takeoff and landing (STOL) type of
aircraft. A service evaluation of wing+o+ody fairing
panels of Kevla@ 49 in an epoxy matrix main on the
L-101 1indicates exeellent pcrforrnanee after5 yrin fhgh~
Aramid composite wing trailing and leadingcd~ motor
nacelles, and pylons arc now in aenice on the L-1OI 1.
Control surface trailing edgmare rdaomadeof the arasnid
composite. If only these applications are twtaidered, a
weight reduetion of 363 kg (800 lbm) per aircraft has been
achieved compared to the weights of the original aiuminusn
and fiberglass composite structures. Other components
that earr he made with aramid eomposita include landing
gear doors, fairings, acoeas doors, wing fl~ instrument
panels, and consoles. A lightweight composite mdomc
has exeellent radar transmission propcrb.

Aramid composites are used in helieoptsrs (Ref. 18) in
fairings, doors, aeceas panels, and instrument eonsolea.
Wcigitt rcdueiions are in tic 25% range because 6S% of
the outer skin aurfacz is made of arantid~orcmd
composites.

Aramid composites are used to reinforce hulls, decks,
and bulkheads in many types of boats because they offer
weight savings, increased stiffness, and increased damage
resistance. These improvements mean increasd per-
formance (e.g., speed, range, and fuel economy), safety,
durability, and ease of handling,

Ammid composites are being evaluated for use in
vehicle parts in which stiffness, strength, damage resist-
ance, fatigue resistance, and vibration damping properties
are impotiant. Also weight savings lead to fuel eeonomy.
Although these applications arc automotive oriented,
their surzessful use will lead to adaptation to military
vehicles.

—. 7-3 . . . . . . .
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The usc of reinforced plastics in automobiles is limited
to some extent by present manufacturing methods. MOSI
of the high-cost, highly labor-intensive methods used by
the aircraft industry are not adaptable to use in the
automotive industry. The development of efficient, low-
cost production methods for mass production of com-
posite auto parts would accelerate and expand the use of
composites in military vehicles.

There are many other possible uses for composites of
aramid fiber. These include spaec structures, primary
stmctures on aircraft and helicopters, energy-generation
deviees, and civil engineering structures. As engineers
time more aware of the benefits of using composites
and as tbecost of composites decreases, more applications
will be developed.

7-5 APPLICATIONS OF BORON FIBER-
REINFORCED COMPOSITES

Boron<poxy composites are attractive to military
designers because of their superior mechanical properties,
i.e., high strength and stiffness coupled with low density.
Boron fibers have been adapted to numerous applications
primarily in the aerospace industry. Typical applications
for aircraft are listed in Tabie 7-2.

The use of boron+oxy composites outside of aero-
spaee activities is not widely reported. This fact suggests
limited USCin eritieafatruetural applications. Use will
continue with the expectation that east of the basic fiber
wiIl decrease. Applications in the commercial sector for a
number of sporting goods products may lead to higher
volume production, which would lower fiber costs.

TABLE 7-2. AIRCRAFT APPLICATIONS
OF BORON-EPOXY COMPOSITES

(Refk 2,19, and 20)

APPLICATION

F-15

F-14A

Uttas
Helicopter

F-11]

C-141

F4

C-5A

B-l B

COMPONENT(S)
Empennage, cabin floor, and
stabtir

. ..-
Ho&eontal stabilizer IWL “
overwing, and faking

Structural beam reinforcement

Whig tracking edge panel

Gear pod door

Rudder

Leading edge slat

Dorsal Iongeron laminate and
horizontal stabilizer

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

lo.

II.

12.
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GLOSSARY

A

Aging. The effect on materials of exposure to an environ-
ment for an interval of time.

Air-Bubb& Void Air entrapment within and between
the plies of reinforcement.

AMopk Exhibiting different properties when tested
along axes in different directions (anisotropy).

Autoclave Molding. Fabrication method employing
high temperature and pressure.

Axial Winding. In filament-wound reinforced plastics, a
winding with the filament paraliel to the axis.

B
Bat Molding. A technique in which the consolidation

of the material in the mold is effected by application
of fluid pressure through a Ilcxible membrane.

Allubbk An internal void or globule of air or other gas
trapped within a plastic.

AAdIng. Crimping of fibers in a composite material

that often occurs in glass-reinforced thermoses due
to resin shrinkage during cooling.

Coupling Agent. Any chemical substance designed to
react with both the reinforcement and matrix phases
of a composite material to make a stronger bond at
the interfacx.

D

Denier. A yam and fdament numbering system in which
the yarn number is equal to the weight in grams of
9000 meters. The lower the denier, the finer the yarn.

E

Elongation. Deformation caused by stretching the
fractional increase in length of a material strained in
tension.

Errvironrnenltrf Stress Cracking. The susceptibility of a
resin to crack or craze in the presence of surface
active agents or other environments.

Epoxkr. Plastics based on resins made by the reaction
of epoxides with other materials, such as amines,
alcohols, phenols, earboxylic acids, acid anhydndes,
or unsaturated compounds.

F

Fabric. A material constructed of interlacui yarns,
fibers, or filaments, usually a planar structure. (Non-

C
wovens are sometimes included in this classifbtion.)

Circuil fl?~ W... One complete traverse of ‘ Fiber, Staple. Glass fiber of relatively short length, i.e.,
the fiber feed mechanism of a winding machine; one ! generally less than 0.43 m (17 in.).
complete transverse of a winding band from one I
mbkrary point along the winding path to another Fibergkss. An individual fiiament made from molten
point on a plane through the starting point and glass. See ako Fiber, Staple, and Fhment, Con-
Wwnticttlu to the axis. tinuous-

Corqpos& A matcrhd created by the synthetic assembly I
of two or more materials (a selected filler or reinforc-
ing element and a compatible matrix binder) to I
obtain speeiflc characteristics and properties. I

Compression MoM. A moId that is open when the i
material is int reduced and that shapes the material ~
by heat and by the pressure of closing.

Continuous Fffanunt YarrL Yam formed by twisting ~
two or more continuous fdaments into a singie, ~
continuous strand.

Filament, ContinuoIM. Glass fiber of great or indefinite
length.

Fikment Winding. A process for fabricating a composite
structure in which continuous reinforcements (fila-
ment, wire, yarn, tape, or other) that were either
previously impregnated with a matrix material or
impregnated during the winding are placed over a
rotating and removable form or mandrel in a specifkd
way to meet certain stress conditions.

1---___________- ....--____ . . ...--.— ----
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G

C/ass Firsikh. A material applied to the surface of a
glass reinforcement to improve the effrxt upon the
phyaieal properties of the reinforced plastics.

Graphitization. The process of pyrolization in an inert
atmosphere at a temperature In excess of 1800°C
(3272° F), usually as high as 2700”C (4892° F). This
process produces a graphhe crystal structure.

H

llund Luy-Up. The process of placing and working
successive plies of reinforcing material or reain-im-
pn?gnamd reinforcement in position by hand on a
mold.

High-Pressure Lamina@. Laminates molded and cured
at pressures not lower than 6.89 MPa (1000 psi) and
more commonly in the range of 8.27-13.8 MPa ( 1200-
2000 psi).

Honeycomb. Manufactured product of resin-impregnat-
ed sheet material formed into hexagonal-shaped eel}s.
Used as a core material in sandwich constructions.

I
lsotropie L.om4sde One in which the strength properties

are equal in all directions.

L
LOW-P mssure Moidkg. The distribution of relatively

uniform low pressure (1.38 MPa (200 psi) or leas)
over a resin-baring fibrous assembly of glass,
carbon~aphite, boron, arantid, or other material
with or without application of heat from external
sourrzs to form a structure possessing definite
physical properties.

M
Man&d The core around wh~h fabric, resin-im-

pregnated glass, or other fibrous material is wound
to form pipes, tubes, or vessels.

Afut. A fibrous material for reinforced plastic consisting

of randomly oriented chopped filaments or swirled
fdamcnts with a binde~ available in blankets of
various widths, weights, and lengths.

Matched Metul Molding. A reinforad plastics manu-
facturing proeeas in which matching male and female
dies arc used to. form the part-as opposed to low-

pressure laminating or spray-up.

MonoJihwrwnt. A single fiber or filament of indefinite
length generally produced by extrusion; a continuous
fiber of sufficient size to serve as a yarn in normal
textile operations.

N

Nonwoven Fabric. A planar structure produced by
loosely bonding together yams or rovings.

P

Polyesters. Thermosetting resins, produecd by reacting
unsaturated, generally linear, alkyd resins with a
vinyl-type active monomer, such as styrene, methyl-
styrenc, and diallyl phthailate cure.

Polyinside. A polymer produced by heating of polyamic;
highly heat-resistant resin suitable for use as a binder
or an adhesive.

Pressure Bag Molding. A process for molding reinforad
plastics in which a tailored flexible bag is placed over
the contact lay-up on the mold, seaIed, and clamped
in place. Fluid pressure, usually compressed air, is
placed against the bag and the part is cured.

Pulfru”om Reversed extrusion of resin-impregnated
roving in the manufacture of rods, tubes, and
structural shapes of a permanent cross section. The
roving, after passing through the resin dip tank, is
drawn through a die to form the desiredoross

seetion.

R

Roving (Fi&nsent Win&g). A collection of bundles of
continuous filaments either as untwisted strands or
twisted yarns. Rovings may be lightly twisted, but
for filament winding they are generally wound as
bands or tapes with as little twist as possible. Ghas
rovings are predominantly used in filament winding.

s
Sandwich Constructions. Panels composed of a light-

weight core material-honeyeomb or foamed piastic—
to which two relatively thht, dense, high-strength
faces, or skins, are adhered.

T

TraqJer MoUing. Method of molding thcrmosctting
materials in which the plastic is softened by heating
in a transfer chamber and then forced by high
pressure through suitable sprues, runners, and gates
into the closed mold for final curing.

.. ————
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v
Vacuum Bag Molding. A process for molding reinforced

plastics in which a flexible, transparent sheet is placed
over the lay-up on the mold and scaled. A vacuum is
applied between the sheet and the lay-up. The en-
trapped air is mechanically worked out of the lay-up
and the part is cured.

Y

Ytun. An assemblage of twisted fibers or strands, either
natural or manufactured, to form a continuous yarn
suitable for weaving.

I
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